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u axial velocity component 
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SUMMARY 
In an effort to overcome the mathematical difficulties associated 
with the solution of nonlinear combustion instability problems, a new 
approximate method based on the Galerkin method is developed. This 
method is used to study the nonlinear behavior of combustion driven 
oscillations in cylindrical combustion chambers in which the liquid 
propellants are injected uniformly across the injector face and the 
combustion process is distributed throughout the combustion chamber. 
Crocco's time-lag (n, T) hypothesis is used to describe the unsteady 
combustion process, and the hot combustion products are assumed to 
leave the combustion chamber through a quasi-steady nozzle. 
In a second order analysis the steady state Mach number is 
assumed to be small and the conservation equations are combined to 
obtain a single nonlinear partial differential equation which describes 
the behavior of the velocity potential. The velocity potential is 
expanded in a series of acoustic modes, each of which is multiplied by 
an unknown time-dependent coefficient. Using this series and applying 
the Galerkin orthogonality criteria yields a system of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations which are solved numerically. Numerical 
calculations are used to predict the following phenomena: (.1) the 
final amplitude attained in an unstable engine, (2) "triggering" of 
instability by finite amplitude disturbances in a linearly stable 
engine, and (3) the shape of the nonlinear pressure waves. The 
dependence of the resulting oscillation upon the engine parameters is 
XV 
also determined. 
Restrictions imposed on the second order theory include small 
Mach number mean flow, irrotational flow, and the presence of waves of 
moderate amplitude. In order to relax some of these restrictions a 
third order theory is developed. The resulting conservation equations 
can no longer be reduced to a single equation governing the behavior of 
the velocity potential; instead a system of partial differential 
equations must be solved. Because of the complexity of these equations, 
the behavior of a single transverse mode is studied by approximating 
each of the dependent variables as the product of an amplitude function 
and the spatial dependence of that mode. The resulting solutions are 
then compared with those obtained from the second order analysis. 
On the basis of results obtained from the second and third order 
theories the following nonlinear mechanisms were found to be important 
in determining the nonlinear stability characteristics of the system: 
(l) the transfer of energy between modes, (2) the self-coupling of a 
mode with itself, and (3) a nonlinear combustion mass source. The self-
coupling mechanism was found to be very important in the initiation of 
triggered instability, while the nonlinear driving mechanism was 





Description of the Problem 
During steady operation of a liquid-propellant rocket engine the 
injected propellants are converted "by various physical and chemical pro-
cesses into hot burned gases which are subsequently accelerated to super-
sonic velocity by passing through a converging-diverging nozzle. The 
operation of such an engine, however, is seldom perfectly smooth. In-
stead the quantities which describe the conditions inside the combustor 
(i.e., pressure, density, temperature, etc.) are time-dependent. Such 
oscillations can be of either a destructive or nondestructive nature. 
Nondestructive unsteadiness is characterized by random fluctuations in 
the flow properties and includes the phenomena of turbulence and combus-
tion noise. Unsteady operation of a destructive nature, on the other 
hand, is characterized by organized oscillations in which there is a 
definite correlation between the fluctuations at two different locations 
in the combustor. Such oscillations have a definite frequency and result 
in additional thermal and mechanical loads that the system must withstand. 
Unsteady operation of the destructive variety, known as combustion 
instability, was first encountered in 19^0 • At that time a British 
group testing a small solid-propellant rocket motor observed sudden in-
creases of pressure to twice the expected level, enough to destroy a 
motor of flight weight. Since that time every major rocket development 
2 
program has "been plagued by combustion instability of some form. These 
oscillations in the combustion chamber can have several detrimental 
effects. In some cases, particularly in solid-propellant rockets, insta-
bility can cause the steady-state pressure to increase to a point at 
which the rocket motor will explode. In liquid-propellant rocket chambers 
experiencing unstable combustion, heat transfer rates to the walls con-
siderably exceed the corresponding steady state heat transfer rates, re-
sulting in burn-out of the walls. If the chamber can survive these 
effects, mechanical vibrations in the rocket system can cause mechanical 
failure or destroy the effectiveness of the delicate control and guidance 
systems. 
The phenomenon of combustion instability depends heavily upon the 
unsteady behavior of the combustion process. The organized oscillations 
of the gas within the chamber must be coupled with the combustion process 
in such a way as to form a feedback loop. In this manner part of the 
energy stored in the propellants becomes available to drive large ampli-
tude oscillations. An understanding of this coupling between the combus-
tion process and the wave motion is necessary in order to predict the 
stability characteristics of rocket engines. 
Combustion instability problems in liquid propellant rocket motors 
usually fall into one of three categories according to the frequency of 
oscillation. Low frequency combustion instability, also known as chugging, 
is characterized by frequencies ranging from ten to several hundred cycles 
per second, nearly spatially uniform properties, and coupling with the 
feed system of the rocket. This type of instability is less detrimental 
than other forms, and the means of preventing it are well understood. 
3 
Low frequency instability will not be considered in this investigation. 
A second type of combustion instability, which is less frequently 
observed, has a frequency of several hundred cycles per second. This 
type of oscillation is associated with the appearance of entropy waves 
inside the combustion chamber. 
The third and most important form of combustion instability is 
known as high frequency or acoustic instability. As the name suggests, 
this type of instability represents the case of forced oscillations of 
the combustion chamber gases which are driven by the unsteady combustion 
process and interact with the resonance properties of the combustor 
geometry. The observed frequencies, which are as high as 10,000 cycles 
per second, are very close to those of the natural acoustic modes of a 
closed-ended chamber of the same geometry as the one experiencing un-
stable combustion. High frequency combustion instability is by far the 
most destructive and is the type to be considered in the present investi-
gation. 
High frequency combustion instability can resemble any of the 
following acoustic modes: (.1) longitudinal, (2) transverse, and (3) com-
bined longitudinal-transverse modes. Longitudinal oscillations are usu-
ally observed in chambers whose length to diameter ratio is much greater 
than one; in this case the velocity fluctuations are parallel to the axis 
of the chamber and the disturbances depend only on one space dimension. 
For much shorter chambers the transverse mode of instability is most fre-
quently observed. Transverse oscillations in rocket motors are character-
ized by a component of the velocity perturbation which is perpendicular 
to the axis of the chamber and a three-dimensional disturbance field. 
k 
Such oscillations can take either of two forms: (l) the standing form 
in which the nodal surfaces are stationary, and (2) the spinning form 
in which the nodal surfaces rotate in either the clockwise or counter-
clockwise direction. Transverse combustion instability, particularly 
that resembling the first tangential mode, has been frequently encoun-
tered in modern rocket development programs and has been the subject of 
2 
much current research . 
Previous Work in the Field 
Since the early 1950Ts much experimental and analytical research 
has been devoted to better understanding the phenomenon of high frequency 
combustion instability. Most of the theories presented prior to 1966 
were restricted to circumstances in which the amplitudes of the pressure 
oscillations were infinitesimally small, that is, in the linear regime. 
Prominent among these are the pioneering studies of longitudinal insta-
bility by Crocco as well as the studies of transverse instability by 
i+ 5 6 
Scala , Reardon , and Culick . A complete discussion of these theories 
7 
is given m the work of Zinn and will not be repeated here. 
Although linear theories provide the propulsion engineer with 
considerable insight into the problem, their applicability and usefulness 
in design is limited. The linear theories cannot provide answers to such 
important problems as the limiting value of the pressure amplitude at-
tained by a small disturbance in the case of a linearly unstable engine, 
or the effect of a finite-amplitude disturbance upon the behavior of a 
linearly stable engine. In the latter case the results of many tests 
indicate that under certain conditions the introduction of sufficiently 
5 
large disturbances into a linearly stable engine can "trigger" combustion 
instability. Another shortcoming of linear theories is the fact that 
their predictions cannot be compared directly with available experimental 
data; for, in the majority of cases, the experimental data is obtained 
under conditions in which the combustion instability is fully developed 
(i.e., in the nonlinear regime) . To provide answers to these questions 
theories accounting for the nonlinearities associated with combustion 
instability are needed. A more detailed discussion of the nonlinear as-
7 
pects of combustion instability can be found in the work by Zinn . 
In the field of finite amplitude (nonlinear) combustion instability, 
mathematical difficulties have precluded any exact solutions, and approx-
imate methods and numerical analysis have been used almost exclusively. 
For this reason publications in this field are relatively scarce. Notable 
o 
among these is the work of Maslen and Moore who studied the behavior of 
finite amplitude transverse waves in a circular cylinder. Their major 
conclusion was that, unlike longitudinal oscillations, transverse waves 
do not steepen to form shock waves. Maslen and Moore, however, considered 
only fluid mechanical effects; they did not consider the influences of 
the combustion process, the steady state flow, and the nozzle which are 
so important in the analysis of combustion instability problems. Never-
theless pressure recordings taken from engines experiencing transverse 
instability reveal the presence of continuous pressure waves similar in 
form to those predicted by Maslen and Moore. 
One of the first nonlinear analyses to include the effects of the 
combustion process and the resulting steady state flow was performed by 
9 Priem and Guentert . In this investigation the problem was made one-
6 
dimensional by considering the behavior of tangential waves traveling in 
an annular section of the combustor of a liquid propellant rocket motor. 
They used a computer to solve numerically the resulting nonlinear equa-
tions for various values of the parameters involved. Due to the many 
assumptions involved in the derivation of the one-dimensional equations, 
the results of this investigation are open to question. 
o 
The successful use of the time-lag concept (see Crocco ) in the 
linear theories prompted a number of researchers to apply this model to 
the analysis of nonlinear combustion instability. By considering a 
chamber with a concentrated combustion zone and a short nozzle, Sirignano' 
demonstrated the existence of continuous, finite-amplitude, longitudinal 
periodic waves. These solutions were shown to be unstable, however, thus 
indicating the possibility of triggering longitudinal oscillations. 
Mitchell extended the work of Sirignano to include the possibility of 
discontinuous solutions. In this manner he was able to show that the 
final form of triggered longitudinal instability consisted of shock waves 
moving back and forth along the combustion chamber. Mitchell also con-
sidered the more realistic case of distributed combustion. 
In the analyses of Priem, Sirignano, and Mitchell the oscillations 
were dependent on only one space dimension. One of the first researchers 
to study finite-amplitude three-dimensicnal combustion oscillations was 
7 
Zinn whose work is an extension of the linear transverse theories and 
the analysis of Maslen and Moore. Using Crocco's time-lag model Zinn 
investigated the nonlinear behavior of transverse waves in a chamber with 
a concentrated combustion zone at the injector end and an arbitrary con-
verging-diverging nozzle at the other end. In this case it was necessary 
7 
to extend Crocco's "burning rate expression and transverse nozzle admit-
tance relation to obtain the appropriate boundary conditions for the 
case when the flow oscillations are of finite size. As a result of this 
analysis Zinn was able to prove the existence of three-dimensional, 
finite-amplitude continuous waves which are periodic in time. In addi-
tion he was able to prove the possibility of triggering combustion 
oscillations. An analytical criterion for the determination of the sta-
bility of such waves was derived, but because of its complicated form 
and the limited capacity of available computers no specific numerical 
results were obtained. 
12 In more recent years other investigators such as Burstein have 
attempted to solve numerically the equations describing instabilities 
that depend on two space dimensions. Although the resulting solutions 
resemble experimentally observed combustion instability, this method re-
quires excessive computer time, and studies of this type for three-
dimensional oscillations will have to await the development of a much 
faster "breed of computers. 
Objectives of the Present Investigation 
Experimental studies indicate that nonlinearities play an important 
role in the phenomenon of combustion instability. In spite of this knowl-
edge, most of the theoretical analyses in the past have been restricted 
to the linear regime, and those nonlinear analyses that have been done 
were restricted to one or two dimensions or to special limiting cases. 
For example, only in the case of longitudinal oscillations have nonlinear 
stability limits been found (see Mitchell ) . This state of affairs 
8 
exists "because of the mathematical difficulties associated with the solu-
tion of nonlinear problems in general, especially when the unsteady solu-
tions depend on two or three space dimensions. 
In attempting to solve a combustion instability problem by analyti-
cal techniques, the engineer is always faced with the difficult task of 
solving a system of nonlinear coupled partial differential equations 
whose solutions must satisfy a complicated set of boundary conditions. 
These boundary conditions may describe the unsteady burning process at 
the wall of a solid propellant rocket motor; the conditions at an ideal-
ized concentrated combustion zone of a liquid-propellant rocket engine; 
or the unsteady flow at the entrance of a converging-diverging nozzle. 
In an effort to obtain analytical solutions to various combustion insta-
bility problems, previous investigators have often been forced to simplify 
the original problem to such an extent that it no longer resembled the 
real problem that they had originally set out to solve. 
In an effort to overcome these mathematical difficulties numerous 
sophisticated mathematical techniques have been developed. These theories 
involve complicated perturbation techniques coupled with eigenfunction 
expansions and numerical integration schemes (e.g., see References (5), 
(7), (10), and (11)). In some cases solutions were obtained by using 
9 12 13 
straight-forward numerical integration methods v 5 . Due to memory 
size limitations and relatively high cost of operation of available com-
puters the applications of the numerical techniques have been primarily 
limited to the analysis of combustion instability problems where the 
oscillations depended on one .space dimension. While the above-mentioned 
works provide considerable understanding of the phenomenon of nonlinear 
9 
combustion instability, they fail to provide the propulsion engineer 
with a useful and relatively simple analytical tool that could be used 
in future engine design. 
At present there is a definite need for a new theoretical approach 
that will enable the propulsion engineer to perform a nonlinear stability 
analysis with relative ease. This method should be applicable to both 
linear and nonlinear problems and should be capable of handling the com-
plicated boundary conditions which so often arise in combustion insta-
bility problems. It is therefore the primary objective of this investi-
gation to develop such a new theoretical technique. 
On the basis of an extensive search of the literature it was found 
that the Galerkin method has the potential for satisfying the above needs. 
The Galerkin method is an approximate mathematical technique which has 
been successfully employed in the solution of various engineering prob-
lems, many of which belonged to the field of acoustics. Indeed it was 
the similarities between acoustics and combustion instability that sug-
gested. the possibility of using the Galerkin method in the analysis of 
combustion instability problems. However it was the existence of com-
plicated boundary conditions that the solutions are required to satisfy 
that pointed to the fact that the classical Galerkin method had to be 
considerably modified before it could be used in the solution of combus-
tion instability problems. A review of the classical Galerkin method 
and its modification to accommodate these complicated boundary conditions 
forms the subject of Chapter II. 
The equations that describe the flow conditions inside liquid-
prop ellant rocket motors will be derived and discussed in Chapter III. 
10 
These equations will "be used to determine the nonlinear stability char-
acteristics of a cylindrical combustor with a quasi-steady nozzle and a 
distributed combustion process, where the response of the burning rate 
to the pressure oscillations is assumed to be described by Crocco's 
sensitive time lag hypothesis. The appropriate nonlinear expressions 
for the burning rate and the nozzle boundary condition are then derived 
in Chapter IV. 
The remaining chapters of this thesis are devoted to demonstrating 
the applicability of the modified Galerkin method in the solution of both 
linear and nonlinear combustion instability problems, with special empha-
sis on the problem of nonlinear transverse instability. In Chapter V 
the Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to various 
linear combustion instability problems. These are necessary in order to 
test the validity of the modified Galerkin method by comparing the ap-
proximate solutions with those obtained by available exact techniques. 
The nonlinear analyses will be presented in Chapters VI and VII. In the 
second order analysis of Chapter VI it is assumed that the amplitude of 
the waves is not too large and that the Mach number of the steady state 
flow is small. Under these conditions the unsteady flow in the combustor 
is described by a single nonlinear partial differential equation which 
is derived in Chapter III. In Chapter VII a third order analysis is 
performed and the Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions 
to the full system of wave equations (also derived in Chapter III). In 
both cases the approximate nonlinear solutions will be used to obtain 
the nonlinear waveforms and the nonlinear stability characteristics of 
the engine as a function of the relevant system parameters. The major 
conclusions of this research are then presented in Chapter VIII. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
THE GALERKIN METHOD 
Classical Galerkin Method 
The Galerkin Method is a special application of the Method of 
Weighted Residuals (usually referred to as MWR)• Since its development 
around the turn of the century, the Galerkin method has been extensively 
used in the solution of various stability and aeroelasticity problems 
(see ref. (l̂ -) for a review of this method and an extensive list of ref-
erences) . In these instances the Galerkin method proved itself as a 
useful tool for the solution of both linear and nonlinear problems. 
Although it is an approximate mathematical technique, it has nevertheless 
produced results which were in excellent agreement with available exact 
solutions. These approximate solutions are usually simpler in form than 
the exact solutions obtained by numerical integration, and their quanti-
tative evaluation requires considerably less computation time. 
The Method of Weighted Residuals: and the classical Galerkin Method 
will now be briefly described. If x is. the vector of independent vari-
ables, the problem may be formulated in the domain D as 
N(u) = f (x) (x in D) (l) 
B.(u) = g.(x) i = 1,2,...p (x on boundary) 
12 
where I is a nonlinear differential operator, B. represents the ith 
1 ' 
boundary condition, while f and g. are known functions of the independent 
variables. 
An approximate solution of the following type is assumed 
n 
u(x) = S C.§. (2) 
where the §. are " t r i a l " functions chosen beforehand and the coefficients 
3 
C. are to be determined by the method. The functions §. are often chosen 
3 3 
to be the first n + 1 components of a complete set of functions (see ref. 
(15) for definition of completeness). It is desirable that these func-
tions satisfy as many known properties of the solution to be found as 
possible; such as monotonicity or periodicity. For example these func-
tions may be solutions to a linearized version of the problem being con-
sidered, or they may be chosen on the basis of experimental data. The 
§ .' s may be functions of all the independent variables in which case the 
C.'s are unknown constants, or the §.'s may be functions of a lesser 
3 3 
number of independent variables in which case the C.'s are undetermined 
3 
functions of the remaining independent variables. In the case where the 
C.'s are constants, the application of the MWR converts the original 
equation into a system of n + 1 nonlinear algebraic equations to be solved 
for the C.'s. 'When the C.'s are unknown functions the application of 
3 3 
the MWR yields a system of n + 1 nonlinear differential equations that 
control the behavior of the unknown functions. In either case the solu-
tion of the resulting system of equations is simpler than the solution 
13 
of the original problem. 
In applying the MWR, the approximating solutions (2) are substi-
tuted into the differential equations: and boundary conditions to form 
the following residuals. 
R ft) = N(u) - f(x) = NT Z C $ 1 - f(x) (3) 
N L-i=0 J JJ 
^ (u) = BjL(u) - gi(x) 
i 
If u were an exact solution of Eq. (l) then the residual R would be 
identically zero. This, however, is not usually the case, and the 
coefficients C . are determined in such a way that the error R is mini-
mized in some sense. If the boundary conditions are simple, it is often 
possible to find an approximate solution u that satisfies the boundary 
conditions, in which case the boundary residuals R^ are identically 
According to the MWR the unknown constants (or functions) C. are 
determined by requiring that the following condition be satisfied. 
J v y y m = 0 k = o,i,2,...n (i+) 
D 
In the above r e l a t i o n R̂ T i s the r e s i d u a l to be minimized and W, i s a 
N k 
specified weighting function. Various special cases of MWR, such as the 
1U 
method of moments and the method of collocation, are derived by using 
special types of weighting functions (see ref. (16)). 
The Galerkin method is the special case of the MWR obtained by 
letting W, = $, ; that is, the weighting functions are chosen to be the 
K. K. 
r** 
same functions as those used in constructing the approximate solution u. 
In this case the functions § must form a complete orthogonal set. The 
unknown coefficients are then found from the relations 
J VkdD = ° k = °'1'2'-'-n (5) 
D 
which requires the residual R to be orthogonal to all the trial func-
tions $.. . 
k 
In classical applications of the Galerkin Method the approximate 
solutions are chosen to satisfy all the boundary conditions, so that all 
boundary residuals vanish. When the boundary conditions are cumbersome, 
as in the case of combustion instability problems, it is often impossible 
to find an approximating solution that satisfies all the boundary condi-
tions. Therefore the boundary residuals must also be considered, and 
the Galerkin Method must be modified to properly accommodate these 
boundary conditions. This will now be done for the equations and bound-
ary conditions that describe the unsteady flow in rocket combustors. 
Modification of the Galerkin Method 
Before proceeding to modify the classical Galerkin method, the 
appropriate equations and boundary conditions must be derived. In the 
15 
analysis of solid-propellant and some liquid-propellant rocket engines 
it is often assumed that the hot products of combustion, with time 
dependent properties, are generated at the combustor's "boundary. Under 
these conditions the boundary may be regarded as a distribution of un-
steady sources (or sinks) of mass, momentum, and energy that are con-
centrated within an infinitesimally thin zone. Such a concentrated 
combustion zone is depicted schematically in Fig. (l) . Here n is a 
unit vector in the direction of the outward normal to the combustor's 
boundary, and the subscripts (1) and (2) respectively represent condi-
tions on the "outside" and "inside" sides of the concentrated combustion 
zone. For the moment the thickness of the zone is considered to be 
small but finite. Within this zone FJ/r , F„, , and F^ represent the 
Mass -"Mom' E 
rates of mass, momentum, and energy generation per unit volume. Follow-
17 
ing the procedure used by Williams t.ie equations describing the con-
servation of mass, momentum, and energy are written in integral form. 
Allowing the thickness of the zone to approach zero and assuming that no 
accumulation occurs within the zone, the following conservation relations 
are obtained: 
*Mom V _ - 2 
%ass + (P2 \ h " (Pi \ h = ° (6a) 
( p 2 1 • s)
 + p 2 J - [% (
pi ^ • a) + p.!*] = ° (^) 
% + [p2 \ (
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-* (V -n)n 
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Ax - 0 
Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Concentrated Combustion Zone. 
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where <̂> ? Sk > 3J1<^ %? rePresen"t the rates of mass, momentum, and 
energy generation per unit surface area. These quantities depend on the 
physical conditions at the conibustor's boundary and they can be ex-
pressed as follows: Q = Q (p ,p,V, . . .) . This functional depend-
ence is determined by a detailed analysis of the complicated combustion 
zone dynamics. In the present discussion it will be sufficient to assume 
that these functional relationships are known. The above relations are 
not limited to considerations of combustion zones only and they can be 
used to describe other boundary conditions such as those that result 
from the presence of a nozzle at one end of the combustion chamber. 
The conservation equations, which will be treated by the Galerkin 
Method, can now be written subject to some simplifying assumptions which 
will be used in all analyses to follow. The presence of diffusion, vis-
cosity, heat conduction, and body forces will be neglected, and the gas 
phase will be assumed to be thermally and calorically perfect. The 
presence of sources of mass, momentum, and energy distributed throughout 
the volume of the chamber will be included. Under these conditions the 
flow field is described by the following equations: 
E = |£- + V-(pV) - R, = 0 (7) 
1 St -̂*y Mass v ' 
**>=-§t(p# + v * ( ^ + V p - £Mom
 = 0 ^ 
F - A 
E3 - St 
' 1 a. 1 Tr2" 
.Y=l P + 2 p V . 
+ V' 
y- PV + \ pA] - FE = o (9) 
LY-1 
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In the energy equation the thermal and caloric equations of state have 
been used to eliminate the internal energy. 
Following the Galerkin method the dependent variables are assumed 
to have the following series solutions: 
N 
V, = 2_Avi <Pjx,tO i = 1,2 ,3 
i 1 n = 0 n.'n 
(10) 
p' = E B cp ( x , t ) 
n=0 n 'n 
~ N 
p = 2 C cp (x , t ) 
r\ "n n —> 
n = 0 *•- n 
where V. is the component of velocity in the ith direction, the cp (x,t) 
are known functions which form a complete set in the (x,t) space, and 
A , B , and C are the unknown constants that must be determined. As 
n. n7 n 
I 
an alternative form the functions cp could be only spatially dependent 
with the coefficients becoming functions of time. 
For the moment, it will be assumed that the expansions of the 
dependent variables have been properly chosen and that the boundary con-
ditions are identically satisfied, that is 
,nu r^i ,-w 
B1(p,V,p) = QTvlass(p,V,p) + ('p V) •£ - (p^) -n = 0 (1.1) 
.--*, ,^ ^ ,-w ,^ .NJ p"W.'-'W<Ny , V "I r "1 
VP'S'P) = W ' 2 ' ^ + l?S0 I • 3> + P2j ' Ul(PlV3> + PaSJ = ° <
12) 
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33(p7v/p) = QgC^V^p) + j^ii PV + 1^5V
2] • n (13) 
" "̂ 1 P A + I P A 7/] * 3 = 
In the above equations, p, , V-, , and p.. (the conditions on the "outside" 
side of the combustion zone) are considered to be known. Next the ex-
pansions given in Eqs. (10) are substituted into Eqs. (7) through (9) to 
yield the following residuals: 
dp ,***> r>~i ~ ^ 
E^P^p) = ^ - + v ( p V ) - F M a s s ( p , ^ , p ) (Ik) 
E 2(p ?V,p) = — ( p y ) + V - ( V P V ) + Vp - l ^ m ( p 5 V 3 P ) (15) 
, ) V '<w» ' V . 
B (P.2.P) = ^ 
1 ~ 1 ~ ~ 2 ~ ! ,_, p + - p V J + V. 
Ly-1 * 2 
y ~rv 1 rx"C7'2 ?-f| 
vTI P I + 2 P V Ĵ V P ' ^ ( l 6 ) 
To determine the unknown coefficients which occur in the expan-
sions of the dependent variables, each of the residuals is required to 
be orthogonal to all of the trial functions cp (x,t) , that is 
•* 
o v 
Ei(x,t)cpn(x,t)dvdt = 0 i = 1,2,3 (17) 
n = 0,1,2,...N 
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where v represents the space under consideration and t a properly 
*-
specified time. For example if periodic solutions are being sought, t 
would he the period of oscillation. Performing the integrations implied 
in Eqs. (17) yields 3(N+l) nonlinear algebraic equations for the 3(N+1) 
unknown coefficients which appear in the expansions (10). 
The Galerkin procedure outlined above can be justified as follows. 
If the assumed solutions exactly satisfy Eqs. (7) through (9)5 then the 
residuals (Ik) through (16) are identically zero and the validity of 
Eqs. (17) is evident. If, however, the assumed solutions are not exact, 
then Eq. (17) states that the residuals must be orthogonal to the first 
N+l members of a complete set of functions. In the limit as N approaches 
infinity, the residuals are required to be orthogonal to a complete set 
of functions in (x,t) which by definition of completeness implies that 
the residuals are identically equal to zero. The approximating solu-
tions then become identical to the exact solution of the problem. 
The Galerkin Method will now be modified for the case when the 
approximate solutions do not satisfy the boundary conditions. Substitut-
ing the assumed solutions (10) into the conservation of mass boundary 
condition (6a) yields the following nonzero boundary residual: 
B1(p5V,p) = QMass(p;Z,p) + (p V) -n - (p^) .n (l8) 
Of course similar relations are obtained for the momentum and energy 
boundary conditions, Eqs. (6b) and (6c) . There is now a need to 
minimize the residuals generated by both the differential equations 
2.1 
and the boundary conditions. If the orthogonality conditions are applied 
to the equations and boundary conditions separately, the boundary condi-
tions give 3(N+l) additional equations, 
.t* 
/"V* " W .^Sj 
o s 
Bi(p?V,p)cpn(S,t)Jdsdt = 0 i = 1,2,3 (19) 
n = 0,1,2,...N 
making a total of 6(N+l) equations. 
Since there are only 3(N+l) unknowns, a straightforward solution 
of Eqs. (17) and (19) requires that 3(N+l) redundant equations be dis-
carded. In the past this problem was unsatisfactorily resolved by 
1 ft 
arbitrarily discarding either the equation or boundary residuals' . An 
19 alternative method employed by Shulesko was to expand the dependent 
variables in terms of two sets of functions, each of which satisfied a 
different set of conditions. 
The difficulties mentioned above can be avoided if a way is found 
to combine the expressions resulting from the orthogonal!zation of an 
equation residual with the corresponding expression for the boundary 
residual. This way the number of equs.tions is reduced without dis-
carding any information. Similar procedures were used by Finlayson and 
20 21 
Scriven ' who analysed the heat conduction equation. Finlayson and 
Scriven justified their approach on the basis of a variational principle. 
In the absence of a variational principle for the equations of fluid 
dynamics, the proposed approach will be justified by making use of the 
22 
relationship "between the conservation equations and their corresponding 
boundary conditions. 
The modified Galerkin orthogonality condition for the continuity 
equation will now be obtained. First consider the case in which the 
unknown coefficients in the expansions of the dependent variables are 
functions of time and the weighting function is a constant (the first 
member of the set of trial functions q? is on many occasions a constant) 
Applying the Galerkin method to the continuity equation (Eq. (17) with 
i = l) and converting the volume integral of the divergence term to a 
surface integral yields: 
J I dV = I ̂ MassdV " P ^ S * (20> 
V V S 
Equation (20) states that the instantaneous net accumulation of mass 
within the combustor is equal to the sum of the mass generated within 
the combustor and the net mass flux into the combustor. In a similar 
manner by applying the Galerkin method to the boundary condition (i.e., 
Eq. (19) with i = 1) one obtains: 
OW'V 
s s 
pV-nds = Q,, - p1V1 -n ^-* -» J L^Mass H l -n l - ds (21) 
which has the interpretation that the instantaneous net mass flux into 
the system is given by the expression en the right hand side. Equations 
(20) and (21) are easily combined to give: 
23 
' |GL dv = 
dt . 
v v s 
R. dv + r pQ.- - PlVn -nlds (22) 
Mass J LIVtass Hl-d_ -»J 
which is the total mass balance of the system. The operations performed 
in deriving Eq. (22) are equivalent tc subtracting the boundary residual 
(i.e., Eq. (19)) from the corresponding equation residual (i.e., Eq. 
(.17)) • Thus subtracting the boundary residual is equivalent in this 
case to requiring the approximate solutions to satisfy the total mass 
balance of the system. Obviously this result "would not be obtained if 
the "weighted residuals "were combined in a different manner (such as by 
adding them) . 
The manner in which the residuals should be combined has just 
been demonstrated for the special case when cp is a constant and the 
unknown coefficients are time dependent. In the more general case when 
9 is a function of both time and space, the residuals should be 
combined in the same manner, in order that the resulting general 
expression will satisfy the mass conservation law in the special case 
when cp = constant. Generalizing the results obtained in the case when 
cp is a constant will provide one with a consistent and uniform approach 
for the solution of this type of problems. Following the suggested 
approach, the orthogonality condition for the continuity equation and 
its boundary condition becomes: 
,t* 
1 f r + V-(~V) - F „ cp dv (23) 
U Ldt VK -v Mass_rn o v 
21+ 
" 1 Kass + G^-S " (Pivi)-S>nds}dt = ° 
s 
Another justification of the above procedure is based upon the 
concept of natural boundary conditions used in the calculus of varia-
tions . In applying the Galerkin method to a problem for which a 
variational principle exists, there is a unique way in which the 
weighted residuals of the differential equations and natural boundary 
conditions should be combined. In various problems in elasticity (see 
22 
Bolotin ) these natural boundary conditions express conditions of 
equilibrium at the boundary. The analogous conditions in fluid 
dynamics are mass, momentum, and energy balances at the boundary. 
Even though no true variational principle has been found for the 
conservation equations of fluid mechanics, it appears that Eqs. (6) 
are the "natural" boundary conditions for these equations. 
It must be emphasized that no rigorous proof has been given for 
Eq. (23) . It would be much more satisfying if the applicability of the 
expression given by Eq. (23) could be demonstrated with a properly 
derived variational principle. In the absence of such a principle, 
however, the correctness of the approach leading to the derivation of 
Eq. (23) will be further demonstrated in Chapter V by showing that its 
application in the analysis of linear combustion instability problems 
produces results that are in excellent agreement with available exact 
solutions. 
From the definition of the residuals it is seen that Eq. (23) as 
well as the corresponding expressions derived from the momentum and 
25 
energy equations can be written in the following form: 
t * 
J { J E i(^?V,p)cpndv - f B i(^ JV Jp)cpnds}dt = 0 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 (2*0 
O V S 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . N 
where the E. are given by Eqs. (l̂ ) , (15), and (16) and the correspond-
ing B. are given by Eqs. (11), (12), and (13)• These equations state 
that the equations and boundary residuals are minimized by requiring 
that the difference between their weighted residuals vanish. If the 
boundary conditions are satisfied the boundary residuals vanish and 
the modified Galerkin method reduces to the classical Galerkin method. 
The expressions given by Eqs. (?.h) give 3(^+1) relations which 
can be used to determine the 3(N+l) unknown coefficients which appear 
in the expansions of the dependent variables. Once the indicated inte-
grations are performed the resulting set of algebraic equations is 
simpler and requires less computation time than the original set of 
partial differential equations. A somewhat different approach will be 
followed in the nonlinear analysis. The coefficients which appear in 
the expansions of the dependent variables will be unknown functions of 
time, and the trial functions will be only spatially dependent. Omit-
ting the integration over the time interval, the modified Galerkin 
method then reduces the original system of partial differential 
equations to a system of ordinary differential equations that describes 
the behavior of the time dependent coefficients. Using the specified 
26 
initial conditions to obtain initial values of the unknown coefficients, 
these differential equations can "be integrated "by standard numerical 





Due to the mathematical complexity of the conservation equations 
that describe the unsteady flow field inside unstable liquid-propellant 
rocket motors it is desirable to obtain a simplified version of these 
equations. It is the objective of the discussions presented in this 
chapter to analyze the combustor conservation equations and reduce them 
to an analytical form that is amenable to mathematical solution. The 
simplification "will be done in a manner that will allow the resultant 
equations to preserve both the mathematical and physical essence of the 
original problem. 
The combustion chamber medium will be considered as a two phase 
mixture of liquid propellant droplets and gaseous combustion products. 
The primary reaction between the fuel and oxidizer is assumed to occur 
immediately upon vaporization of the propellant droplets, that is, the 
vaporization process is rate controlling. Therefore the gas phase can 
be treated as a single constituent, which will furthermore be assumed 
to be thermally and calorically perfect. The presence of burning liquid 
droplets in the chamber will be represented as a continuous distribution 
of mass, momentum, and energy sources which will influence the propaga-
tion of waves in the chamber medium. 
In deriving the conservation equations it will be assumed that 
transport phenomena such as diffusion, viscosity, and heat conduction are 
28 
negligible. The absence of diffusion is consistent with the single 
species approximation for the "burned gases. Since viscosity and heat 
conduction result in damping of the pressure waves, their elimination 
from the analysis results in a conservative estimate of the stability 
of the system. 
The following equations are derived in the usual manner by 
applying the laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy to an 
5 6 arbitrary stationary control volume ' . They are presented first in 
dimensional form and will be nondimensionalized later. 
Continuity: 
do* * , * *N /
c p L * * * \ * , N 
J + v . ( p v ) = - ( - i + v . p I v I ) = w n (25) 
Momentum: 





•X- -X- -X- -X-
- -xy * I ' I \ i -x- r */ * I ' I \ *i * . * *x , , 
p (̂  + —^—yj + v LP v + ~~2~A J + v * (p 2 ) t2?) 
= - & ( P L e L ) + V ' ( p L e L \ ) } at s s 
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-x-
In the energy equation e represents the liquid droplet stagna-
.Li 
s 
tion internal energy and is given by 
* il-il 
eL = 6L + -J-
s 
-X 
where e contains both the thermal and chemical energy of the propellants 
l i 
The conservation equations will now be combined and rearranged 
into a more convenient form. By using the vector identity 
V-(aAA) = aA-VA + AV-aA 
and the continuity equation (eq. (25)) the momentum equation can be writ-
ten in a form similar to the Euler equation. 
*r-dV* v v „-, ^, ^ vX vr-dV* 
-X 
'St 
•x- -x- -x-1 T -x-/ -x- *-\ -x-r -^L -x- -x- -x-H -x- -x- . _ 
+ I -v X J =wm(vL - i ) - p^-s + V v vLj - v p (28) 
dt 
-X 
Since W is the rate of generation of gas from the liquid phase, the 
first term on the right represents the force required to accelerate this 
gas from the velocity of the droplets to the velocity of the gas. The 
second term on the right represents the drag force experienced by the 
droplets due to their interations with the gas phase. This second term 
-x-. -x- -x- -x 
is usually approximated by C (V -VT) where the constant C depends on the 
5 6 
Reynolds number of the drops . In view of the above comments, the 
30 
momentum equation can be rewritten in the following form: 
-x-
-x- r -L -x- -x- -x-l -x- -x-
p K + r v n + v p = 
Lst J 
-x- -xA/ -x- * 
- [V~ - W +Wm (29) 
To simplify the energy equation the liquid specific stagnation 
-x-
internal energy (i.e. eT ) is replaced by the corresponding enthalpy. 
s 
This substitution is allowed because cf the low specific volume of the 
7T "A" 7T / 7T , v 
liquid phase. Introducing the relation e = h - p /p into Eq. (27) 
s s 
and expanding terms gives 
-x-
-x-r s -x- -x- -x-l -x-
-" 
P I — I + V *v hs '
 + h 
•st 
•x-
£& . r,*J„K*Y] SP 
SL-^* , '^ St - # + v A P X ) ] -
-x-
-x-
d h T 
r- JLJ 
= - Pi 
s -x- -x- -x-
+ 1-VL LU, * -L L . dt s 
•x- r P L -x- / -x- -x-
\b*+ v VA 
s dt 
)] 
The continuity equation is then used to replace the expressions in the 
second and last brackets to yield the following much simplified form of 




s * * • * • • 
+ V -V h 
~* s. -x-
-x-dp 
- — * . = - p-
dt •x-
dh!r 
a -X- -X- * • 
-- + Vv \ . 
dt S 
-x-/ -x- * , / v 
- Wm( hs " hI J (30) 
In the above energy equation the first term on the right repre-
31 
sents a loss of energy from the gas phase due to heating and accelera-
tion of the liquid phase. The second term represents an energy source 
that results from the evaporation and combustion of the liquid droplets 
This source vanishes if the stagnation enthalpies of the gas and liquid 
are equal. 
The governing equations will now "be nondimensionalized with 
respect to a steady reference state, which will be denoted by the sub-
script "r". Usually this reference state is taken to be the stagnation 
condition at the injector face, but if the variation of steady state 
properties is negligible the reference condition can be the correspond-
ing constant steady state condition. All lengths will be referred to 
some characteristic length, such as the chamber radius. The character-
istic velocity is the speed of sound at the reference state, and the 
-x- , -x-
characteristic time is the wave travel time c /L . The dimensionless 
T 
quant i t ies are defined below: 
-x- * * 
x •* V V T 
_ * t . __ -̂  . _ L 
5 = —* s t = c — ; V - —^ ; V L ~ — 
L L c c 
r r 
-x- -x- -x- , -x-
n = £_ • -n - VP • h - h _ (V-1)3 1 
w -x- > * ~ -x- *2 ' * * -x-2 
p p c c T c 
r r r p r r 
-x- -x-
* L * L W = W - T 7 ^ 7 ; C = c m m * * ' " * * 
p c p c 
r r r r 
Using the above definitions the stagnation enthalpy is given by 
32 
h = h 4 • ^ V 2 
s 2 
and the dimensionless conservation equations become 
Continuity 
St 
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= - P-LLot •V^J-^VO 3̂) 
In addition to the conservation equations, an expression 
relating h to the gas velocity and the appropriate state variables 
is needed. This relation is obtained by combining the thermal and 
caloric equations of state with the definition of the stagnation 
enthalpy, and is given by the following expression: 
h - E + J t i v 2 
s p 2 
(3*0 
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Equations Governing the Wave Motion 
Since it is desired to investigate the propagation of waves in a 
combustion chamber and the effect of mean flow and combustion on the 
growth or decay of these waves, general equations governing the wave 
motion in the combustor will now be derived. To obtain the wave equa-
tions each dependent variable is expressed as a sum of a steady state 
quantity and a time dependent perturbation. The behavior of the steady 
state quantities is governed by the time independent versions of Eqs. 
(3-1) through (3̂ -) • Setting the time derivatives equal to zero, the 
following system of steady state equations can be derived: 
V-(PS) = \ (31a) 
PV'W + i v- = _ (v-V L)(W m) (32a) 
pV.Vhs = - pL7L.VEL - Wm(Es-EL ) (33a) 
s s 
e . - f^ i 2 O^a) 
To derive the wave equations the assumed form of the dependent 
variables is substituted into the full unsteady equations (i.e. Eqs. 
(31) through (3̂ )) and the corresponding steady state equations are 
subtracted out. The resulting set of equations that controls the 
behavior of the wave motion is: 
3^ 
Continuity 
| § ' + v.(p-y') + v(p'v) + v.(p'v') = vT (3ib) 
Momentum 
_ av' _ _ _ i 
p ^ + pv-w' + pv;'-w +pv-vv + - vP ' + (32b) 
av;' 
at p' ~ + pv'-w' + p'v-w' + pV-vy + p V - w ' = 
- {{l-\K + (v'<X - (S'-^X + c(v'-^)} 
Energy 
__ dh ' __ _ _ a h ' 
P ^ + pv-vhj + p£'.vhs + p'v;-vhs + P ' - ^ + (33b) 
+ pV'-Vh' + p V - V h ' + p 'v ' -Vti + p ' v ' - V h ' - I l i | E 
r-> s r -* s r -* s r -> s y St 
" {PL a t ^
 + PL2L
,vhL + ^ L * % + P 5 L , V E L + p L a t " ^ 
s s s 
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 P T Z T ' ^ T f L-*L L L-*L L L-»L L L- i L J 
s s s s 
- (w (h'-h; ) + W'(K -ET ) + wYh'-h; )} 
m\ s L / m\ s L / m\ s L /J 
s s s 
Equation of s t a t e 
p ' = p h ' + p ' h + p V (3^-b) 
o o o 
2pV-v' + p ( v 0 2 + p' iV2) + 2p /V-V / + p ' ( v ' ) 2 
Approximation Procedure 
Due to their highly nonlinear a,nd mathematically complicated 
nature, the system of wave equations (Eqs. (31t>) through (3*+b)) cannot 
be solved exactly. In order to obtain simpler, but approximate, equa-
tions which can hopefully be solved, an order of magnitude analysis 
will be performed to determine which terms can be neglected. In this 
approximation scheme each perturbation quantity will be assigned the 
order of magnitude 0(e) where e is an ordering parameter (roughly a 
measure of the wave amplitude) . It then follows that products of per-
turbation quantities are of second order or 0(e ) . To obtain an 
equation that is correct to a given order all terms of higher order 
are neglected. For example an equation is valid to second order if all 




of three or more perturbation quantities are neglected. By this defini-
tion it is seen that first order equations are necessarily linear. 
The equations derived from this perturbation analysis are ex-
pected to be valid as long as the amplitude of the perturbation quanti-
ties is finite but smaller than unity. If in addition it is assumed 
that the Mach number of the steady state flow is small (i.e. u is 0(e)), 
additional terms can be neglected. Under these conditions the product 
of the mean flow velocity and a perturbation quantity would be of second 
order. 
The approximation procedures described above have been used by 
23 2k 
Lighthill and Blackstock in their investigations of the propagation 
of finite amplitude waves in thermally conducting, viscous media. They 
also employed a substitution principle which follows logically from the 
basic approximation procedure. This principle, called the "Substitution 
Corollary" by Lighthill, is best described by the use of a simple example. 
Consider the perturbed continuity equation (i.e. Eq. (3l"b)) for the 
special case of no steady state flow or combustion (i.e. V = W = 0 and 
m 
p = 1) . Introducing the velocity potential defined by V = V? yields 
the following equation: 
JB. + v2$ + V-(p 'v§) = 0 
Suppose it is desired to express the second order nonlinear term 
V'(p'v§) in terms of the velocity potential only. From a first order 
(linear) analysis of the wave equations it will be shown later in this 
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chapter that the density perturbation can he expressed as 
P = ~ dt +
 0(e2) 
Substituting this expression into the second order term gives the 
following result: 
V-(p'v$) = V- - V$ |i + 0(e3) 
The third order term can be neglected when compared to the second order 
term, hence the continuity equation can be expressed in terms of the 
velocity potential in the following form correct to second order. 
| P ' + v2$ - v-fv§ |j) = o 
Ot \ ot. 
It has thus been demonstrated that any factor of a second order term 
may be replaced by its equivalent first order expression, because any 
more precise substitution would result in the appearance of higher order 
terms. 
The approximation procedure that has just been described can be 
used to derive first and second order wave equations for the following 
two cases: (l) the mean flow Mach number is unrestricted, and (2) the 
mean flow Mach number is small (i.e. 0(e)). Allowing for the possibility 
of high subsonic mean flow velocities, the Mach number cannot be used in 
the ordering scheme. In this case only third order products of per-
turbation quantities can be neglected. The resulting system of wave 
equations is nearly as complex as the original wave equations (i.e. 
Eqs. (3lb) through (3̂ -b)) . In this case only one term can be dropped 
from the momentum and state equations, two from the energy equation, 
and none from the continuity equation. In order to obtain significant 
simplification of the wave equations it will be necessary to assume that 
the mean flow Mach number is small, or make some other suitable approxi-
mation which will be described in the next section. 
Simplified Wave Equations 
By making some additional assumptions regarding the unsteady 
behavior of the liquid droplets it is possible to obtain greatly simpli-
fied wave equations without restricting the size of the mean flow Mach 
number. It will be assumed that: (.1) the unsteady momentum source may 
be neglected and (2) that the specific stagnation enthalpy of the liquid 
droplets does not change as they move through the combustor. Both of 
these assumptions have previously been utilized in various combustion 
instability studies. Since the presence of a momentum source (droplet 
drag) is expected to cause damping of the pressure waves, the use of 
assumption (l) in the analysis is expected to result in a conservative 
estimate of the engine stability. The justification for the use of 
assumption (2) is discussed in Ref. 3 (see p. 105) where it was origi-
nally used by Crocco in his analysis of longitudinal instability. This 
assumption implies that the increase in droplet enthalpy due to droplet 
heating compensates for the loss of kinetic energy that is caused by 
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viscous drag. The droplet energy balance equation can then be replaced 
by the following expression: 
a lhL 
s + VT -VhT = 0 (35) dt *L L s 
It will be assumed that deviations from the constancy of h would only 
s 
introduce higher order effects into the following developments. It will 
also be assumed that the velocity and thermodynamic properties of the 
liquid at injection do not vary with time; that is, only the case of 
intrinsic instability will be considered. 
Before proceeding with the development of the simplified wave 
equations, the steady state equations mil be examined to obtain some 
results that will be useful in deriving these equations. Under the 
above restrictions the steady state equations become: 
v.(pv) == w m (36) 
pV-W + - Vp = 0 
pV-Vh = - W (E -hT J -» s m\ s L / 
V T • Vh T ••= 0 ~*L L 
s 
If it is assumed that the mean flow is one-dimensional then the steady 
1+0 
state equations can easily "be integrated subject to the boundary condi-
tions on the mean flow properties at the injector face. Letting z 
represent the axial coordinate and u the mean flow velocity, the steady 
state equations become: 
— du , 1 dp -
pu •— + - -f- = 0 
dz y dz 
dh 
pu -—- = - W (h -hT ) dz m\ s L / 
s 
dz 
subject to the following boundary conditions at z = 0 
u(0) = 0 (38) 
v°> • \ 
PL(O) = P L 
o 
p(0) = p(0) = T(0) = 1 
hs(0) = h s ; hL (0) = h L 
O S S 
o 
1+1 
W (0) = 0 
m 
Integrating the steady state continuity equation and applying the bound-
ary conditions gives: 
P U = PL "L ~ PLUL 
o o 
(39) 




Using the continuity equation to replace W , the energy equation "becomes 
II O"2^) = - £ (PL^L (hi) 
which can be integrated to obtain: 
pUhs = lPL «L " P L V L 
o o s 
(h2) 
while substituting Eqs. (39) and (to) into the above expression yields: 
p^V hL I = ° (̂ 3) 
k2 
Since pu is different from zero, i t follows that 
h - hT = 0 (kk) 
s L 
s 
a result which will be later used to simplify the perturbed energy 
equation. 
Before analyzing the perturbed equations the droplet energy 
relation (i.e. Eq. (35)) will be examined to obtain an additional 
simplifying result. Perturbing Eq. (35) and using Eq. (Uo) yields the 
following expression. 
dhT' 
^r-^- + VT -Vh' = 0 St -+L L 
s 
This equation states that under the assumptions of the present study 
the perturbation of the liquid droplet stagnation enthalpy does not 
change as a droplet moves downstream. Since it has been assumed that 
all droplets are injected with the same properties, the perturbation 
of the droplet properties is zero at the injector face, and Eq. (̂ 5) 
implies that hT = 0 throughout the combustor. 
S 
The appropriate equations governing the wave motion can now be 
derived from Eqs. (3lt>) through (33b). The continuity equation (i.e. 
Eq. (31b)) remains unchanged, and the momentum equation (Eq. (32b)) is 










p -§£ + PZ*VZ/ + P Z ' - ^ + P ' V - W + - vP m 
sv' 
st + p' •*? + pV'-V^' + p ' v - w ' + p ' v ' - W + p ' v ' - w ' = 0 
In treating the energy equation (Eq. (33^0) u s e is made of Eqs. (ko) , 




Sh' __ Sh' 
p 3^- + pV-Vh' + p'-rr̂  + pV'-Vh' + p'V-Vh' 
St s St m 
r -• s Y St 
- w h' - WV 
m s m s 
The above equations are considerably simpler than Eqs. (3lh) 
through (33^) because all liquid droplet terms have been removed, and 
it is no longer necessary to obtain solutions for the unsteady behavior 
of the liquid droplets. It is important to note that at this point in 
the analysis no restriction has been placed on the size of the perturba-
kk 
tions or the mean flow Mach number. These equations will therefore be 
used as the basis for the nonlinear stability analysis to be presented 
in later chapters. 
Entropy and Vorticity Production 
It will be of considerable help in the solution of the system of 
governing partial differential equations (i.e. Eqs. (h6) through (̂ -8)) 
if a first integral of the momentum equation can be found. This can 
be accomplished if the flow is isentropic and irrotational, because 
the velocity vector can then be expressed as the gradient of a scalar 
potential, and the density becomes a function of pressure alone. Under 
these conditions it is possible to combine the perturbed equations to 
obtain a single partial differential equation governing the behavior of 
the velocity potential. The pressure is then related to the velocity 
potential by the integrated momentum equation. Such an equation has 
o 
been used by Maslen and Moore to describe the behavior of finite ampli-
2k tude transverse waves in a circular cylinder, and by Blackstock to 
describe the propagation of finite amplitude waves in viscous, thermally 
conducting media. It is the objective of the following analysis to 
determine under what conditions a similar equation can be derived, that 
will be valid for the investigation of the behavior of finite amplitude 
waves in a rocket combustor with mean flow, nozzle damping, and a dis-
tributed combustion process. 
The energy equation Eq. (k8) is easily seen to be a perturbation 
of the following equation: 
^ 
,2' -x- D / * l *^\ dp -x- -x- -x- / -x- n -x- \ p J> (h + -V )-f* = P* ="\(V
hJ 
Dt dt s 
•x-•where q is the rate of heat addition per unit mass (see Ref. 25). This 
heat is provided by the combustion of the liquid droplets and it gives 
rise to an entropy change given by 
-x-
* * ¥ v 
m = * _ „ . ! * _ (h*_h*) (k9) 
-x- -x- -x- -x- V s L / 
Dt T p T s 
Thus it is seen that, unless the right hand side of Eq. (̂ 8) vanishes, 
the perturbed flow cannot be isentropic. To determine how these entropy 
variations affect the rotationality of the unsteady flow, the unper-
turbed momentum equation (i.e. Eq. (32) without its right hand side) is 
transformed using the relation 
V - W = vQv-vJ - Vx(VxV) 
to obtain the following result: 
3V 
^ + v(|v-v) - &(W0 = - i 3> (5o) 
Taking the curl of both sides of Eq. (50) and introducing the 
definition of the vorticity ft = VxV yields an equation which describes 
he 
the generation of vorticity in the flow. 
Kl 
^ + v-vn - Q-w + Q(v-v) = - - vxC^J (51) 
In order to obtain a relation between the vorticity and entropy produc-
tion, the dimensionless form of the First Law of Thermodynamics is used 
to obtain the result: 
Vx(^) = " -™i V T x V S (52) 
-X- -X- -X- "X-
where S = S/c and T = T /T 1 v ' r 
Substituting Eq. (52) into the vorticity equation yields the following 
equivalent form: 
ao -. 
^ + V'Vft - Q-W + O(V-V) = —7—ry VTxVS (53) 
dt -» -» -» -» ~»v -/ YVY-1) 
Unless VTxVS = 0, Eq. (53) implies that the flow is rotational. In the 
developments to follow it will be shown that if the mean flow Mach 
number is assumed to be small and the order of magnitude scheme described 
earlier is used, then in equations correct to second order the vorticity 
can be neglected. 
The vorticity equation (Eq. (53)) is no"w perturbed and the steady 
state equations are subtracted out. Using the assumption that the mean 
flow is one-dimensional (and hence irrotational) it follows that Q = 0 
hi 
and the vorticity equation describing the unsteady flow becomes 
an' 
-^ + v-vn' + V'-VQ' - n'-w - n'-w' + Q'V-V (5̂ ) 
+ fl'v-V' = / 1 1\ 
"* -» YIY-1) 
VTxVS' + VT 'xVS + VT 'xVS ' 
Since the right hand side of Eq. (5U) represents a vorticity source, it 
is expected that the vorticity generated is of the same order of magni-
tude as this source term. Therefore the order of magnitude of the 
vorticity can be determined after the order of magnitude of S and S 
are found. 
Writing Eq. (1+9) in dimensionless form, one obtains 
I = " ̂  V,\-h ) (55) 
and setting the time derivatives equal to zero yields the corresponding 
steady flow equation. 
V-VS = - X W (h -hT ) (56) 
-* nT m\ s L / yy ' 
It has already been shown that under the assumptions of the present 
study h -h = 0, so it is easily seen from Eq. (56) that V«VS = 0. 
s _ 
This result implies that either the entropy gradient VS vanishes or 
k8 
that it is perpendicular to the velocity vector V. This latter possi-
bility is clearly inconsistent with the assumption that the mean flow 
is one-dimensional, therefore the mean flow must be isentropic. 
Perturbing Eq. (55) yields 
DS' = _y_ 
Dt " pT 
Wh'+ wVl (57) 
. m s m sj 
where the previously derived result hT = 0 has been used. In the above 
s 
expression the density and temperature are not perturbed because this 
would only introduce higher order quantities. From the steady state 
continuity equation (see Eqs. (36)) it is seen that W is of the same 
order of magnitude as the mean flow Mach number, therefore Eq. (57) 
implies that the entropy perturbation is of first order (i.e. 0(e)) if 
no restriction is made on the Mach number and of second order if the 
Mach number is small. 
Introducing the re suits of Eqs. (56) and (57) into Eq. (5*0 
reveals that the vorticity perturbation Q' is of first order for flows 
with high subsonic Mach number. However for low Mach number flow it 
can be shown that VT is 0(u ), and it thus follows that Q' is of third 
order (i.e. 0(e^)) and can be neglected in equations correct to second 
order. As a result only the low Mach number case will be considered in 
the second order analysis to follow. Under these conditions it is per-
missible to express the velocity in terms of the velocity potential. 
Second Order Ecjuations 
Under the assumption of small mean flow Mach number, a second 
h9 
order analysis will be performed on the simplified wave equations (i.e. 
Eqs. (if6) through (hd)) to obtain a set of second order equations in-
volving the velocity potential. After a first integral of the momentum 
equation is obtained, these equations will be combined to yield a single 
nonlinear partial differential equation governing the behavior of the 
velocity potential. 
Several additional implications of the low Mach number assumption 
will be used in the second order analysis. By integrating the steady 
state equations it can be shown that the mean flow pressure and density 
are described by expressions of the form 
p(z) = 1 + 0(u2) p(z) = 1 + 0(u2) 
therefore if the Mach number is small these quantities can be considered 
uniform throughout the combustion chamber. The steady state can be used 
. -x- jx- . „ _ _ 
as the reference state (i.e. p = p = const.) so that p = p = h = 1 . 
Since the steady state burning rate W is of the same order of magnitude 
-x-
as the Mach number , its perturbation is an order of magnitude smaller; 
Q 
that is, W ~ 0(e ) . This last result can be demonstrated more rigor-7 m y & 
ously for the special case of a burning rate perturbation described by 
Crocco's sensitive time-lag model. 
Since it has been shown that under the assumption of small Mach 
number the flow is irrotational to second order, a velocity potential 
* It has been assumed that the mean flow Mach number and its 
gradient are of the same order of magnitude. Thus, from the 
steady state continuity equation, one obtains W = V«(pV) = 0(e). 
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defined by V ; = V§ will be introduced into the simplified wave equations 
Using the results discussed above and neglecting terms of third order, 
Eqs. (U6) through (48) become: 
Continuity 
o£ + v $ + V-(p 'v) + p 'v § + Vp'.V§ = w' 
dt ^ -•' r r ™ m 
(58) 
Momentum 
v(lf) + V-V(V$) + V§-W + - Vp' + (59) 
Energy 
P'V("M) + V$'v(v$) = ° 
-^- + V-Vh' + V$-Vh' + p ,̂ 
dt -> dt 
/dh/ y-1 5p ' __ 
y 9 t -n' 
m 
(60) 
In the derivation of the energy equation the relation 
h' = h' + 0 ( 0 
s ' 
has been substituted into the second order terms and the resulting 
higher order terms were neglected. The momentum equation can be trans-
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formed by using the following vector identity 
V(U-V) = (V-V)U + (U-V)V + Vx(VxU) + Ux(VxV) 
which by letting V = V and U = V$ and using the assumption of one-
dimensional mean flow (which implies that VxV̂  = 0) becomes 
v-v(v$) + v $ - w = v(v-v§) 
The same identity with U = V = V$ gives the result 
V$-V (v§) = v ( | •v$ • v$ 
Substituting both of these relations into the momentum equation (i.e. 
Eq- (59)) yields the following expression: 
3$ 1 / - 1 x x 
^rr + - V + V-V$ + 7T V$-V$ .dt Y 2 + P ' < ! ) - (61) 
Before Eq. (6l) can be integrated, certain first order expres-
sions must be obtained so that, by using the substitution principle 
described earlier, all second order terms can be expressed in terms of 
the velocity potential alone. Neglecting all second order terms in 
Eqs. (58) , (60) j and (6.1) yields the following system of first order 
equations: 
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|g. + V2* = 0 (62a) 
at 
V M + Y P - = 0 (62b) 
^[h'.^p'J.O (62c) 
The first order form of the equation of state (i.e. Eq. (3^b)) is 
p' = h' + p' (63) 
These first order expressions are simply the acoustic wave equations, 
which is not surprising since, under the assumptions of this analysis, 
both linear terms involving the steady state flow or combustion mass 
source and quadratic ally nonlinear terms are of second order. They 
are of no use in studying the linear instability problem, and will be 
used only for simplifying the second order equations. In order to 
express to first order the perturbation quantities p , p , and h in 
terms of the velocity potential, Eqs. (62) must be integrated. 
The first integral of the momentum equation (i.e. Eq. (62b)) is 
f + i p ' = F(t) m 
26 
Burns uses a lengthy and complicated argument to show that F(t) = 0 
However F(t) can be eliminated by redefining the velocity potential. 
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Since the velocity is the space derivative of $3 it is permissible to 
add to $ any arbitrary function of time. Therefore replacing $ by 
F(t)dt in Eq. (6k) yields the following equivalent form of the 
momentum equation. 
f £ + i p ' = o (65) 
Integrating the energy equation (i.e. Eq. (62c)) gives 
h' - Ylip'=G(x) 
where G(x) is a function of space only, but at a time when the medium 
is undisturbed G(x) must vanish. Since G(x) is not dependent on time, 
it must therefore be identically equal to zero, and the energy equation 
becomes: 
h' - ̂ -- P' = 0 (66) 
Solving Eq. (65) for p' yields 
P' = - Y f (67) 
and substituting Eq. (67) into Eq. (66) gives 
5H 
h' = - (Y-l) |f (68) 
while by introducing Eqs. (67) and. (68) into the equation of state (i.e. 
Eq. (63)) one obtains 
p ' - - £ <«» 
Finally by differentiating Eq. (69) with respect to time and substituting 
the result into the continuity equation (i.e. Eq. (62a)) yields the linear 
wave equation 
v2$ - i* = 0 (70) 
With the knowledge that the resulting error is of third order, 
Eqs. (67) through (70) are substituted into the second order terms of 
Eqs. (58), (60), and (6l). The resulting second order equations are 
(where subscripts are used to denote partial differentiation) : 
Continuity 
-£ + V § = W' + §^V $ + VS-VS^. + V-(v$, ) (71) 
at m t t \-» t / ' 
Momentum 
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vTfl + - p' + V-V$ + i V$-V$ - i ̂  = 0 (72) 
_dt Y 2 2 t. 
In simplifying the energy equation the steady state continuity equation 
(i.e. the first of Eqs. (36)) is used to replace W in the right hand 
side of Eq. (60) . This substitution together with the small Mach number 
approximation yields the following result 
- W h' ̂  (v-1) (V-V)$. 
m -*/ t 
where h has been replaced by Eq. (68) . Thus the energy equation be-
comes : 
dh' 
_ £ _ (Y-l)V-V$t - (Y-l)V$-V§t + (Y-l)*t*tt - (73) 
-^ i ' ^y -D^ 
The momentum equation can be integrated once to obtain 
|£ + i p' + yv§ + i v$-v$ - i ^ = 0 (7k) 
St Y 2 2 t ' 
where the function of integration was eliminated by using the same 
argument as in the first order analysis. The energy equation can "be 
rewritten by introducing the second order equation defining the stagna-
tion enthalpy; that is, 
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h' = h' + (Y-1)V-V$ + %£=• v$-v$ (75) 
and combining terms to yield 
If + (Y-D Vtt - (Y-D (v-v) *t - 1 ^ f' = o (76) 
The equation of state (i.e. Eq. (3̂ 4-b)) can "be expressed in the following 
form correct to second order 
h' = p / - p' - ( Y - 1 ) ^ (77) 
where again first order relations have been substituted into the second 
order terms. 
The partial differential equation describing the behavior of the 
velocity potential will now be derived by combining Eqs. (71) ? (7̂ -) 5 
(76) , and (77) • Differentiating Eq. (77) with respect to time and sub-
stituting the result into Eq. (76) yields 
^f'-f'- (v-DVtf (Y-D(*-9*t-0 (78) 
The momentum equation (i.e. Eq. (7^0) is then differentiated with 
respect to time to obtain 
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I | E = - § . . - v-v*. - v§.v§, + $ $ (79) 
Y ot t t -» t t t t t 
Substi tut ing Eqs. (71) and (79) into Eq. (78), col lect ing and rearrang-
ing terms, and using Eq. (70) in the appropriate second order term 
yields the following p a r t i a l d i f fe ren t ia l equation: 
V2§ - $ = 2V-V$ + Y( V *£) $ 4- + 2V$-V$ + ( Y - 1 ) $ , V $ + W7 (80) 
The above equation i s similar to the one used by Maslen and 
o 
Moore to describe the behavior of finite amplitude waves in a circular 
cylinder. Maslen and Moore, however, included third order (cubic) non-
linearities in their equation. These are assumed to be negligible in 
this analysis. It should be pointed out that Maslen and Moore were 
able to assume isentropic and irrotational flow, since no mean flow, 
combustion process, or shock waves were allowed in their analysis. 
This assumption enabled them to obtain a first integral of the momentum 
equation and a single partial differential equation describing the 
velocity potential without making any order of magnitude assumptions 
or neglecting any terms. When steady state flow and a combustion pro-
cess are present one cannot a priori assume that the flow is isentropic 
and irrotational, and an order of magnitude approximation must be made 
in order to combine the wave equations. If a third order analysis is 
desired, then one must solve a system of coupled nonlinear partial 
differential equations, that from a mathematical point of view is con-
siderably more complex. 
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It is to be noted that Eq. (80) has the form of an inhomogeneous 
•wave equation. In this equation the first two terms on the right hand 
side result from the presence of steady state flow, the next two terms 
occur due to gasdynamical nonlinearities, and the last term describes 
the unsteady mass source due to combustion of liquid propellants. In 
order to solve this equation, the steady state flow distribution J = u(z) 
must be known, and the mass source must be expressible as a function of 
the velocity potential (i.e. W7 = W7 (§)). To account for the presence 
m m 
of the nozzle, the solution of Eq. (30) must satisfy the appropriate 
boundary conditions at the nozzle entrance. 
Approximate solutions of Eq. (80) will be obtained with the aid 
of the modified Galerkin method. The resulting solutions will then be 
used to obtain a better understanding of the nonlinear behavior of un-
stable liquid propellant rocket engines. 
Galerkin Orthogonality Conditions 
The manner in which the residual of Eq. (80) and the boundary 
residual at the nozzle entrance should be combined will now be determined. 
From the first of Eqs. (2̂ ) the Galerkin orthogonality condition for 
the continuity equation can be expressed as 
2rr 
.00 
{J [f' + *T - K}^ -![%+ r-^h - ° ^ 
V S 
where j' is the perturbation of the me.ss flux vector and is given by 
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j' = V$ - V$^ - §^V§ (82) 
The approximate solution for the velocity potential is expressed in 
terms of a complete set of functions as follows: 
~ = £ C Y (x,t) 
n=0 n nv-' 
The approximate solutions of the other properties such as p , p , and 
h are not expanded in terms of Y , but are determined by substituting 
the expansion for $ into the remaining equations (i.e. momentum;, energy, 
and state). It is therefore permissible to use these equations to 
derive an expression for dp'/dt in terms of § which is substituted 
directly into Eq. (8l) to obtain the desired orthogonality condition. 
To express dp /St in terms of <1? Eq. (79) is substituted into 
Eq. (78) to eliminate dp'/dt and the resulting equation is solved for 
dp /dt to obtain 
H = - ? t t + (2-Y)7tV
2§ - 7§.7?t - (Y-1) (V-V)?t - V-V?t (83) 
Introducing Eqs. (82) and (83) into Eq. (81) yields the modified 






V~$ - '$., -• 2V-V$, - Y(V-V)$, 
t t —» "t -» o 
(8*0 
- 2V$-V$t - (Y-1)T V
2? - WMY dV 
• f ? + (v¥ - vT - T,V?Vn Y dsidt = 0 
It is to be noted that the integrand of the volume integral of 
Eq. (8*0 is simply the residual of Eq. (80) multiplied by the appropri-
ate weighting function. The surface integral is the weighted residual 




COMBUSTION RESPONSE AND NOZZLE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
In the present study attention will be restricted to the non-
linear behavior of transverse mode instabilities in a cylindrical 
combustion chamber with -uniform injection of liquid propellants at one 
end and a multi-orifice (quasi-steady) nozzle at the other end (see 
Fig. 2) . The contraction ratio of this nozzle is sufficiently large 
that the assumption of small mean flow Mach number is applicable. It 
will be assumed that the unsteady combustion process is represented by 
fluctuating mass sources distributed throughout the rocket's combustion 
chamber, and that perturbations of the burning rate will be described 
by Crocco's sensitive time-lag hypothesis (see Chapter I of Ref. 3 ^OT 
a discussion of this model) . Using these assumptions, expressions 
relating the burning rate perturbation W and the nozzle boundary con-
dition 0 to oscillations in chamber properties will now be derived. 
Nonlinear Expression for the Burning Rate 
In his monograph, Crocco has derived linearized expressions for 
the burning rate which are applicable to the case of small amplitude 
oscillations in combustors with distributed combustion. Under the 
restriction of small Mach number, Crocco's analysis will now be ex-
tended to obtain a nonlinear expression correct to third order that 
relates the burning rate to the pressure perturbations. Although trans-
verse oscillations are present, no attempt will be made in this analysis 
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to account for the effect of transverse velocity components or displace-
ments on the burning rate. 
The dependence of the fractional burning rate on the time rate 
of change of the sensitive time lag is given by the following expression 
(see Ref. 3, p. 2k, Eq. 1.11.18) 
6% = ^ - 1 ) (85> 
•where 6rrL is a small fraction of the total burning rate (in units of 
mass/time). This quantity is related to the local burning rate (mass 
generation per unit volume) by 
6rL = W (r ,6. z,t) rdrdGdz 
The local burning rate is then given by 
Wm(r?9?z?t)6z = Wm(r?e,z0 6z(l - |l) (86) 
where a propellant element that burns at the location z in the steady 
state burns at a different location z in the presence of pressure oscil-
lations. For the case of longitudinal oscillations, Crocco has derived 
an expression for the total burning rate, which consists of three terms 
(see Eq. 3.08.1^, p. 113 of Ref. 3) . The first term originates directly 
from the time variations of the local burning rate and is called the 
timewise contribution; the remaining two terms result from the displace-
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ment of the location at which a given element burns and is called the 
o 
spacevri.se contribution. It has been shown by Crocco (see pp. 115-6) 
that if the Mach number of the mean flow is small the timewise contri-
bution is an order of magnitude larger than the spacewise contribution 
and is therefore the more important effect. In the present study, 
therefore, this spacewise contribution will be neglected by making the 
assumption 
iz = 6z 
The expression relating the local burning rate to the time-lag fluctu-
ations becomes simply 
wm(r,e,z,t) = wm(r,e,z)(i - |£) (87) 
which is perturbed to give 
W' = - W 4J (88) 
m m dt v ' 
If the steady state Mach number is small, the steady state burn-
ing rate W can be related directly to the mean flow velocity distribu-
tion u(z) . From the first of Eqs. (36) W is given by 
W (z) = p(z) ~ +u(z) & m y r 7 dz y dz 
Gk 
and the burning rate perturbation becomes 
w' = -
m 
"_ du _ dpi dT 
.p i ? + u aiJ i t 
Since the perturbation quantities and the mean flow Mach number are 0(e) 
o 
it is expected that dT/dt is 0(e) and p" = 1 + 0(e ) so that dp/dz is 
2 





-rr + 0(e ) —- — + uO(e ) — 
dt 7 dz dt J dtj 
The last two terms on the right hand side of this equation are of fourth 
order (i.e. 0(e )) and can be neglected in comparison to the first term 
which is of second order. The resulting expression for the burning rate 
perturbation is correct to third order. 
V = - ~ If (89) 
m dz dt ' 
It is now necessary to derive a nonlinear expression relating 
dT/dt to fluctuations in the local pressure during the time-lag. In 
2 
this development terms of higher order than 0(e ) will be neglected. 
Due to the presence of du/dz in Eq. (89) this degree of approximation 
is sufficient to yield a third order expression for W . 
m 
According to Crocco the rate of physical processes (i.e. vapori-
zation of liquid propellants, gas phase reactions, etc.) occurring 
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during the pressure sensitive time-lag is correlated to the pressure by 
focp 
where n is the interaction index (for the linear development see pp. 22-
3 of Ref. 3)• Introducing the constant of proportionality and using 
P = P + P' yields 
r- /->n 
(90) 
With the aid of the binomial theorem, Eq. (90) is expanded in powers of 
p /p to obtain the following second order expression for the rate of 
physical processes: 
f = f > • 4) • ̂  d')2] (91) 
Following the method of Crocco, it is assumed that the trans-
formation of unburned liquid propellar.ts into burned gases occurs 
instantaneously when the preparatory processes have accumulated to a 
certain level E . For a propellant element that burns at the instant 
a 
t this condition is expressed by 
<& 
f(t/)dt/ a E (92) 
t-T 
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where f(t') is the rate of accumulation experienced by the element as 
it moves through the chamber. Neglecting the unsteady motion of the 
propellant elements and using the assumption of one-dimensional steady 
state flow, the propellant elements are found to move along lines 
parallel to the axis of the combustor. The rate of accumulation can 
then be expressed as 
f(t') = f{p[r;)ejZ(t
,),t/]} 
where z(t') gives the location of the element at some time t during 
the time-lag. 
For the case of steady flow, Eq. (92) becomes 
t-f 
f(t')dt' = E Q (93) 
where 
f(t') = ffpMt')]} 
This latter expression can be expanded in a Taylor series about t' = t-f 
to obtain 
f(t') = f(t-?) +f£, _[t' - (t-T)] 
t-T 
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It is easily seen that 
df _ df dp dz 
dt dp dz dt 
where dz/dt' is the velocity of the propellant element. Except in the 
region very near the injector, the liquid velocity is of the same order 
of magnitude as the gas velocity, therefore under the assumption of 
small Mach number, dz/dt' is of 0(e) „ Since df/dp is 0(1) and the 
steady state pressure gradient is 0(c ) , the term containing df/dt is 
of third order. Neglecting this term, which is equivalent to assuming 
that f is constant, will therefore result in an error of 0(e ) in the 
expression for the burning rate. Thus the integration of Eq. (93) can 
be performed to obtain: 
fT = Ep (9*0 
ct, 




f(t/)dt/ = fT (95) 
t-T 
The time-lag is then expressed in the form T = T+T' where the steady 
state value f is of 0(1) and the perturbation T' is 0(e) . Introducing 
this result into Eq. (95) ? the integral over the time-lag is separated 
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into two parts to yield 
.t-T „t 
/\ -,. / f(t')at' + _f(t/)dt/ = fT 
t-T -b-T 
(96) 
In order to evaluate the first integral on the left hand side of 
Eq. (96) the integrand is expanded in a Taylor series about t = t-T to 
give: 
f(t') = fo + f^t' - (t-f)] + f2[t' - (t-r)]
J 
+ .. . (97) 
where the coefficients are given by 
f = f(t-f) 
o 
(98) 
% - §' ^ 
f2=0 (t_f) dt 
Since the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of f(t ) do not depend 
on the variable of integration t , the first term of Eq. (96) is readily 
integrated to obtain: 
,t-f 
2 ^ _2 / T T i3 f(t')dt' = f (T-f) - ̂  (T-f)" + -f (T-f) 
t-T O ^ _3 
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In the above expression T-T = T ' is 0(e), therefore the last term is of 
third order and will be neglected to give: 
t-f f 
j f(t,)dt/ = f (T-f)- -^ (T-f)2 
t-T 
(99) 
With the help of Eq. (91) the coefficients f and f-, will be 
expressed in terms of the pressure perturbations. For an observer 
moving with a propellant element, f is a function of time as a result 
j -P 
of the spatial variation of p. The expression for — , therefore, con-
Q Li 
tains a term of the form — [l + 0(e)]. Remembering that df/dt is of 
third order, this term will be neglected. The coefficients in the 
Taylor series expansion of f(t') then become: 
f = f 
o 
: 1 + n 1 (t-f) + 0(e2)] 
f = f 
1 S^'(t-r) +o( £
2) 
_p dt v ' v ' 
Introducing these expressions into Eq. (99) and neglecting 
higher order terms yields: 
.t-T 
t-T 
f(t,)dt/ = f 1 + n 1 (t-f) (T-f) (100) 
while substituting Eqs. (91) and (.100) into Eq. (96) gives: 
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1 + n l (t-f) 
P 
(T-T) + 
+ , - I p 2 -d J 
t-T p P 
Neglecting the variation of f (the resulting error is of fourth order) 
and taking the time derivative of the above equation with the aid of 
Leibnitz' Rule, the integral over the time-lag is eliminated to yield 
the following expression correct to second order: 
dT 
dt 
2 & (t-f) 
-P dt 1 
(T-T) + - p (t-T) —-
p dt (101) 
2 2 
P'(t) - p'(t-T)] + SlBgL {[p'(t)] - [p'(t-T)] } = 2P2 
If only the first order terms are retained, Eq. (.10.1) reduces, as 
expected, to the linear expression derived by Crocco (see Ref. 3? P* 23? 
Eq. I.II.I3) J which is 
dT 
dt 
p'(t) - p'(t-T) (102) 
As it stands Eq. (.10.1) can be solved explicitly for dT/dt, but 
the resulting expression is very cumbersome. This difficulty can be 
overcome by substituting the first order expressions for T-f and dT/dt 
into these second order terms, with the knowledge that the resulting 
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error is of third order. The first order relation for dT"/dt is given 




Introducing Eqs. (102) and (103) into the appropriate second order terms 
of Eq. (.10.1) and using p = 1 (the result of neglecting the spatial vari-
ation of mean flow properties) yields the following expression: 
2 2 
fi + n[p'(t) - p'(t-T)] + S i ^ L {[p'(t)] - [p'(t-f)] } (104) 
- n p'(t-f)[p'(t) - p'(t-T)] - n
2|f'(t-f)J _P
/(t/)dt/ = 0 
In general the perturbation p occurring in Eq. (.10̂) is a 
function of both space and time so that 
p'(t) = p'[r3e,z(t),t] 
p'ft-f) = p/[r;e?z(t-f)?t-f] 
(105) 
where a propellant element that burns at the location z at the time t 
first became sensitive to pressure oscillations at the location z(t-T). 






Since the steady state velocities of the liquid droplets and the burned 
gases are of the same order of magnitude5 and the sensitive time-lag is 
of the order of unity; the above relation implies that Az is of 0(e) . 
If it is assumed that the axial variation of the pressure perturbation 
for pure transverse modes is small compared to the transverse variation 
(i.e. op'/oz = 0(e) dp'/Br) it is permissible to use the simpler rela-
tions : 
p'(t) = p':r3e3z3t] (106) 
p'(t-f) = pT.r,e,z,t-f] 
that is, the variation of the pressure perturbation over the short 
distance Az can be neglected. 
The total time derivative dp'/at occurring in Eq. (10^) can be 
expressed in terms of the partial derivatives as: 
& = H' + tL &' (107) 
dt dt L dz ' 
For the case of pure transverse mode oscillations in a chamber with 
small mean flow Mach number, the convective term in Eq. (107) is of 
third order and can be neglected. Therefore the total derivative 
occurring in Eq. (lOi*) can be replaced by the partial derivative to 
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ob ta in 
dT 
dt = - n(p ' - P ; ) - ^ ^ ( P O
2 + n V P ; (108) 
n(n+l) / A 2 2 dpT r* / / . /N ,. / " 2 lpJ +n sH P (t )dt 
where p = p ( r , 0 , z , t ) and p ' = p ( r . , 0 , z , t - f ) . 
S u b s t i t u t i n g Eq. (108) i n t o Eq. (89) y i e l d s the fol lowing ex-
p r e s s i o n for the burning r a t e which i s c o r r e c t t o t h i r d o rde r : 
< - i M + y ( p ' > - V p ; <*9) 
2 $PI ^ 
( P T ) - n a t 1 ! _p'(t')dt'} 
t -T 
n+1 / M T 
2 
It is seen that Eq. (109) describes a nonlinear response of the combus-
tion process to finite amplitude pressure oscillations, and it will be 
used in the nonlinear combustion instability analyses to be presented 
in Chapters VI and VII. 
Nonlinear Nozzle Boundary Condition 
Rather than attempt a solution of the general nonlinear nozzle 
problem (which is beyond the scope of the present work), attention will 
be restricted to a quasi-steady nozzle. For the case of longitudinal 
oscillations the nozzle is approximately quasi-steady if the converging 
7̂  
section is very short compared to the wavelength or the characteristic 
dimension of the chamber. However if transverse or three-dimensional 
waves are present, the diameter of the nozzle must also be small rela-
tive to the diameter of the chamber. Such a quasi-steady condition can 
be approximated by the use of many small individual nozzles which are 
uniformly distributed over the nozzle end of the cylindrical combustion 
chamber. This particular nozzle geometry is known as a multi-orifice 
nozzle, and although it differs considerably from the conventional 
geometries, it can be approximated in experimental rocket motors. 
Under the above assumptions the quasi-steady nozzle condition 
can be expressed as: 
Y+l 
u , U , Y- 1 V 1 u 
- = const.(1 + V - 2 / 
c 
JL 
where c = (p/p)2 is the dimensionless sonic velocity (see Ref. 27 for 
the derivation of Eq. (.1.10)) . This relation implies that the Mach 
number of the axial velocity component is nearly constant, where the 
nonlinear correction term accounts for the presence of transverse 
velocity components at the nozzle entrance. The constant factor is 













= const (1.11) 
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in which the velocity vector has been expressed in terms of its axial, 
radial, and tangential components. 
A third order nozzle boundary condition (i.e. expression for 
Q ) will now be obtained from Eq. (1.12) under the restriction of small 
o 
mean flow Mach number. Neglecting terms of higher order than 0(e ) in 
the binomial expansion of Eq. (112) gives: 
u +<) {i - 1§ [< + au-X + frf • (Kf • (WJ 
H-C 
(113) 
c I hT-d e J \ e e/ 
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Performing the indicated multiplications, collecting terms, and again 
neglecting any higher order terms yields: 
+ %Gr)+BH< + *ek)2+ <̂ > 
/ 
- , / - . - l'Ce\ . v+l L - 2 / . ^_ / / \2 
u + u = u 
e e e ^ >^ t > —i 
e kc 
e 
+ U I V " J + U I w ' ) + (,i,S\ 4- n ' A r ' ^ 4- n '(MT «T•«Mr+ k ) 3 +<«r •<kn 
The nozzle will be represented as an unsteady mass sink con-
centrated at an infinitesimally thin zone at the nozzle end of the 
chamber. This sink is assumed to swallow the entire mass flow leaving 
the chamber, therefore the velocity V., on the nozzle side of this zone 
is zero, and a perturbation of the boundary condition given by Eq. (6a) 
yields: 
^ = " (PV + p'V + p'vO-n 
Expressed in terms of the axial velocity components, this relation 
becomes: 
— / . — / p u + u p + p u = - Q (115) 
e e e r e e e 711 ' 
To obtain the nozzle boundary condition in terms of Q', both sides of 
Eq. (13J+) are multiplied by the density p~ + p'. Introducing Eq. (IP 
into the left hand side of the resulting equation, neglecting higher 
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order terms} and rearranging terms yields the desired expression. 
< = - u P .
 + PAir) + P.lhr 
e\c e \c /_ 
e 
Y + l ^<e 
~ \ J2. 
c 
e 
3 u u ' + 3u (u . e e e \ e 
(116) 
• %«)* *.otf * kr+ ^ r + < k ) ] 
The oscillations of the sonic velocity c' occurring in Eq. (116) 
can be directly related to the density perturbations if it is assumed 
that the combustion is complete before the nozzle is reached. Under 
this condition the unsteady flow at the nozzle entrance is found to be 
o 
isentropic. The definition of the speed of sound c = p/p is then 
combined with the isentropic relation p = p^ to yield: 
c = p 
Yzi 
2 
which i s pe r tu rbed t o give 
1 + c 7 c e' e 
Y-l 
- 2 
i + p 7P 
re' r e j 
(117) 
The right hand side of Eq. (117) is expanded in a binomial series and 
o 
terms of higher order than 0(eJ) are neglected to obtain: 
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c * -1 /P _e y-1 /M-
c 2 \p £){l_^(£+I^^$} (118) 
Substituting Eq. (118) into Eq. (116) yields the desired expression: 
<--f Ve - 5 <Y-i> (^> r (Pe) - ^ -^iK<
+3u- e(<) (119) 
c 
e 
+ u 1 v') + u (w'j + ( u ) + u'fv'j + u'fw' 
e\ e/ e\ e/ \ s/ e\ e/ e\ e 
which is the third order nonlinear quasi-steady nozzle boundary con-
dition. This relation, which describes the response of the multi-
orifice nozzle to finite amplitude density and velocity fluctuations, 




TREATMENT OF LINEAR COMBUSTION INSTABILITY 
PROBLEMS BY THE MODIFIED GALERKIN METHOD 
In this chapter approximate solutions for various linear combus-
tion instability problems will "be obtained, with the aid of the modified 
G-alerkin method. These linear solutions are desired for the following 
reasons: (.1) to demonstrate how the modified Galerkin method is used 
to obtain the neutral stability boundary, (2) to test the validity of 
the modified Galerkin method by comparison of the approximate solutions 
with available exact solutions, and (3) to provide approximate linear 
stability limits that are consistent with the approximate nonlinear 
solutions. 
First the applicability of the modified Galerkin method will be 
demonstrated by treating the simplest case of high frequency longitudinal 
•5 
instability analyzed by Crocco . Approximate solutions for chambers 
with concentrated combustion and low steady state Mach number are then 
compared to the solutions obtained by a more rigorous mathematical 
technique. This analysis is then extended to account for some of the 
effects of high Mach number. Under the assumptions set forth in Chapters 
III and IV, the more interesting case of transverse and three-dimensional 
instability in chambers with distributed combustion will also be con-
sidered. Approximate neutral stability limits are then obtained which 
are consistent with the limiting behavior of the nonlinear solutions as 
the amplitude approaches zero. 
Longitudinal Instability 
The modified Galerkin method will now "be applied in the solution 
of a linear, axial-mode high frequency combustion instability problem 
whose exact solution is available . A liquid propellant rocket motor 
with combustion concentrated at the injector face and a short (quasi-
steady) nozzle at the other end will be considered (see Fig. 2) . It is 
assumed that the combustion process is described by Crocco's time-lag 
hypothesis. 
Under these conditions the distributed mass and momentum sources 
vanish (since the hot gases are generated in an infinitesimally thin 
zone), which implies that the steady state pressure, density, and 
velocity are uniform throughout the chamber. It is then convenient to 
nondimensionalize the equations with respect to the steady state con-
ditions, so that the normalized steady state density is unity. Assuming 
that the amplitudes of the perturbations are small, all products of 
perturbations occurring in Eqs. (3-la) and (31b) are neglected to yield 
the following one-dimensional wave equations: 
E»')=f'+u-f£'+lf =o (120) 
•n r ' '\ du' , - du , dp 
E 2( P ,U ) = ̂  + U gj + ̂  = 0 
(121) 
where the isentropic relation p = YP n a s been used to eliminate the 
pressure from Eq. (121) . 
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Figure 2. Combustor Configurations. 
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source at the injector face (x = 0) and an admittance condition at the 
nozzle entrance (x = 1) . At x = 0 the fractional increase of the 
difference in mass flow rates across the concentrated combustion zone 
equals the fractional increase in the burning rate at the concentrated 
combustion zone. With the aid of Grocco's time-lag hypothesis the com-
bustion zone boundary condition can be expressed in the following form: 
p u + pu 
PU" = yn x=0 
p'(0,t) - p'(0,t-T)] (.122) 
where f is the steady state value of the sensitive time-lag T and n is 
the interaction index. Since the gas phase mass flux into the concen-
trated combustion zone from the injector face is assumed to be zero, 
the result V~ = u, = 0 is obtained, so Eq. (6a) becomes: 
I + (p'u + u') - • n = 0 
mas s -* •-> ' x=0 -* 
where 
^ass = Ynu[p7(0,t) - p'(0,t-T)] (123) 
In the case of a short nozzle the Mach number at the nozzle 
entrance (x = 1) may be assumed to be constant. This condition leads 
to the following relation between the density and velocity perturbations 
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u = Y^i P. 
u 2 p 
which can be rewritten as 
Q + ( p u + u ) -, • n = inas s ^ -> -» ' x=l -» 
where 
\ ass 
= -^iup'(l,t) (12U) 
Application of the modified Galerkin method to the continuity 
equation (i.e. Eq. (120)) yields 
-# 
Bt{T[f+°f + i > - M -^*'<i.t)>B<i,t) to) 
o o x=l 
F'u + u') + Ynu{p'(0,t) - p^Ojt-T^Jcp^O^jdt = 0 
x=0 
Applying the Galerkin method tc the Euler equation, Eq. (121), 
is more difficult, since the Euler equation is a combination of the 
momentum and continuity equations. For this reason the proper boundary 
condition for the momentum equation does not hold for the Euler equa-
tion. Therefore the boundary residuals appropriate for the Euler 
equation must be derived. For this purpose the boundary momentum 
Qh 
source Q occurring in Eq. (6b) will be expressed as 
Q = VQ + M (126) 
-%om -nnass -* 
where M represents a momentum source due to interactions between liquid 
droplets and the gas in the boundary zone. If the dependent variables 
are expanded in terms of a complete set of functions cp (x^t) , it can be 
shown that for a flow with no volume sources the Galerkin orthogonality 
condition applicable to the Euler equation is given by 
-X- r^ 
{J I? d£ + ̂ '̂  + ^}Pndv " J [- + (P'PiX]^ 8}^ = ° (12?) 
where again V-, = 0 . The derivation of Eq. (127) involves a complicated 
expansion technique which will be described in detail in Chapter VII. 
At that time the momentum and energy equations will both be treated 
for the more general case when volume sources are present. 
In order to specialize Eq. (127) to the linear problem being 
analyzed, two assumptions made by Crocco must be used. First the 
effect of liquid drops in the combustion zone is neglected, so ftj = 0. 
Secondly the pressure is assumed continuous across the concentrated 
combustion zone, therefore p1 = p. The same assumptions also apply at 
the nozzle entrance. Under these conditions the surface integral in 
Eq. (127) vanishes and the orthogonality condition for the one-dimen-




r r r|H + u |* + | p icp dxdt = o (128) 
J J Ldt dx ox J n o o 
The above equation together with Eq. (125) will now be used to 
obtain the neutral stability limits without having to determine the 
unknown coefficients in the expansions of p' and u'. This will first 
be done for the case of small mean flow Mach number, and will later be 
extended to consider chambers with high subsonic Mach number. 
Low Mach Number 
In order to apply the Galerkin method one must select a set of 
functions in which to expand the dependent variables p and u , that is, 
the functions cp which appear in the expansions presented in Eq. (10). 
Since only neutrally stable (periodic) oscillations are considered, it 
is required that the functions cp (x,t) be periodic in time. Available 
experimental data indicates that in most cases of high-frequency insta-
bility the oscillations are similar to the acoustic modes that can be 
excited in the given combustor geometry. The acoustic modes are the 
solutions to Eqs. (120) and (121) with u = 0; these solutions can be 
expressed in terms of the following complex exponential functions: 
cp(x,t) = e
i m ( t- x ) ; *(x,t) - e
itu(t+x) (129) 
The real parts of these functions respectively represent a wave moving 
to the right and a wave moving to the left. In the instability 
problem, due to the presence of a mean flow, a nozzle, and a combustion 
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process, the frequency is expected to differ from the acoustic value kn", 
where k is a positive integer. Therefore the frequency ou is left un-
specified and •will be determined by the solution. The foregoing sug-
gests that u' and p be represented by the following expansions: 
u'= * ( ° k \
+VJ 
"where 
/ ,s ikaut -ikcux n^\ 
cpk(x,t) = e e (I3I) 
Yk(x,t) = e
i k ^ e i k ^ 
Keeping only the first term in the series gives the first approxi-
mation: 
p' = a A + * * ; u' = c A + ij (132) 
Equations relating the constants a-, , b, , c, , and d-, are obtained from 
the G-alerkin orthogonality conditions (i.e. Eqs. (125) and (128)) in 
•X* 
•which t is the period of oscillation 2TT/(JU. Since p7 and XL' are complex 
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quantities, the complex conjugates cp and ¥ should be used as weighting 
functions in the orthogonality conditions. The modified Galerkin 
orthogonality conditions for this problem can now be written as: 
2 T T 
f* CJU fJL 
o o 






B0(t)cpi(0,t)dt - J B1(t)cp*(l, t)dt = 0 
2n 
u> J . 
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E 2 ( ' p
/
5 u
/ ) ^ ( x 5 t ) d x d t = 0 (133d) 
where E-, and E are given by Eqs. (.120) and (121) , Bn and B, are 
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defined by 
* 0 ( t ) = - [~'u + ~
, ] x = 0 + -Ynu[p"(0,t) - p " ( 0 , t - f ) ] (l3l*a) 
(t) = [ p ' u + u ' K - ^ u 5 " ( i , t ) x=l 2 
(I3^b) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g the assumed s o l u t i o n s given by Eqs. (I32) i n t o 
Eqs. (133) and performing the i n d i c a t e d i n t e g r a t i o n s y i e l d s a s e t of 
four homogeneous l i n e a r equat ions i n the four unknown c o n s t a n t s . After 
some a l g e b r a i c manipula t ions these four equat ions become: 
K i a i + [Ki - C1 + *r GK bn + u(u-2)i(i)c, + i u
2fi d, = 0 (I35) 1 v ' 1 2 + 1 
LK1 
+ (x - ¥ sK 1 _ 2 _ — a-. + K b + _ u Q c _ u(u+2) icjud., = 0 
- ioua. - — Cl bn + (l-u)ici)cn TT- Q.CL = 0 
A. d. + A. .1 <d + . 1 
- 0 a 1 + icub-L + - ^ fi c 1 + (l+u) IUX^ = 0 
where 
Y+ 1 - - A -iu)T\ 
K-, = ~ - u - ynul 1 - e ) 
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. 2iuu -2iuu 
) = 1 - e ; n = 1 - e 
In order for nontrivial solutions of Eqs. (135) to exist, the 
determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. Setting this 
determinant equal to zero yields a complex relation "between uo, n, and 
f; separating the real and imaginary parts gives two real equations in 
the three variables cu, n, and f. These equations are solved for n(ou) 
and T(CU) (if solutions exist) to obtain the curves of neutral stability 
in the n-T plane, the only points where linearly neutral (periodic) 
oscillations exist. 
Assuming that the mean flow Mach number is small, all terms of 
_2 
order u or higher are neglected, and the real and imaginary parts of 
the characteristic equation become: 
Ynu[(Y-l)u(l-cosouf) (1-COS2OJ) -- 2sinu/rsin2w] = 2(l-cos2w) (I36) 
Ynu[2(l-coscuf) sin2cu - (Y-l)usinouf (l-cos2ou) ] = (y+1) usin2au (137) 
Solving Eqs. (I36) and (137) for ymi a^d equating the results to 
eliminate n gives, after some trigonometric manipulations, an equation 
relating CUT and cu. 
WT = (2m+l)u - 2tan-
1{| ^ m } (138) 
- 1 + XI_ s e c (HJ 
m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
90 
Solving Eq. (I36) for n and using some trigonometric identities 
yields: 
- Y+ 1 
n ~ 2y 
- Y - l - • - J_ 1 - COSCJUT - JL^— usmcuTtancu (139) 
This same problem is solved by exact mathematical techniques by 
Crocco who obtains the following pair of equations (see Eq. 3-02.01 in 
Ref. (3)): 
yncosojT = - (l-yn) - ' g (1*40) 
2cos ou 
tancu 
vnsmauT = — = — 
u 
The expressions presented in Eq. (lUO) can be manipulated to yield 
Eqs. (I38) and (139)• Thus it has just been shown that, at least for 
the case of small Mach number, the stability limit predicted by the 
modified Galerkin method, which is an approximate mathematical technique, 
is in complete agreement with the stability limit predicted, for the 
same problem, by the more rigorous analysis performed by Crocco and 
Cheng. 
High Subsonic Mach Number 
It is now desired to extend the analysis of the preceding section 
and consider the behavior of combustors with high Mach number mean 
flows. Solutions will be obtained by extending Crocco's original treat-
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ment of this problem (see pp. 79-87 of Ref. (3)); the calculated sta-
bility limits will be compared with those obtained by using the Galerkin 
method. 
In general, in studies of the stability of combustors with high 
Mach number mean flows it is appropriate to nondimensionalize the 
dependent variables with respect to some reference stagnation quantities 
(see Ref. 28). In this study, which considers a concentrated combustion 
model, it is possible to simplify the analysis by normalizing the con-
servation equations with respect to the combustor's mean flow properties. 
It should be pointed out that the results obtained in this manner are 
qualitatively similar to those obtained in the more general analysis of 
Mitchell28. 
Under these conditions it is easily seen from Eqs. (31a) and 
(3-lb) that the one-dimensional wave equations (i.e. Eqs. (120) and (121)) 
governing the behavior of waves in a combustor with low mean flow Mach 
number are also appropriate in the high Mach number analysis. This 
simplification results in part from the absence of volume sources, which 
implies that the steady state velocity as well as the density and 
pressure are uniform even for high Mach number flows. It is also as-
sumed that the boundary conditions described by Eqs. (123) and (12V) 
are applicable to this problem. The extension to high Mach number will 
therefore be obtained by retaining all terms involving u (i.e. terms of 
_2 
order u , etc. which were previously neglected) which appear in the 
following developments. 
An exact analytical solution to this problem must first be 
obtained. This solution will then be compared with the approximate 
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solution obtained by the Galerkin method. Following the method of 
Crocco., the solution to Eqs . (120) and (121) which combines leftward 
and rightward-running waves can be written in the following form: 
p' =o-(x)eSt ; u' = v{x)eSt ; p' = §(x)eSt (Ha) 
where the spatial dependence is given by 
v(x) = crexp(- ̂ | ) + csexp(^|) (H+2) 
1 M = „« = cre^(- ̂ ) - c.«p(^ (0*3) 
and s = A + iQ is a complex frequency and c and c are constants to 
be determined by the boundary conditions. 
Applying the boundary condition at the nozzle entrance gives: 
Y-l _ 
cr / ?q \ T 1 + P ul 
r - - e^ry r ^ H im 
s 1-u 1 - -L^- u 
while the combustion zone boundary cond i t ion y i e l d s 
r __ 1 - u + Ynu( l -e" ) 
- S T s s 1 + u - Ynu(l-e ) 
(1H5) 
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The curves of neutral stability can be found by eliminating the 
ratio c /c between Eqs. (ikk) and (l̂t-5) and then setting s = iuo (i.e. 
JC S 
A = 0 for neutral stability). The resulting complex equation relating 
w, n, and f is then separated into real and imaginary parts. In the 
process all terms involving u are retained, resulting in the pair of 
equations 
Ynu{B[sin(Dfsin2u/ - (l-ccsu>f) cos2u/] - (l-cosuof) } (lU6) 
= .1 - u - (1+U)BCOS2CD' 




1 + -h- u 
/ U) 
U) 
1 Y-l - ' n -2 
1 - ~ - u 1 - u 
An equation giving OUT as a function of ID' is found by solving 
Eqs. (lU6) and (1^7) for n and equating the results to eliminate n. 
Applying some trigonometric identities to the result and allowing only 
positive values of CUT yields: 
9h 
COT = (2m+l)iT - 2 t a n " 1 [= s i n 2 ^ ,~| (H+8) 
v ' Lu K + cos2ou J 
m = 0 3 l , 2 , 3 , ••• 
where 
K V + ( ^ u - )
2 
Once (JOT is known n can be calculated from either Eq. (1^6) or Eq. (1^7) • 
Using Eq. (1^7) gives the following expression: 
n = '—=• sin2o/ — sinouf + sinurrcos2u/ + (1-COS<DT) sin&u' (li+9) 
The G-alerkin method will now be applied to this same problem, and 
the results compared with Eqs. (.1̂ 8) and (1^9) • Since the governing 
differential equations and boundary conditions for the high Mach number 
case are identical to the corresponding low Mach number expressions, 
the residuals occurring in the G-alerkin orthogonality conditions (i.e. 
Eqs. (133)) are given by Eqs. (120) , (.121) , and (I3U) . Again the approx-
imate expressions for p' and u' are given by 
p*' = acp(x,t) + bY(x,t) (150) 
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u' = ccp(x,t) + dY(x,t) 
where a, b, c, and d are unknown constants, but the definition of the 
functions cp and Y must be modified. While in the lower Mach number 
case cp and Y could be represented by undamped waves traveling in a 
stationary medium, the use of the same functions in the analysis of 
the high Mach number problem gave results which did not agree well with 
the exact solutions. 
Further study of this problem has shown that the approximating 
functions cp and ¥ can be expressed as follows: 
cp(x,t) = exp[iou(t - j^)] (151) 
Y(x,t) = exp[iuu(t + ^ = ) 
where the effect of mean flow convection on the speed of propagation 
of the waves has been taken into account. It should be noted that with 
the proper choice of the constants a, b, c, and d the approximate 
solution given by Eqs. (150) and (151) reduces to the solution assumed 
by Crocco (i.e. Eqs. (lU.1-5)), which satisfies the continuity and Euler 
equations and the boundary conditions. 
Substituting the approximate solutions given by Eqs. (150) and 
(.151) into the Galerkin orthogonality conditions (i.e. Eqs. (133)) send 
performing the integrations yields a homogeneous linear system of 
equations in the four unknown coefficients a, b, c, and d. These can 
be rearranged somewhat to obtain the folio-wing: 
K i a + KL - ( 1 + ̂ -- " - u)n+]b - ufi d = 0 T (152) 
h + C - ^ K + ( 1 - ^~- u p_ la + K b +uD c =0 
where 
(l-u)iu)'a - ^ f i b + (l-u)iu/c - ^ QA = 0 
2 + d. + 
^ " ^ Q_a + (l+u)iu/b + ̂  0 c + (l+u)iu/d = 0 
K, = -L^- u - Ynu( 1 - e ) 
n i 2 i c J U ' n i -2 iU>' 
n, = 1 - e ; u = 1 - e 
+ -
The condition for the existence of a neutral oscillation is that 
Eqs. (152) have a nontrivial solution; that i s , the determinant of the 
system must vanish. Expanding this determinant and equating i t to zero 
yields the following complex equation: 
K. [(i-^X-^+^K (153) 
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Introducing the expressions for K-. , Q , and Q into the above 
equation, expanding and separating the real and imaginary parts gives 
the following two relations: 
yun [Y-t rr 
_ 2 
U(I-COSU)T) (1-COS2U) ' ) + sinu)Tsin2u/ (I5i+) 
= ( l + ^ u
2 ) ( l - c o s 2 U ) / ) 
yun - ^ - usinuuT (1-COS2U)') - (1-COSODT) s in2w' (155) 
= - ^ — usin2o) / 
Solving Eqs. (.15̂ -) and (155) for ynu and equating the results to 
eliminate n, and then performing some trigonometric manipulations 
yields the following result: 
OUT = (2m+l)n - 2tan" — 
u 
sin2ci)' 
.K + cos2u) . 
(156) 
where K is the same as that in Eq. (1^-8) . It is seen that for the 
particular approximating functions used the modified Galerkin method 
yields for UUT results which are identical to the exact solution given 
by Eq. (Ih8) . 
From Eq. (155) the following expression for n Is obtained: 
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-.1 
n = ̂ — 1 - COSUOT - ^— u sincuTtanu/ (157) 
2y L 2 J 
This equation is not identical in form to its exact counterpart (i.e. 
Eq. (11+9))? but neutral stability curves calculated from Eqs. (156) and 
(.157) are in excellent agreement (to five significant digits) with those 
y-
computed "by use of Eq. (ll+9) • Some representative stability limits 
obtained in this study are presented in Figs. (3) and (k) . In these 
plots operating conditions represented by a point inside the loops or 
parabolic-looking curves are unstable. As can be seen from Fig. (3) the 
neutral stability curve exhibits loops which can be shown to represent 
instabilities with respect to consecutive longitudinal modes (i.e. the 
loop with t = 1 corresponds to the first longitudinal mode, l> - 2 to 
the second longitudinal and so on) . This study also indicated that as 
u increases the loops closed at lower values of n; this result is in 
pO pQ 
agreement with the results obtained in Mitchell and Zinn and Save.1.1 
The effect of increasing the Mach number of the mean flow is 
demonstrated in Fig. {k) which shows that the unstable region markedly 
increases as a result of increasing u. It may thus be concluded that 
the likelihood of the occurrence of axial combustion instability in-
creases when the Mach number of the combustor's mean flow is increased. 
Application of the G-alerkin method to the case of longitudinal 
#- This result is hardly surprising since the assumed solutions are 
reducible to the exact solutions if the constants are chosen 
correctly. Thus it is suspected that Eqs. (lU-9) and (157)? 
although not of the same algebraic form, are in exact agreement. 
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u = 0.50? m = 0, I = 1, 2, 3 
2.0 3.0 
Time-Lagj f 
Figure 3. Stability Plot for Axial Oscillations in a Combustor 
•with High Mach Number Mean Flow. 
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combustion instability illustrates well the fact that the accuracy of 
the approximation depends heavily upon a judicious choice of the func-
tions in terms of which the dependent variables are expanded. If the 
more general approximate solutions given by Eqs. (151) are employed, the 
G-alerkin method predicts neutral stability limits which are in exact 
agreement with those determined by more exact methods. This correspond-
ence holds for both small and large Mach number, as Eqs. (156) and (157)3 
with the aid of some trigonometric identities, reduce to the low Mach 
number expressions (i.e. Eqs. (138) and (139)) "when terms of order u 
and higher are neglected. However the converse is not true; Eqs. (156) 
and (157) cannot be obtained with the aid of the low Mach number expan-
sions (i.e. Eqs. (131)) simply by keeping all terms involving the 
steady state velocity. In particular the frequency shift arising from 
the convection of the waves cannot be predicted with the simpler 
expansions. 
Transverse and Three-Dimensional Instability 
The modified Galerkin method will now be employed to obtain the 
linear stability limits in the case of transverse mode combustion 
instability under the same assumptions and restrictions that are imposed 
on the nonlinear theory. Two situations will be examined: (l) the 
wave motion is irrotational and is described by a single partial differ-
ential equation involving the velocity potential, and (2) the irrota-
tionality restriction is relaxed and the complete system of wave equa-
tions is considered. The neutral stability limits thus obtained will 
be useful in the proper interpretation of the second and third order 
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nonlinear solutions to be presented in Chapters VI and VII. 
The desirability of acquiring the neutral stability boundary by 
the same approximate mathematical technique used to find the nonlinear 
solutions will now be explained. On the (n, f) plane given in Fig. (5) 
a possible configuration of the exact and approximate linear stability 
limits is shown, where the discrepancy between the two curves is 
exaggerated for clarity. The solutions of the linearized equations 
represent the limiting case of the corresponding nonlinear solutions as 
the amplitude of the waves becomes vanishingly small. An exact non-
linear analysis would predict that, for an engine operating with an 
(n, f) in the region above the solid surve, all small amplitude distur-
bances will be amplified. Since no exact theory applicable to finite 
amplitude oscillations is available, an approximate method must be used 
to determine the nonlinear behavior. For values of n and f lying above 
the dashed curve, the approximate linear and nonlinear theories both 
predict that infinitesimally small oscillations will grow; while, for 
an (n, f) below this curve, similar disturbances will decay. At a point 
P between these curves the conclusions of the approximate nonlinear 
theory regarding small perturbations clearly contradict those of the 
exact linear theory, whereas the approximate linear and nonlinear 
theories are consistent. 
Contradictions can also arise in the interpretation of strictly 
nonlinear phenomena. Suppose that at the point P, according to the 
approximate nonlinear theory, a certain initial disturbance develops 
into a large amplitude neutrally stable oscillation, but a somewhat 





Figure 5• Exact and Approximate Neutral Stability Limits. 
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limit, this oscillation would be correctly interpreted as triggered or 
pulsed instability. However if this result is referred to the exact 
neutral stability curve, it would be erroneously concluded that a 
triggering limit or unstable limit cycle can occur in a region of 
spontaneous instability, which is inconsistent with linear theory. 
In view of the above considerations, the approximate nonlinear 
solutions to be determined in Chapters VI and VII will be referred to 
the approximate linear stability limits to be obtained in the following 
sections. 
The linear analysis will be conducted subject to the assumptions 
used to derive the simplified wave equations (i.e. Eqs. (1+6) through 
(1+8)) . These are summarized as follows: (.1) the gas phase in the 
combustor consists of a single constituent which is thermally and 
calorically perfect; (2) all transport phenomena such as diffusion, 
viscosity, and heat conduction can be neglected; (3) the momentum 
source due to droplet-gas interaction is negligible; and (k) the 
specific stagnation enthalpy of the liquid phase does not change as 
the droplets move down the chamber. 
Attention is confined to a cylindrical combustion chamber with 
uniform propellant injection at one end (z = 0) and a multi-orifice 
(quasi-steady) nozzle at the other end (z = z ) . The combustor con-
figuration and coordinate system is depicted in Fig. (2) , where all 
lengths are normalized with respect to the chamber radius. The combus-
tion process is assumed to be distributed throughout the rocket's 
combustion chamber, and the burning rate perturbations are related to 
the pressure fluctuations by Crocco's time-lag hypothesis. 
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Linear Stability Limits Consistent with the Second Order Theory 
It has been shown in Chapter III that under low Mach number mean 
flow conditions the unsteady flow can be approximated to second order 
as an irrotational flow, which is described by Eq. (80) . The Galerkin 
orthogonality condition which is appropriate to Eq. (80) is then given 
by Eq. (8̂ ) . In order to study the stability characteristics of 
infinitesimally small disturbances, Eq. (8̂ -) is linearized by simply 
dropping all products of perturbations to obtain the following expres-
sion: 
2TT 
J {J Lv * - ? t t - 2 ^ ' r t - Y(v-2>*t - w ^ V
v (158) 
O V 
/$' + (v? - vl> ]-n IT.dshdt = 0 I>n4 
where partial derivatives with respect to time are indicated by sub-
scripts . 
Before approximate solutions can be obtained from Eq. (158)? 
the burning rate perturbation w' and the nozzle boundary source Q/ 
must be expressed in terms of the velocity potential $. It has been 
shown in Chapter IV that, subject to the small Mach number restriction, 
Crocco's time-lag model leads to Eq. (109)? a relation between the 
fluctuating combustion mass source and the pressure oscillations which 
is correct to third order. Neglecting the third order terms and sub-
stituting the first order expression p' = -Ŷ +. into the remaining 
io6 
second order terms yields the desired linear burning rate function: 
TT' du 
W = - Yn ~r~ m dz 
Jt(r,e,z,t) - $t(r,e,z3t-f)] (159) 
With the aid of the first order relation p' = - § a similar procedure 
is applied to Eq. (119) ? and the linear quasi-steady nozzle condition 
becomes: 
Y+l _ 
= -J-— n %= i U § e t 
(160) 
where u is the steady s ta te velocity at the nozzle entrance (z = z ) . e e 
Over the remainder of the combustor's boundary 0 = 0 , because at the 
injector face (z = 0) and the "wall (r = 1) the normal component of the 
velocity (and hence the mass flux) must vanish. 
Introducing the source terms given by Eqs. (159) and (l60) into 
Eq. (158) and writing the resu l t in cyl indr ical coordinates yields the 
l inear ized Galerkin orthogonality condition: 
2rr 
,Z r.&T „1. 
e 
O O O 
Vw 1"^ 1 *** 'vy 
$ + —$ + —-$ + § 
r r r r 2 99 zz 
r 
t t 
__,. ~ du 7-7' 
- 2u$ , - y§ W 
zt t dz m_ 








It is now necessary to choose an approximating series expansion 
for the velocity potential. Since the neutral stability boundary is 
being sought, the velocity potential is expanded in a series of 
periodic functions. Therefore $ will be expressed in the following 
form: 
= eieUtY (r,9) 
N 
a + £ a, z 
mrr — L o k = 2 > 
k" (162) 
where the Y (r,9) are the eigenfunctions corresponding to the acoustic 
mn ' J & 
standing transverse modes which can be excited in a circular cylinder 
that is closed at both ends. These functions are given by 
Y (r,9) = cosmGJ (s r) (163) 
mn m\ mn / 
where J is the Bessel function of the first kind of order m, and S 
m mn 
is the n̂ *1 nonzero root of the equation j'(x) = 0 . It is seen that 
^ m J 
the expansion given by Eq. (162) satisfies the rigid wall boundary 
conditions at z = 0 and r = 1, but the boundary condition at z = z 
is left free. 
For combustors experiencing transverse mode instability (i.e. 
no axial or mixed modes are present) previous studies have indicated 
that the perturbations may vary along the axial coordinate (see Ref. 
5). These axial gradients arise from the influence of the nozzle, the 
steady state flow, and the distributed combustion process upon the wave 
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motion. To account for this effect the axial dependence of the assumed 
solution is expressed as a power series, as indicated in Eq. (.162) . 
The term a., z is omitted from the z-expansion because it violates the 
solid wall boundary condition at the injector (i.e. $ (r, 0, 0, t) = 0) , 
The constants a. , a , a , ... a occurring in this expansion are to be 
determined by the Galerkin method. 
It should be observed from Eq. (.162) that only one transverse 
eigenfunction Y has been included in the assumed form of the approxi-to mn 
mate solution. This simplification can be justified by considering the 
consequences of expanding $ in an infinite series of these eigenfunc-
tions. Such a multi-mode expansion is substituted into Eq. (161) and 
the integrations are performed. Due to the orthogonality properties of 
the eigenfunctions Y and the linearity of Eq. (.16.1) , the resulting 
system of algebraic equations contains no coupling between the various 
modes. Thus an equation describing a particular mode can be solved 
independently of all the others, consequently the single-mode expansion 
given by Eq. (162) is sufficient to determine the linear stability 
limits for that particular mode. 
First Approximation. To investigate the stability of purely 
transverse (two dimensional) pressure oscillations, only the first term 
in the z-expansion is retained giving 
a eiCDtcosmej (s r 1 (1610 
o m\ mn ' 
The above expression is then substituted into the Galerkin orthogonality 
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condition (i.e. Eq. (161))., in which the complex conjugate 
Y* = e"iaJtcosm9J (s r 
m\ mn 
is the appropriate weighting function. Evaluating the integrals yields 
th e following r e sult: 
P-Os - ***!}+ # - n(1-e"iraT)]} = ° ^ a o 
If an oscillation is present the constant a must be nonzero which 
o 
implies that the expression in brackets must vanish. When the real 
and imaginary parts of the resulting complex equation are separated, 
two relations involving the parameters n, T 5 and the unknown frequency 
cu are obtained: 
2 2 Ue 
GO - S - vn — cusincUT = 0 (166) 
mn ' z e 
1 + Xp_ _ n ( i _ CQSUJT) = 0 (167) 
Further algebraic manipulations are performed to obtain expressions 
for the interaction index and the frequency as functions of the phase-
lag (JUT : 
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n = ( l + ^ ) i = (168) 
\ 2y / 1 - COSUJT ' 
1 
^ = 2 




where G = sinurr 
z e 
To determine a point on the neutral stability curve in the 
(n, f) plane, a value of cuf is chosen and n is- calculated from Eq. 
(168) . With both u)f and n known, uo can be computed from Eq. (169) 
and f can be found from the relation f = CUT/CU. 
These linear stability limits are presented in Fig. (6) for 
the three transverse modes of lowest frequency. These modes, which 
are most commonly observed experimentally, are the first tangential 
(IT), the second tangential (2T), and the first radial (lR) modes. 
In the region above the parabolic curves all small disturbances grow 
without limit; below these curves small oscillations decay exponentially 
to zero. Consequently all modes are seen to be stable for values of n 
below the critical value given by: 
-• -|(l*£) (170) m m 2 \ 2y 
which is approximately 0.5̂ -2 for y = 1.2. It is observed that n . is 
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Mach number. For all modes this minimum interaction index for neutral 
stability occurs when OUT = n which corresponds to f = 1.70629 for the 
first tangential mode. Thus spontaneous instability is most likely to 
occur when the time-lag is equal to one-half of the period of oscilla-
tion. 
Second Approximation. To evaluate the effect of axial gradients 
in the perturbations, additional terms must be retained in the z-expan-
sion. Stability limits obtained from a two-term expansion will next be 
investigated. The velocity potential is then expressed as follows: 
$ = e cosm9J ( S r 
m\ mn 
S r ) a + a0z  J\_ o 2 J (171) 
where the constants a and ap are evaluated from Eq. (l6l) by using 
both of the weighting functions given by: 
Y., = e cosmGJ 1 m (s r) 
\ mn / 
(172) 
v* -icut 2 _T / N x_ = e z cosmGJ ( S r 
2 m\ mn / 




u) - s 
mn 
yiuni r 1 j Y"1 fi -I^TV 
1 + V " nv e ^J > 
(173) 
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+ 1— lu) -S z - viouu z 
13 \ mn/ e T e < § - -C1-^)] 
2YJCJU 
z 
2-Y ^ /., -icu-rN 
.'(z) zdzr? u(z  ha = 0 
(l (^IK - V̂ e-et1 + ̂  " K1"6"1^)] ^ ) 
2±u)y 




r ^ 2 1 / 2 2 \ U . _ 3 
+ 1- — z + - ( c u - S ]z - vnou z 
I 3 e 5 \ mn/ e e 
' , Y-1 f-, ~1UDT 1 + Jr n 1-e 
el_ 2y 
4Yia> 
z L y 
e ' 
/-.I /", -iut)T'\ 
n 1-e ^ - f 1- ; j 
e_ 
u (z)z3dzj a2 = 0 
The above system has a nontrivial solution only if the deter-
minant of the coefficient matrix vanishes. Expanding this determinant 
and setting it equal to zero gives the following complex equation 
valid for arbitrary mean flow velocity distributions u(z). 
4 2 4 2 4 S _ 3 4 
— fiZ + r r Q Z - — iU)YQu Z J K 0 + - i(DYU Z K 
3 e 45 e 15 T e e 2 3 T e e 2 
(175) 
- I WAfe - 7̂) + ^ f «,& - *£) z e J V 2 2 Y > 
nk 
+ U.2 l l 5eM3K2(K2 - ^ : ) - ^ \ # 2 " "£) 
e 




where Q = cu - S 
mn 
^ i , Y - 1 / i ~ i u i r r 
K 2 = X + 2f ' V _ e 
M l = 
,Z rZ 
e u ( z ) z d z ; M = e u ( z ) z dz 
3 o o 
In order to ob ta in s p e c i f i c numerical r e s u l t s , the s p e c i a l case 
of uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d combustion v i l l i be cons idered; t h a t i s , i t 
•will be assumed t h a t the s teady s t a t e v e l o c i t y v a r i e s l i n e a r l y wi th 
a x i a l p o s i t i o n . S u b s t i t u t i n g the v e l o c i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n u(z) = u ( z / z ) 
i n t o the i n t e g r a l s occur r ing in Eq. (175) y i e l d s 
1 - 2 ^ l _ h 
M = - u z ; M„= - u z 
1 3 e e ' 3 5 e e 
Introducing these and the expressions for Kp and CI into Eq. (175) P
r°-
duces a complex equation relating n, f, and ou. The real and imaginary 
components are separated and rearranged to give the following: 
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' 2 a2 
\ mn/ /L 15 \ ran/ e j 
orvu 
(<JU -S )z nsinurr (176) 
\ mn/ e j 
" 2 / 2 a2 \ 2 
1 - 7 7 p -  J  
15 \ / j 
2 2_2 




_ Y — _Y 2 _ 2X n(l-cosurr) - 2n COSOUT(I-COSCJUT) 
Y Y 
= 0 
1 + ^ ~ - nd-cosuff) - 3! (a, 2-s^)zpLll _ n(l-coSuff)] (177) 
-,̂ e z -^ 2n(l-cosarr) 
15 eL y 
nsinouT = 0 
The above equations were solved "by an iteration scheme using 
the Burroughs B-5500 computer facility at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. Some examples of calculated stability limits, plotted on 
an (n, f) coordinate system, are shown in Figures (7) through (9)• 
Stability limits computed using the two-term expansion (three-
dimensional theory) will now be compared with those obtained under the 
single-term approximation (two-dimensional theory) . For combustors 
with low Mach number mean flows the first tangential mode stability 
limits determined by the two theories are in very close agreement. 
For typical values of the Mach number and chamber length (u = 0.2, 
z = 1.0) the three-dimensional theory yields a value of n . which 
e ' m m 
differs from the corresponding two-dimensional value by only 0.2 per 
cent. The error incurred by using the one-term approximation however 
is considerably larger for the higher frequency modes. In Fig. (7) a 
comparison between the second tangential mode stability limits pre-
1.16 
dieted by the two and three-dimensional theories is presented. These 
results indicate tha.t for a given engine the three-dimensional theory 
predicts a slightly more unstable behavior. 
Numerical calculations reveal that when the perturbations are 
three-dimensional the minimum value of the interaction index (i.e., 
n . ) on the neutral stability curve of a particular acoustic mode 
mm y 
depends upon the steady state velocity distribution, the velocity at 
the nozzle entrance, and the combustor's length to diameter ratio. 
Increasing u or z was found to be destabilizing: that is, the thresh-
e e 
old of instability n . is lowered. The effect of an increase in u 
m m e 
was much greater for long chambers (z > 2) than for short ones 
(z < 1). These results are in contrast to the conclusions of the 
e 
two-dimensional theory which predicts that n . is a function of v 
a mm T 
only, however in the limiting case u = 0 the values of n . determined J ' to e m m 
with the two and three-dimensional approximations are in exact agreement. 
These findings indicate that the single-term approximation 
provides sufficiently accurate stability limits for the three lowest 
frequency transverse modes if (.1) the mean flow Mach number is small 
(u < 0.3) and (2) the chamber is relatively short (z < 2). Otherwise 
consideration of property variation in the axial direction should be 
included in future analyses of similar problems. 
Figures (8) and (9) show the effect of increasing the Mach 
number of the combustor's mean flow and of decreasing the combustor's 
length to diameter ratio. For most values of the time-lag, both of 
these effects are shown to be destabilizing, however for values of f in 
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Comparison of the approximate transverse stability limits with 
those obtained by other investigators is complicated by the fact that 
these researchers considered a more general nozzle configuration (not 
quasi-steady) than the one considered in the present investigation. 
Nevertheless the stability maps presented in these figures were found 
5 
to be in qualitative agreement with the results obtained by Reardon , 
who treated a similar problem with the aid of more exact mathematical 
techniques. 
Linear Stability Limits Consistent with the Third Order Theory 
In order to derive linear stability limits compatible with the 
third order nonlinear solutions, the restrictions of irrotationality 
and uniform steady state properties will be relaxed. As a result the 
velocity can no longer be expressed as the gradient of a scalar 
potential, and the wave equations cannot be combined to yield a single 
governing equation. The unsteady flow, therefore, is described by the 
complete set of simplified wave equations given by Eqs. (̂4-6) through 
(^8). 
For reasons that will be explained in detail in Chapter VTI it 
is convenient to represent the components of the velocity perturbation 
in terms of so-called quasi-potential functions. These are defined in 
a cylindrical coordinate system as follows: 
3$ / S11 / 1 dC 
dz dr r 30 
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where §, T|, and Q are respectively the axial, radial, and tangential 
quasi-potential functions. Since no relation between the velocity 
components is implied by these expressions the possibility of rotational 
flow is preserved. 
Writing Eqs. (h6) through (̂ 8) in cylindrical coordinates, intro-
ducing the quasi-potentials, and neglecting all products of perturba-




 + ^ L\T + ? \ + 4 Cee + *2ZJ 
r 
(178) 
'du dp / a u , _ / , x a  TT/ _ + p -— + up + $ —- - W = 0 
dz z z dz m 
Radial momentum 
E^ =  P(z)r\, + puTj + - p' = 0 Tt rz v r (179) 
Tangential momentum 
1 / 
\ = P(z^et +P5,'ez + v p e = 0 (180) 
Axial momentum 
_ du du . 1 
Ef = (T(z)*zt + m z z + P ̂  *z
 + P'S ^ + 7 Pz - 0 (181) 
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Energy 
3h dh -i * / 
E, = p(z) TT—- + pu TT— + —- (pu)h - J — ^r = 
St Sz dz 
(182) 
Using Eq. (3̂4-b) the linearized equation of state becomes 
Ep = p' - pTig - hgp ' + (Y-l)pu*z + ^ u
2 p ' = 0 (183) 
The corresponding burning r a t e funct ion w' and quas i - s t eady nozzle 
cond i t ion Q are e a s i l y determined by dropping the non l inear terms i n 
Eqs. (109) and (119) to o b t a i n : 
TT/ du 
W = n — 
m dz 
p ^ r j B j Z j t ) - p ' ( r 5 8 , z , t - T ) (1810 
u 2 
= - ^ U e P ^ l ( Y + l ) p e ^ ^ (185) 
where the nozzle boundary r e s i d u a l i s given by 
I + p$ + up 
p L m z '] 
z=z 
(186) 
The weighted residuals of the continuity equation and its 
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B Y rdrdGMt = 0 (l87a) 
p n J 
Since Eqs. (179) through (l8l) are derived from the Euler form of the 
momentum equation, the Galerkin orthogonality conditions appropriate to 
these equations cannot he obtained directly from Eq. (2k) . Likewise 
the energy equation in the form given by Eq. (182) demands special-
treatment. It will be shown in Chapter VII that, in the absence of 
momentum and energy sources (due to combustion) at the nozzle entrance, 
the boundary residuals vanish and the following expressions are valid: 
2n 
CJO „z „2TT JL 
e 
*J _ *-> * *-> 
o o o o 




0) nz «2TT-1 e 
o o o o 
E^Y rdrdGdzdt = 0 
h n 
(187c) 
where E can represent any one of the components of the Euler residual. 
m 
Lastly, applying the Galerkin method to the equation of state yields: 
2TT 
o> „z „2TJ nl 
e 
o o o o 




Th e dependent variables occurring in Eqs. (I87) will now be 
expressed in terms of periodic functions of unknown frequency u). The 
spatial dependence of the quasi-potentials as well as the pressure, 
density, and enthalpy is expected to be approximately that of the 
velocity potential § which is used in the second order theory. Thus 
each of the dependent variables will be expanded in terms of the 
transverse mode acoustic eigenfunctions Y (r,0) given by Eq. (163)• 
For simplicity the variation of the unsteady properties in the axial 
direction will be neglected; that is, only two-dimensional pressure 
oscillations will be considered. Since this assumption implies that 
the velocity perturbation has no axial component, the axial quasi-
potential $ is not needed and can be assumed to be zero. The dependent 
variables will, therefore, be expressed in the following form: 
p ' = A ! ( r , 9 ) e i a j t (.188) 
r p ran y ' 
'i\ = Ajf ( r , 9 ) e i U ) t 
7] mn^ ' ' 
C = A-Y ( r , 9 ) e i a 3 t 
p ' = A Y ( r , 9 ) e 
•̂  p m n ' 
iaut 
h ' = kj. ( r , 9 ) e s n mn ' 
ioot 
where A , A_, A^, A , and A^ are complex constants to be determined by 
the Galerkin method. Since the eigenfunctions are mutually orthogonal 
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and the differential equations are linear, a single-mode expansion is 
adequate to obtain the neutral stability limits for that particular 
mode. 
The assumed solutions given by Eqs. (188) are substituted into 




icu + —- A + p (z) 
dzj p r v J %-s
2' 
. 2 mn r 
A^ - p(z). ̂  \ (189) 
du / , - IUUTY 1 lcut . _ /_ 
- n — 1-e A Ye cosm6J S r 
dz \ / p j m\ mn 
R a d i a l Momentum 
E^ = p (z) iuoA^ + - A 




c o s m e j ' f s r ) (190) 
m\ mn / 
T a n g e n t i a l Momentum 
E c = - p (z) icuAr + - A 
. Q Y P-
me sinmBJ r (s r) 
m\ mn / 
(191) 
Energy 
\ = {[iwp(z) + ^ (Pu) \ - -«^i iouA } e
i a J t
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where the residual of the axial momentum equation has been omitted 
because the unsteady flow has been assumed to be two dimensional. 
Introducing the approximate solutions into the nozzle boundary 
condition yields the appropriate boundary residua.!: 
B = - ̂  u A eiaJtcosm9J (s r) (19^) 
p 2 e p m\ mn / ^ y •/ 
These residuals are then substituted into the Galerkin orthog-
onality conditions (i.e. Eqs. (187)) where the weighting function is 
the complex conjugate given by 
Y* = e*iaJtcosm9J (s r) (195a) 
1 m\ mn ' ' 
and the integrations are performed to obtain a system of algebraic 
equations. This procedure must be modified however in order to 
accommodate the tangential momentum equation. In this case the volume 






which vanishes for any positive integer m. Thus the orthogonality 
condition imposed upon the residual of the tangential momentum equation 
is identically satisfied for all values of Ar and A , and no informa-
G P 
tion is obtained from this equation. A relation between kr and A can 
H C P 
be extracted from the tangential momentum equation by weighting the 
-x-
corresponding residual with the function Yp defined by 
y* = e"lUJtsinm9J (s r) (195b) 
2 m\ mn ' 
As this procedure may appear to be somewhat arbitrary, it will be 
rigorously justified in Chapter VII when the full nonlinear equations 
are considered. 
Applying the Galerkin method in the manner described above 
yields the following system of five linear homogenous algebraic equa-
tions relating the five unknown constants. 
iuo + 
Y+ l ^e " A + I m 
2„ „2 
2 z J p pL J mnj T] 
KT - S A~ (196) 
0 nu , . _x 
- m KTI A. - I 1-e A = 0 
J p z e '
 p 
1 ( u I pN + v Ap = ° ( 1 9 7 ) 
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where 
ioul A, + - A = 0 
P C Y P 
(198) 
iool + 
P u -i i e el. v-1 
- ^ - i03A = 0 
p z e
 J n y p 
(199) 
A - I i 
P P n 1 ~ *=r I 
2 uj 
A = 0 
P 
(200) 
|~J fs r 
L m\ mn 
" -1, r dr 
K J = 3 
J S r 
m\ inn rdr 
- — "% 
I p = Ze o 
e_ p (z) dz 
1 r e-2^ 
I = — u dz 
u z J 
e o 
In deriving the above equations, the steady state result, h = const. = 1 , 
has been used (see Eqs. (kO) and (hk)) . 
To avoid the cumbersome task of expanding a fifth order deter-
minant, the condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions to 
Eqs. (.196) through (200) will be applied to a simpler equivalent system 
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obtained by eliminating unknowns. Solving Eqs. (197) and (198) for 
the quasi-potentials yields: 
s = \ Y^I P m 
^ 0 
A. = 0 m = 0 
where the tangential quasi-potential is zero for radial modes. The 
above expressions are then substituted into Eq. (196) to eliminate the 
quasi-potentials giving the following equation which involves only two 
unknowns: 
- Y+ l u _ e 
10) + —— — L 2 z J e 
A 
o nu , • -\-
i s 2 +_± (1.6-^)14 , 0 
p L-Ŷ  m*1 z P 
(201) 
To obtain a second equation relating A and A , the equation of 
P P 
state (i.e. Eq. (200)) is first solved for A^ to obtain: 
1 '-1 
Q I L p \ 2 U/ p_ 
which is subsequently introduced into the energy equation (i.e. Eq. 




p u _ e e 
z J e 
A - B 
P 
iuo + 
p u -e e 
z J e 
A = 0 (202) 
where = 1 -
/-l 
u 
The requirement for neutral stability is then determined from 
the pair of homogeneous equations given by Eqs. (201) and (202). 
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(203) 
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— S + (1-COSUDT + isinujf) I = 0 
..ycu mn z 
<]-
which separates (after considerable a.lgebraic rearrangement) into the 
following expressions: 
2 2 u 
BSmvi - u) + yn — Bousinu/f mn z 
e 
:2ou) 
- 2 -,u x p 
+ Y £)?[; y+ l , _ J — - Bn(l-cosuuT ')] = 
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2=1 ^e + ^ 1 _ Bn(l.COSCL,-) . ^ 1 B ^u V^e £ s i n ^- (2Q5) 
v I 2v d. I z (U 
Y P P e 
- - ? 2 
1 Ke e \ 1 f v + l _ / . _N 1 v - 1 ^ e mn 
j _ J - Bn( l -cosur r ) - --— BI 5- = 0 
[ Z / 2 L 2 J 2v u I 2 
p e 0) p M) 
It should be pointed out that no terms involving the steady 
state velocity were neglected in the derivation of Eqs. (20̂ -) and (205) ; 
also these equations are valid for combustion chambers with arbitrary-
axial distributions of steady state velocity and density. Due to the 
_2 
presence of terms of 0(u ) neutral stability limits calculated from 
Eqs. (20V) and (205) are expected to differ slightly from those pre-
dicted by the two-dimensional irrotational theory (i.e. from Eqs. (166) 
and (167))• It can be easily shown, however, that the predictions of 
these theories are in exact agreement in the small Mach number limit 
(u -* 0) . The quantities B, I , and p are all of the form 1 + 0(u ) . 
Introducing these expressions into Eqs. (20^) and (205) sxid neglecting 
—2 
all terms of order u or higher yields equations identical to Eqs. (166) 
and (167) • 
Assuming a uniformly distributed combustion process (i.e. u(z) = 
u (z/z )) linear stability limits will be computed from Eqs. (20̂4-) and 
(205) with the aid of an iteration technique. In order to evaluate the 
influence of axial variations in steady state properties upon the linear 
stability characteristics of the combustor, two cases will be considered; 
(.1) a fictitious case in which the steady state density is uniform 
(i.e. p~ = I = l) and (2) the mean flow density p~(z) is determined by 
c P 
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a simple but crude model. In the latter case p"(z) will be approximated 
by assuming that the burned gases exert no drag force upon the liquid 
droplets, which implies that the liquid velocity uV is a constant. 
In his formulation for systems with distributed combustion, 
Crocco showed that the mean flow density can be expressed in terms of 
the velocities of the gas and liquid as follows: 
1 - yw^Uj/z) - uL ) 
p(z) = - g — g * (206) 
1 + -L—- u (z) - yu(z)uT(z) 
where uT is the injection velocity and w. is the dimensionless injec-
1J i 
o 




p =[} +xir u2 - v\ u] (207) 
Assuming that the liquid and gas velocities are both small, Eq. (207) 
is expanded in a binomial series to give 




where terms of higher order than u have been neglected. For uniformly 
distributed combustion Eq. (208) is introduced into the definitions of 
p" and I to obtain the following expressions: 
e p 
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p = 1 - ̂  u2 + vuT u (209) 
e 2 e T L e 
o 
Y+l _2 v - -
I = .1 - J LT— u + i~ uT u p 6 e 2 L e 
o 
For representative values of the velocities (u = 0.2, u = 0.1) the 
density at the nozzle entrance is O.98 while the average density I is 
0.997? which suggests that the effect of a non-uniform steady state 
density upon the stability limits will be small. 
The effect of a non-uniform steady state density upon the first 
tangential mode stability limits calculated from Eqs. (204) and (205) 
is shown in Fig. (10) . Under the approximations of the zero drag 
model, it is seen that axial gradients in the mean flow density are 
destabilizing. For most values of the time-lag the decrease in the 
threshold of instability amounts to only 0.3 percent. Therefore if 
the liquid and gas velocities are small, the variation of the steady 
state density will be neglected in the nonlinear analyses of Chapters 
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Figure 10. Effect of Non-Uniform Steady State Density Upon the First 
Tangential Mode Stability Limits. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR THEORY 
In this chapter the modified form of the Galerkin method will "be 
used to study the effect of nonlinea.rities on the stability of a liquid' 
propellant rocket engine in which the distributed combustion process is 
described by Croceo's time-lag hypothesis. Both transverse and three-
dimensional instabilities will be considered for a cylindrical com-
bustor geometry with uniformly distributed injection at one end and a 
quasi-steady nozzle at the other (see Fig. 2) . It has been shown in 
Chapter III that if, in addition to the assumptions involved in the 
derivation of the simplified wave equations (i.e. Eqs. (h6) through 
(hQ)) , the mean flow Mach number is small; the unsteady flow in the 
combustor can be described to second order by a single partial differ-
ential equation which contains the important mathematical and physical 
aspects of the problem. Applying the Galerkin method to this equation 
yields a set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations that 
describes the behavior of the amplitudes of the various acoustic modes 
of the chamber. 
These approximate solutions obtained by the numerical integra-
tion of the above-mentioned differential equations can be used to 
determine the nonlinear stability characteristics of the rocket engine. 
According to linear theory the stability map is divided into stable 
and unstable regions by the curve of neutral stability. In the stable 
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domain all small-amplitude disturbances decay to zero, whereas in the 
unstable region all small-amplitude disturbances grow to infinite 
amplitudes. The theoretical analysis to be performed in this chapter 
is concerned with two experimentally observed nonlinear phenomena. In 
the linearly unstable region small disturbances cannot grow indefinitely 
but must reach a limiting amplitude; that is, a limit cycle. It is 
also known that in certain regions of the linearly stable domain 
sufficiently large disturbances can trigger combustion instability. 
The approximate solutions will be used to determine the limit cycle 
amplitudes and the triggering limits as a function of the appropriate 
system parameters. This information is of value to the rocket designer, 
who must know under what conditions destructively large pressure ampli-
tudes will develop. Also finite amplitude pressure waveforms, which 
can be compared with those obtained experimentally, will be calculated. 
Analysis 
Proceeding with the analysis, the Galerkin orthogonality condi-
tion to be satisfied by the residual of Eq. (80) can be written in 
cylindrical coordinates in the following form: 
,t ,„z p2nrlp -, 
{J eJ J LEac - 2 \ - (Y- 1 ) Jy - \ - K c Jv
d r d 9 d z (21°) 
o o o o M "2 
2n«± 
o o 
B Y ( r , 0 , O , t ) + B ! ( r , e , z j t Y l r d r d e l d t = 
. o n e n \ e / J J 
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where the various linear and nonlinear components of the residuals are 
given by: 
*w 1 *~i 1 r±* <"w .-W 
R = $ + _ $ + — $QD + $ - $ 
ac rr r r 2 99 zz tt 
r 
(211a) 
N-, r rt 2 1 r 
•*** /"W 
tt Z Zt 
(2.1.1b) 
3_ "^ 1 "** ^ 
+ — $ + —- §> + x N 0 L rr r r 2 zz_ 
(2.1.1c) 
R = 2u(z)$ , + Y ~
 $+-u zt T dz t 
(211d) 
R = w'(§) 
c m 
(211e) 
- - P ' - u$, - §, § o L z t t z z=0 (212a) 
" V <N»< ,*W 
i' + § - u$, 
m z t t z_ 
z=z 
(212b) 
In Eqs. (212) B is the boundary residual at the injector plate (z = 0) 
and is determined from the boundary term of Eq. (Qk) by setting the 
mass source Q/ equal to zero. This residual is included in Eq. (210) to 
allow for the possibility that the assumed approximate solutions may not 
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satisfy the rigid wall "boundary condition at the injector. Of course 
if the assumed solution satisfies this boundary condition the residual 
B vanishes. 
o 
In order to obtain approximate solutions to Eq. (210) the mass 
sources W and Q,' must be expressed as functions of the velocity poten-
m m ^ 
tial. Since the investigations carried out in this thesis are confined 
to rocket engines with a distributed combustion process described by 
Crocco's time-lag model and having a multi-orifice (quasi-steady) nozzle, 
Eqs. (109) and (119) which were derived in Chapter IV are applicable. 
According to the order of magnitude scheme described in Chapter III the 
nonlinear terms in the expressions for w' and Q are of third order and 
are assumed to be negligible. Likewise the linear term in Eq. (119) 
_2 
which is multiplied by a factor of order u can be neglected. In 
Chapter III it was shown that to first order the pressure and density 
perturbations are related to the velocity potential by the following 
expressions: 
p' = - Ŷ +. I ?' -
With the knowledge that the resulting error is of third order, these 
relations are substituted Into the remaining second order terms of 
Eqs. (109) and (.119) to obtain the following second order burning rate 
function and quasi-steady nozzle condition: 
du 
'm '" dz L/tv^ '-'">"' xt W„ = - Yn^r Mr,9,z,t) - Mr,e,z,t-T) (213) 
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The above expressions are seen to be identical to Eqs. (159) oxid 
(160) of the corresponding linear theory. Thus according to the second 
order theory the response of the combustion process and the nozzle to 
pressure oscillations is linear; the only nonlinearities described by 
this theory are those arising from the gasdynamics of the unsteady flow. 
A similar situation was encountered by Mitchell ' who treated the 
problem of finite amplitude longitudinal mode instability subject to 
linear boundary conditions corresponding to a concentrated combustion 
zone at the injector and a quasi-steady nozzle. His results indicate 
that such nonlinear phenomena as limit cycles, triggering limits, and 
nonlinear pressure waveforms can be predicted in the absence of a non-
linear driving mechanism. 
Expansion of the Velocity Potential 
It is now necessary to select a set of "trial" functions ¥ in 
terms of which the approximate solution for the velocity potential will 
be expanded. Two possibilities will be considered: (l) these functions 
depend on both space and time, as in the case of linear stability 
treated in Chapter V (unknown constant method) , and (2) the trial 
functions depend only upon the space coordinates, in which case the 
coefficients are unknown functions of time rather than constants (un-
known function method) . It will now be shown that in the study of 
nonlinear phenomena there are distinct advantages to be obtained by 
using the unknown function method. In the first place application of 
ll+O 
the Galerkin method to an expansion in terms of Y (x,t) results in a 
system of nonlinear algebraic equations, whereas nonlinear ordinary-
differential equations are obtained when the functions are only 
spatially dependent. Such a system of nonlinear algebraic equations 
is usually considerably more difficult to solve numerically than the 
corresponding differential equations for which standard numerical inte-
gration techniques are available. Furthermore if limit cycles and 
triggering limits are to be determined by the unknown constant method, 
Y (x,t) must be periodic in time with frequency UJ . "Dais poses a 
difficulty since the frequency of the nonlinear oscillation depends 
not only on n and f but also on the amplitude of the oscillation (i.e. 
the unknown constants to be determined) . By using the unknown function 
method the frequency is readily obtained from the numerical solutions 
of the governing differential equations. An additional advantage of 
the unknown function method is its ability to provide a time history 
of the various modes and thus enable one to easily distinguish between 
stable and unstable limit cycles. In view of the above remarks the 
dependent variable $ will be expanded in terms of the spatially 
dependent functions Y (x) which are multiplied by the unknown functions 
of time. 
It is known, from experimental observation that, in the absence of 
discontinuities, finite amplitude combustion instability resembles the 
acoustic modes that can be excited in a cylindrical cavity which is 
closed at both ends. Thus the velocity potential will be expanded in 
terms of products of the acoustic eigenfunctions and time dependent 
mode-amplitudes as follows: 
na 
L M W r "I Jtrrr / \ 
$ = S S £ Ap (t)sinme + Bp (t) cosmQ cos - ^ J (S r) (215) 
o 
In Eq. (215) S is the n nonzero root of the equation j'(x) = 0 and 
-̂ y mn m 
n = 0 only if m = 0, otherwise the n-summation "begins with n = 1. This 
series is seen to contain all of the acoustic modes as fellows: (l) 
pure axial modes (m = n = 0 ; l> = 1, 2, . . .) , (2) pure radial modes 
(m = £ = 0 ; n = 1, 2, . . . ) , (3) tangential and mixed tangential-
radial modes (£ = 0 ; m = 1, 2, .... ; n = 1, 2, ...) , and (k) mixed 
longitudinal-transverse modes {t and n are nonzero) . The special case 
•I = m = n = 0 corresponds to a mode in which the pressure is uniform 
throughout the combustor but varies with time; that is, the low fre-
quency or chugging mode. The inclusion of both azimuthal eigenfunctions 
with different coefficients admits the possibility of either standing 
or spinning waves or a combination of both. For example if either A. 
or Bo is always zero the oscillation is standing. On the other hand 
a, spinning wave is produced when A„ (t) and B„ (t) are sinusoidal 
functions of time with equal amplitudes but differing in phase by 90° • 
It is a known property of the linear wave equation that the 
acoustic eigenfunctions used in Eq. (2.15) form a complete orthogonal 
set. As pointed out in Chapter II the completeness property is neces-
sary to give reasonable assurance that the approximate solutions 
approach the exact solutions as the number of modes is increased; how-
ever for nonlinear systems convergence cannot be guaranteed. Although 
not necessary for convergence, the orthogonality property greatly 
1^2 
simplifies the numerical calculations by eliminating the linear coupling 
between the various modes. 
The expansion given by En. (215) is seen to satisfy the solid 
•wall boundary conditions at the chamber -wall (r = 1) and at the in-
jector face (z = 0) . Unfortunately the axial velocity also vanishes 
at the nozzle entrance, therefore this particular expansion cannot 
account for energy transfer across the nozzle boundary by means of 
"pumping" work. Various attempts to modify this expansion to account 
for axial velocity components at the nozzle entrance resulted in the 
loss of desirable orthogonality properties or violation of the boundary 
condition at the injector. In order to avoid these mathematical dif-
ficulties specific numerical solutions will be obtained only for pure 
transverse modes (t = 0). This is permissible because the axial 
velocity components are of lesser importance when the nozzle is quasi-
steady. 
Formation of the Residuals 
The expansion given by Eq. (215) is now substituted into Eqs. 
(2.11) and (212) to form the various residuals. To simplify the 
acoustic part R of the residual of Eq. (80) , the following expression ac 
is used: 
2 
S2 j"(s r) + i S j'(s r) - % J (s r) = - S2 J (s r) (216) mn m \ mn / r mn m\ mn / 2 m\ mn / mn m\ mn / J 
r 
which was obtained from Bessel's differential equation. The resulting 
expressions are shown below: 
1^3 
ac 
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r e e 
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m\ mn / u \ uv / 
dA dB 
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dB dA 
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ikh 
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£mn . A , £mn A 1 T /0 ——•— sinm0 + — — — cosmG J ( S r 
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c d z £ m n 
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£mn £mn /, _\1 „\ £TTZ _ , „ 
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B = ̂ i u E E E 
e 2 e 
^dA„ dBp 
'Omn . _ , £mn n sinm9 + — - — cosm9 
l> m n dt dt 
(-l)̂ J (s r) (218b) 
m\ mn / 
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Since the axial component of the velocity perturbation (i.e. $ ) is 
zero at both ends of the combustor, the residual at the injector B 
and the nonlinear part of the nozzle residual B both vanish. 
e 
Differential Equations Governing the Mode-Amplitudes 
The residuals given by Eqs. (217) and (2.18) are introduced into 
the Galerkin orthogonality condition and the volume integrals are 
evaluated for each of the weighting functions given by 
Yfl = cos — - sinjej.fs^r") (219) 
A, .,. z ,i\ ,ik / lijk "« 3K J' 
Y„ = cos cos-jGJ .(S ., r ) 
B, .. z ° j \ jk / 
hjk e 
Since the unknown mode-amplitudes are functions of time, the time 
integration occurring in Eq. (210) is not performed. The resulting 
system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations that controls the 
behavior of the mode-amplitudes can be written in the following general 
form: 
%^ • {*%+ 4\,k
+f^ ^ + v ^ > ^ M] «*» 




m^ M'> h>̂ )\mn ^ F <^,m,n A-sM'sv 
dAx > 
+ C2(l,m,n; \,\i,v; h , j , k ) B / f / m d t ^ j = 0 
lk6 
d2B, , , 0 ,2 2N , dB, .. dB„ .. . 
W + (S% + ̂K* + ?{K<*>h> "^ + V*>h) "^ (^} ^ * K,K * , no* l e 
dA 
+ S S {C (*,m,n; X,n,v; h,J,k)A - ^ 
£,m,n \,(i,v ' ° 
dB . 
+ Ĉ (-t,m,n; X,M-,V; h ^ ' ^ B ^ ~ ^ p j = 0 
where Eqs. (220) were obtained with the aid of the weighting functions 
Y and Eqs. (221) were derived by using Y-n 
Ahjk ^hjk 
Each of these differential equations consists of three parts: 
(l) the acoustic part which describes a harmonic oscillator with 
( 2 h2JJ2\l/2 
natural frequency cu, ., = (S ., +—^—) , (2) the terms involving the 
zl.TK \ .IK „d. t hjk jk
first derivatives of the mode-amplitudes which represent the combined 
z'e 
damping or amplifying effect of the steady state flow, the nozzle, and 
the combustion process, and. (3) the nonlinear coupling terms which are 
responsible for the energy transfer between modes. Due to the orthogo-
nality property of the acoustic eigenfunctions, only one mode is 
involved in the acoustic part of a given equation. This mode corre-
sponds to the weighting function used to derive that particular equation. 
Thus it may be inferred that each of Eqs. (220) and (221) governs the 
behavior of a single mode in the expansion for $; the coupling between 
modes in the damping and nonlinear terms serves to modify the harmonic 
oscillation described by the acoustic terms. 
The coefficients of the first derivatives depend on various 
1V7 
weighted in tegra ls of the steady s ta te velocity d i s t r ibu t ion and are 
expressed as follows: 
K(^h) = fci u e ( - l )
t + h
 + Y ( l - n ) J
 e f cos ^ cos ^ dz (222) 
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e du £rrz hnrz n 1 Tf e 2 hrrz 
cos 
z J LJ z 
T - cos cos dz 
dz z 
o e e o 
4 
z --1 
2 frnz , 
cos dz 
The detailed derivation of these coefficients is presented in Appendix 
A. It is seen that these coefficients depend only upon the longitudinal 
mode numbers i, and h; they are the same for all pure transverse modes. 
If all of the modes contained in the assumed series expansion have the 
same longitudinal mode number5 the ̂ -summation reduces to one term and 
the linear coupling between modes disappears. 
Expressions for the coefficients of the nonlinear terms occurring 
in Eqs. (220) and (221) are derived in Appendix A. These coefficients 
are found to be independent of the operating parameters (i.e. n and f) 
and are functions of the various integrals which result from applying 
the Galerkin method. These integrals., which involve products of three 
trigonometric or Bessel functions with different arguments, are evalu-
ated in Appendix B. From Eqs. (220) and (221) it would appear that the 
number of nonlinear coupling terms could become quite large for expan-
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sions containing only a moderate number of terms. For example, if the 
series contained ten terms (five A's and five B's) each of the ten 
differential equations would contain 50 nonlinear terms making a total 
of 500 terms. Fortunately, however, the great majority of the nonlinear 
coefficients are zero which reduces the number of nonlinear coupling 
terms considerably. 
Differential Equations For Transverse Modes 
For reasons to be given below, the remaining chapters of this 
thesis will be devoted to the study of the nonlinear behavior of purely 
transverse mode instability in liquid propellant rocket motors. To date 
the case of finite amplitude longitudinal instability has been ade-
quately treated by Sirignano' and Mitchell' ' , while relatively little 
has been accomplished in the field of nonlinear transverse instability. 
In addition the investigation of longitudinal or combined longitudinal-
transverse modes with the aid of the Galerkin method and the eigenfunc-
tion expansion given by Eq. (2.15) is fraught with difficulties. It is 
a well known fact that finite amplitude waves involving longitudinal 
modes frequently develop into shock waves (see Mitchell ) . To treat 
shock wave instability would require extensive modification of the 
Galerkin method or the series expansion. On the other hand the analysis 
o o 
of Maslen and Moore and experimental observation indicate that shock-
free transverse oscillations can exist in cylindrical rocket combustion 
chambers. Finally it has been previously mentioned that according to 
Eq. (2.15) there is no axial velocity perturbation at the nozzle entrance, 
which is admittedly a poor approximation for longitudinal or mixed 
modes. Since the resolution of these difficulties is beyond the scope 
lii-9 
of this investigation, only purely transverse instability will be con-
sidered in this work. 
The differential equations which control the behavior of the 
transverse modes are obtained from Eqs. (220) and (221) by setting 
£ = A = h = 0. In writing these equations the superfluous longitudinal 
mode numbers are omitted from the subscripts of the mode-amplitudes. 
The resulting equations, which are no longer coupled in the linear 
terms, are given by: 
d2A., 0 dA.. dA.. 
# + 3 ^ . , + K ~ # + K — & (t-f) (223) ,,2 ik jk dt T dt dt tJ 
f dB dA . 
+ Z s {Cl(m,n; ̂ 5v; j,k)Am -£
J- + C2(m,n; ,,v; J,k)Bffln - ^ } = 0 
d2B., dB.. dB.. 
>P + S" B., + K — ^ + K - # (t-T) (22lf) 
,2 jk jk dt T dt ; J 
, dA dB . 
E S {C3(m,n; ̂ ,v; J , ] ^ - ^ + C4(m,n; n,v; J.k)]^ - ^ } = 0 + 
m,n \i,v 
where the summation over \i and v covers the same range of indices as 
the summation over m and n corresponding to the modes included in the 
series expansion for the velocity potential. The coefficients K and K 
are the same for all modes and are given by: 
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which were acquired from Eqs. (222) by introducing t = h = 0 and using 
the results of Appendix B that Ui (0, 0) = u and Ui (0, 0) = 0. 
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These coefficients are seen to depend on the value of the steady state 
velocity at the nozzle entrance (i.e.. u ) but not upon the actual 
velocity distribution u(z). For this reason it is not necessary to 
calculate u(z), a fact that saves considerable computation time. 
The coefficients of the nonlinear terms occurring in Eqs. (223) 
and (224) are obtained by substituting i, = X = h = 0 into Eqs. (All) , 
(A12) , (All+) and (A15) and using the expressions Zi (0, 0, 0) = z and 
Zi (0, 0, 0) = 0 which are shown in Appendix B. It is found that the 
effect of the length z cancels and the coefficients of the nonlinear 0 e 
terms are given by: 
2 
i Jk C3 (m,n; |JL,V; j , k ) = - =-^ 2T2? \ X (226a) 
L S J k "
 3 J J . I S . . 
J \ Jk 
X 12 S S I (ijL,m,j) J i (m,n; u.,v: j . k ) -I. L mn LLV ess V 
" ^ c s s ^ ' M o j ) J i 2 ( m , n ; (i ,v; j , k ) 
" ( ^ Y " 1 ' ) S r m I c s s ^ , m , J ' ' ) J i l ( ^ m ' n ; M ' ' V ' ^ 
X ^2 S S I (m.LL. j) J i _ ( m . n : LL,V: j . k ) -L mn [iv e s s >^ u < 3 v > ' ^ ' > d> ' 
- my.I ( M . 3 m , j ) j i 0 ( m , n ; |j,3v; j ?k) 
cs 
^ " ^ • ^ m n ^ s s ^ ' 1 1 " ^ J i l ^ m ' n ; M J , V ' ^ ^ 
x J 2 S S I ( j ,m,u,) J i n ( m 5 n ; (i^v; j . k ) + 
+ mlccc(ra>\i,j)j±2(m,n; p , ,v ; j 3 k ) J -
( Y - 1 ) S m n I c s s ( j , m , M - ) J i 1 ( m ? n ; ^ ? v ; j , k ) 
{ 2 [ S m n S ^ I c c c ( m ' M , ' j ) j i 3 ( m 3 n ; ^ V ; j ' k ) + 
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2S 
C 0 (m ,n ; ^ , v ; j , k ) = -- F OiL 
IT m°» j k * J jA j k 
(226b) 
2S 
C (m ? n; LL,V; j 3 k ) 
Jk 
W.TT 2 2" 
LSJk " d . 
J 2 ( S ,k 
226c) 





2 - J2>2(s . t 
L Jk J j \ j k 
(226d) 
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+ npl (j,m,iJ,) Ji5(m,n; ̂ ,v; j,k) 
C. o o £. _ 
- (Y-l)S^mIccc(m^5j) Ji1(m5n; ̂ 5v; j5k)| 
The number N. occurring in the above expressions is defined as follows: 
I\T_. = 1 for j nonzero 
<j 
N. = 2 for j = 0 
j 
According to Eqs. (226) the coefficients of the nonlinear terms depend 
only on the integrals of trigonometric and Bessel functions which are 
defined in Appendix B; these coefficients do not depend upon either the 
combustion parameters (i.e. n and f) or the steady state flow or com-
bustor length. This result is a direct consequence of the fact that 
in the derivation of the partial differential equation describing the 
behavior of the velocity potential all nonlinear terms involving the 
steady state velocity (including those arising from the combustion 
process) were neglected as being of higher order. This property of 
the coefficients of the nonlinear terms saves considerable computer 
time since it is not necessary to compute new values of these coeffi-
cients each time a change is made in the system parameters. 
Before proceeding with a discussion of the differential equations 
given by Eqs. (223) â cl (22U) it should be stressed that care must be 
exercised in the application of these equations if radial modes are 
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included in the expansion of the velocity potential. Serious error can 
be avoided by observing that although both mode-amplitudes A., (t) and 
B ., (t) are used to completely describe a tangential mode (j f 0) only 
one mode-amplitude B , (t) is needed to describe a radial mode (j = 0) . 
There is no corresponding function A (t) because such a function would 
OK 
be multiplied by sin j9 which vanishes for j = 0. Thus j = 0 is not 
used in Eqs. (223) and although terms of the form A dB /dt and 
A dA /dt are indicated by the summations in the nonlinear parts of mn ov  J ^ 
Eqs. (223) and (22̂1-) such terms are omitted. 
Linear Behavior. The small amplitude behavior of the mode-
amplitudes is easily investigated by dropping the nonlinear terms in 
Eqs. (223) and (22̂ -) . The resulting linear equations are no longer 
coupled; that is, each equation describes the behavior of only one 
mode and can be solved independently of the remaining equations. Each 
of these equations is of the following form: 
d2Bn 0 dB., dB., 
# + S , B , + K —j£ + K — ^ (t-f) = 0 (227) 
^ 2 j-k Jk dt T dt dt 
which, except for the additional term involving a time delay, is 
analogous to the differential equation governing the motion of a mass-
spring-dashpot system. The first two terms in Eqs. (227) describe an 
undamped oscillator with natural frequency S., ; the remaining terms 
determine whether the oscillations will grow or decay. 
Tracing the origin of the various terms that appear in the 
15k 
expressions for the coefficients K and K it can be shown that they are 
T 
all related to the steady state flow (first term in K) , the nozzle 
boundary condition (second term) , and the unsteady combustion process 
(last term). From a physical point of view the nozzle and the mean 
flow (by means of convection) are expected to act as energy sinks with 
regard to the wave motion, while the combustion process should act as 
an energy source. That this is indeed the case can be shown by 
examining the expression for K, which can be considered to be an 
"effective resistance" or "damping coefficient". Here the term that 
resulted from the presence of an unsteady combustion process (i.e. 
the last term) and the terms that resulted from the mean flow and the 
nozzle boundary condition have opposite signs. 
The linear stability characteristics of the system are not 
determined solely by the value of K, because the retarded term contri-
butes an additional damping or amplifying effect. This fact is easily 
shown by rearranging Eq. (227) in the following form: 
d2B.. n 63., r-dB dB 
J k a. C 2 T> ±Vf Jk + ST, B., + K — ^ + K 2 jk jk dt T L " ^ 
dt 
$r {t-f) - - # ] = ° (228) 
vu 
•U rr I e 
where K = z e 
1 + 
y-1" 
2 Y . 
and K is given in Eqs. (225)• In Eq. (228) the effect of the mean flow 
and the nozzle have been separated from that of the combustion process. 
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The coefficient K' is always positive, thus it is seen that the mean 
flow and the nozzle are always stabilizing. It is also observed that 
for values of y which are usually assumed for the hot combustion 
chamber gases the second term in K' is an order of magnitude smaller 
than the first term which implies that the quasi-steady nozzle has a 
relatively minor influence upon the stability of transverse mode 
oscillations. 
Since it involves a time delay, the combustion term is more 
complicated than the terms arising from the steady state flow and the 
nozzle. Depending upon the relation between the time-lag and the 
period of oscillation the effect of the combustion process can be 
either damping or amplification of the waves. In order to obtain a 
better understanding of the effect of the combustion process, consider 
the case of neutrally stable oscillations for which the time-lag is 
one half of the period of oscillation. Under these conditions B., (t) 
jk 
will be a sinusoidal function of time and the following relation is 
valid: 
dB., dB.. 
~ £ (t-T) = - - £ (t) (229) 
Substituting Eq. (229) into Eq. (228) reveals that the contribution of 
dB 
the combustion process is described by the term -2K —77— which is 
T dt 
seen to be destabilizing. The combined effects of the mean flow, 
nozzle, and the combustion process is then described by the total 
damping coefficient K, which is given by: 
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d z 
YU r i 
1 + ̂  - 2n 
2Y 
(230) 
For neutral stability the total damping coefficient must vanish 
implying that 
n = i (l + XT
1 
o 2 \" 2y 
which-is the minimum interaction index for neutral stability as deter-
mined in Chapter V (see Eq. (170)). The oscillations are neutrally 
stable for this particular choice of n and T because the energy contri-
buted to the pressure oscillations by the combustion process is equal 
to the energy extracted by the steady state flow and the nozzle. 
Assuming that Eq. (229) still holds when the oscillations are no longer 
neutrally stable, Eq. (230) indicates that if n > n the damping 
coefficient K is negative and the oscillations are amplified; that is, 
more energy is provided by the combustion process than is necessary 
to sustain neutral oscillations. On the other hand if n < n positive 
o 
damping results, the energy input is insufficient to maintain the 
oscillations, and the pressure disturbances decay. In reality for 
n ^ n the solutions for B.,(t) are not strictly periodic and Eq. (229) 
is only an approximation. However this effect is not sufficiently 
strong to change the qualitative behavior as outlined above. 
When the time-lag f is equal to half of the period of oscilla-
tion, the engine is said to be resonant, for the frequency of the 
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combustion oscillations is equal to the frequency of the corresponding 
natural acoustic mode that can be excited in the given combustor 
geometry. For other values of the time-lag the engine is off-resonant, 
the frequency of the pressure oscillations differs from the acoustic 
frequency, and Eq. (229) is no longer true. Assuming neutral stability 
it is readily seen that if f is greater or less than the half-period 
the ability of the combustion process to amplify the oscillations is 
less than at resonant conditions. For off-resonant values of f, 
therefore, a larger value of the interaction index is necessary to 
balance the damping terms and give neutral stability. For sufficiently 
large departures from resonant conditions the combustion process will 
not contribute a sufficient amount of energy to the wave motion and 
the engine will be stable for all values of the interaction index. It 
is thus seen that the off-resonant conditions are more stable in 
complete agreement with the results of Chapter V. 
The linear stability limits which were determined in Chapter V 
are easily derived from the differential equations given by Eq. (227) 
to provide a check on the analysis. Since periodic solutions are being 
sought the mode-amplitude B_., (t) is assumed to be given by: 
, ,s ici)t 
) . . (t) = a e 
jk o 
which is substituted into the linearized differential equation. The 
resulting expression is identical to Eq. (165) of Chapter V, and the 
condition that a is nonzero yields Eqs. (168) and (169)• Thus the 
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linear behavior of the mode-amplitudes agrees with the results of 
Chapter V. 
Nonlinear Behavior. Each of the nonlinear terms occurring in 
Eqs . (223) and (22*4-) consists of the product of a mode-amplitude and the 
time derivative of the same or a different mode-amplitude. In order to 
more easily discuss the influence of these terms some definitions must 
"be made. Let the mode whose behavior is described by the differential 
equation under consideration (the mode occurring in the linear terms) 
be called the major mode. All other modes present in the nonlinear 
terms of this equation will be referred to as minor modes; they serve 
to modify the behavior of the major mode. It should be emphasized that 
the major mode is not the dominant mode of the assumed series expansion., 
but is the mode whose behavior is controlled by the given differential 
equation. In applying these definitions it should be noted that 
A., (t) and B ., (t) refer to the same mode. 
According to the above definitions one can distinguish between 
three types of nonlinear coupling terms present in Eqs. (223) and (22^) : 
(l) the product of a major mode and its derivative (self-coupling), (2) 
products of major and minor modes (cross-coupling) , and (3) the products 
of minor modes (minor mode coupling). Examples of these terms are given 
below for the equations governing A-,-,(t) and B-,-,(t) : 
dA11 dBlx d B n 
Self-coupling: A ^ — ^ - , \ ± - j r - , A ^ — r 
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^21 . ^21 
Cross-coupling: A u — " > Bil ~ 
dA21 dA 
Minor mode coupling: k. ~~7TF~ > A?i M-
^ i i 
From the definition of nmior modes it is seen that the term An, —r-r~ 
11 dt 
represents self-coupling only in the equations describing A-.-,(t) and 
B , (t) and is minor mode coupling in all of the other equations. 
Due to the nature of the coefficients of these nonlinear terms 
(see Eqs. (226)) all three types of nonlinear coupling terms do not 
appear in any given equation. Suppose that the series expansion for 
the velocity potential does not contain radial modes (i.e. m, \i, and j 
are nonzero) . From the properties of the azimuthal integrals I and 
ccc 
I (see Appendix B) the coefficients of the nonlinear terms vanish ess v -^ ' 
unless one of the indices m, |j,, or j is the sum of the other two. For 
example consider a truncated series which includes only the first and 
second tangential modes. In the equations describing the first tan-
gential mode (i.e. the major mode) the following nonlinear terms occur: 
Aii I T ' Bii I T ' An IF" ' Bii ~aT (ra + J = ^ 
dB dA dA dB 
A21 ""dt- ' B21 "dT ' A£l "dt- ' B21 ~dT (̂  + J = ") 
which are all seen to be cross-coupling terms. In the equations govern-
l6o 
ing the second tangential mode the only nonlinear terms are of the form 
^11 A.,., • (corresponding to m + |JL = j) which is minor mode coupling 
since the second tangential mode is the major mode in these equations. 
More generally it is found that if the series expansion for $ contains 
only tangential and combined tangential-radial modes (m = .1, 2, 3? •••? 
n = 1, 2, 3? •••) only cross-coupling and minor mode coupling terms 
occur in the differential equations resulting from application of the 
Galerkin method. Since no self-coupling terms appear it is obvious 
that if the series expansion for $ consists of only a single mode 
(m •/= 0) the resulting differential equation will contain no nonlinear 
terms. Thus it is impossible to describe the nonlinear behavior of a 
tangential mode from the equations of the second order theory by means 
of the Galerkin method and a one-mode series. At least two modes are 
necessary because the second order nonlinear mechanism appears to be 
the interaction between different transverse modes whereby energy is 
transferred from one mode to another. 
When radial modes (m = 0) are included in the series expansion 
of <£ the results described above must be modified. Self-coupling terms 
appear in the equations which describe the behavior of B ,(t) because 
the azimuthal integral I (0, 0, 0) is nonzero. If the expansion of 
ccc 
<£ consists of only a single radial mode application of the Galerkin 
method yields a nonlinear equation which contains the self-coupling 
dB 
term B , —-—. Thus it is possible to study the nonlinear behavior of 
ok dt 
radial modes with the aid of a one-mode series. 
On the basis of the preceding discussion it is expected that the 
nonlinear behavior of a single radial mode will be qualitatively differ-
16.1 
ent from that of a transverse mode (using a multi-mode expansion). For 
this reason both, types of expansion will be investigated in this thesis. 
From the results of the numerical calculations it will be shown that 
the self-coupling terms are necessary to obtain unstable limit cycles; 
that is, triggering limits. 
Calculation of the Pressure Perturbation. Solution of the system 
of nonlinear differential equations given by Eqs. (223) and (22U) 
yields the time dependence of the unknown mode-amplitude functions, 
which are combined according to the assumed series expansion to obtain 
the velocity potential. However the mode-amplitudes and the velocity 
potential are of little physical interest and are not directly 
measurable. The pressure perturbation, on the other hand, is easily 
measured by means of pressure transducers, consequently it is the 
quantity of greatest interest to engineers engaged in the design and 
testing of stable rocket motors. Therefore the solutions of Eqs. (223) 
and (22̂ -) will be used primarily to compute the time and space 
dependence of the pressure perturbation. 
The pressure perturbation is related to the time and space 
derivatives of the velocity potential by the second order momentum 
equation (see Eq. (7̂ ) of Chapter III). Restricting attention to two-
dimensional oscillations (i.e. $ = 0) and introducing a cylindrical 
coordinate system Eq. (7̂ -) becomes: 
P'(r,e,t) = - Y[* t + \ ifT + 4 $e - $t) I (231) 
r 
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The derivatives of the velocity potential are obtained by differenti-
ating the assumed series expansion to obtain: 
M N rdA 





sinm.9 + mn 
dt 
cosm9 J (s r J 
m\ mn / 
(232) 
M N 
s s s 
m=0 n=l 
mn 
A (t)sinm9 + B (t)cosm0 




S S m 
m=l n=l 
A (t)cosme - B (t)sinmelj (s r) (23*+) 
. mn ' mn J m\ mn / 
It is thus seen that the pressure perturbation is a function of both 
the mode-amplitudes and their derivatives. 
The calculation of the pressure perturbation for most locations 
within the combustor is straightforward, however the behavior of the 
pressure at points along the combustorTs axis (r = 0) must receive 
special consideration. At these points $„ vanishes and the term 
y 
2 2 
$ /r which appears in Eq. (231) becomes indeterminate. The limit of 
8 
this term as r approaches zero can be found by introducing Eq. (23*+) 
and applying L'Hospital's Rule as follows: 
r M N 
L = i S S m 
m-1 n=.l 
A cosmU - B sinmG 
. mn mn 
lim 
"r-0 
J (S r)_.2 
m mn n^ 
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^(S^r) 
where lim = S J (0) mn m r-*0 
Using the results j'(O) = 0 for m 4* 1 and J-f(O) = l/2 the desired limit 
can be expressed in the following form: 
/r = | E Alncos0 - Blnsin0j - ^ j (235) lim § 
r-»0 n̂=l 
It would appear from Eq. (235) that the pressure perturbation along the 
axis of the chamber would exhibit a multiplicity of values depending 
upon which value of 9 was chosen. It can be shown, however, that when 
Eq. (235) is combined with the other terms in Eq. (23I) the resulting 
expression for the pressure perturbation is independent of 9 and thus 
single-valued. 
Truncated Series Expansions 
One of the major advantages of the Galerkin method is the fact 
that in most applications the majority of the desired information can 
be obtained by using a truncated series expansion that contains two or 
three terms. In these cases the solution for the first term describes 
the most important physical aspects of the problem while the solutions 
for the other terms present in the series expansion provide additional 
minor corrections. 
Series Containing the First Tangential Mode. Available experi-
mental data (e.g. see Ref. 2) indicates that in the majority of cases 
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unstable oscillations inside liquid-propellant rocket motors have a 
frequency and space dependence close to that of the first tangential 
mode. Instabilities that behave like the second tangential or first 
radial modes have also been observed on occasion. Based on this infor-
mation a truncated three-mode series expansion is used to describe the 
unknown velocity potential. This series contains the lowest frequency 
pure transverse modes (i.e. n = l) which are the first tangential 
(IT; m = 1, S = 1.8U.118) , the second tangential (2T; m = 2, 
S = 3.05^2^) , and the first radial (1R; m = 0, S ± = 3.83I7I) modes. 
Accordingly $ can be expressed in the following form: 
* = BQ1(t) JQ(s01r) + [Ai;L(t)sine + B ^ t ) coseJj^S^r) (236) 
A21(t)sin26 +B21(t)cos29 J2(s21r) 
which involves five unknown mode-amplitude functions. 
A system of five differential equations which controls the 
behavior of the mode-amplitudes is readily obtained from Eqs. (223) 
and (22U) by letting j = 0 , 1, 2; k = 1 and omitting the equation 
describing the non-existent function A -.(t) . In the nonlinear terms, 
of course, all terms involving A m are disregarded. Proceeding in this 
manner yields the following nonlinear system of equations: 
d \ l 2 ^01 ^01 ^01 
-^r + s o i B o i + K ir + \ -ir (t"r) + ciBoi ^ r (237a) 
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+ CJA 
^ . i . „ d Bn\ . W. ^ i + B_^ ^ r , = o + + c 2\ 11 dt 11 dt / 3 V ^ ! dt 21 dt ;(>2: 
d2A 
dt 
•ii 9 ^ n d A n i ^ i i d B 0 l 
¥ + siiAn + K ir + S -it (t-f) + c > ^ -^ + ^ - ^ (237b) 'U 01 dt 5 11 dt 
dA dB . . dB dA 
+ C. (B_ -£± - A., — ^ ] + C J A _ -^± - B _ - z = ) = 0 
6\ 11 dt 1.1 dt / 7\ 21 dt 21 dt 
d2B 
dt 
i i o ^ n d B n d B n dBni 
1 1 + S 2 .B_ + K - ^ + K_ - ^ i ( t-f) + CUBQ1 - # + CcBin - ^ (237c) 2 11 11 dt T dt dt 5 11 dt
f ^21 dB21 
+ c6(Aii ^ r + Bii — )
 + CY( 




2 i — < = ° 
d A „ dA dA 




dA dB dB dA 
+ CJU. - # ^ - C.JA„ —±=- + ~ 01 dt 9 2.1 dt 10 V 11 dt 11 dt 
= 0 
2 
d B dB dB 
-f + 4*21 + K "IT + KT -aT (t"f) 
dt 
(237e) 
dB dB dA 




where the coefficients K and K are given by Eqs. (225)• Out of the 63 
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nonlinear coefficients computed from Eqs. (226) only 25 are nonzero; 
many of these occur in pairs which are equal or differ only in sign 
and can be combined to yield the coefficients C,, CpJ ... C10 which 
appear in Eqs. (237). These coefficients are all of order unity and 
their values are given below: 
c± = U.1373 c^ = 1.7187 (238) 
c2 = 1.0U23 
C = -0.208U 
C6 = 71  
C7 = 1.U828 
C8 = -2.7850 
S = -3.0388 
C10 = 1.1318 
C^ = -1.939^ 
c^ = -2.3123 
As can be seen from Eqs. (237) self-coupling terms occur only 
in the equation which governs the first radial mode, while the nonlinear 
behavior of the first tangential mode is controlled by cross-coupling 
with both the 1R and 2T modes. The equations describing the 2T mode 
contain both cross-coupling terms with the 1R mode and minor mode 
coupling involving only the IT mode. Due to the nature of these non-
linear coupling terms it is possible to ascertain much qualitative 
information concerning the nonlinear behavior of the mode-amplitudes by 
analysis of the differential equations without obtaining a numerical 
solution. Analyses of this type will also be used to interpret the 
numerical data to be presented later in this chapter. 
To gain insight into this nonlinear coupling mechanism, suppose 
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that at the instant t = 0 all of the mode-Eimplitud.es and their deriva-
tives are zero with the exception of B-,-, (t) and dB /dt. In other 
words only first tangential standing oscillations are initially present 
in the combustor. From the differential equations governing the 1R and 
2T modes it is found that: 
d \ dB 
~f - ' C2Bii^ I T (0) ' ° 
dt 
d^B dB 
—T- = cioBn(°) ^ r ':o) ' ° 
dt 
which indicates that the 1R and 2T modes will begin to grow. Thus it 
is seen that an initial IT disturbance can excite the higher frequency 
modes "by means of nonlinear coupling. This fact reveals that energy 
is transferred from the IT mode to the 1R and 2T modes. On the other 
hand if the initial disturbance has the form of the 2T mode, it can be 
shown that the 1R mode will be excited but the IT mode will never appear 
because all of the nonlinear terms in the equations which govern the IT 
mode involve the IT mode and will always remain zero. Similarly it is 
observed that an initial disturbance of the 1R mode does not excite 
either of the other two modes. These results indicate that, although 
the IT mode can transfer energy to the other modes, the reverse energy 
exchange is either impossible or it occurs to a lesser extent after the 
1R and 2T modes have been previously excited by the IT mode. 
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From the differential equations governing the mode-amplitudes 
it can be shown that the mechanism of nonlinear coupling between modes 
can limit the amplitude of an unstable mode. Consider a rocket motor 
whose operating parameters n and T are such that the IT mode is linearly 
unstable while the other modes present in the truncated series expansion 
are stable. According to linear theory the 2T and 1R modes could not 
be excited and the IT mode would grow indefinitely. The nonlinear 
coupling of the IT mode with the stable modes, however, provides an 
additional energy sink for the IT mode; a portion of the energy supplied 
to the IT node by the unsteady combustion process is transferred to 
the 2T and 1R modes. This energy loss increases with increasing 
amplitude of the IT mode until a certain amplitude is reached at which 
the energy lost to the stable modes is equal to the excess energy 
received by the IT mode from the combustion process. Thereafter the 
amplitude of the IT mode remains constant; that is^ a stable limit 
cycle has been reached. The amplitudes of the 2T and 1R modes are also 
constant and such that the energy received by these stable modes from 
coupling with the IT mode is equal to that extracted by the damping 
processes. Thus such a stable limit cycle is characterized by a con-
tinuous flow of energy from the combustion process to the unstable mode, 
then to the stable modes by the mechanism of nonlinear coupling, and 
finally leaving the system by damping processes acting upon the stable 
modes. 
Series Containing the Radial Mode Only. In previous discussions 
it has been shown that only radial modes exhibit self-coupling in the 
differential equations that result from applying the Galerkin method. 
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Therefore the nonlinear behavior of the first radial mode may "be 
investigated by using a one-mode series expansion. The velocity 
potential is assumed to be given by the folio-wing expression: 
0.1 
(t)J0(s0]r) (239) 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l equat ion which con t ro l s the behavior of B n 1 ( t ) i s 
d \ l 2 d B 01 ^ 0 1 ^ 0 1 
-f+ s o i B o i + K -£r+ Kr "ir ^ + ciBoi - d r • ° ^ 
dt 
which is obtained from Eq. (22J+) by taking j = 0 and k = 1 and omitting 
the nonlinear term involving A -. . This equation is particularly simple 
in form since it contains only a single nonlinear term. Due to the 
presence of this self-coupling term, the nonlinear behavior of the 1R 
mode is expected to be qualitatively different from that of the IT mode. 
For this reason the results of a separate investigation of the 1R mode 
will be presented in addition to the results obtained by using the three-
mode series. 
Method of Numerical Solution and Initial Conditions 
The differential equations which govern the behavior of the mode-
amplitudes will be solved numerically by means of the fourth order 
Runge-Kutta method. This widely used method was chosen because of its 
ease of application, its inherent accuracy, and its favorable stability 
characteristics. Since this method is not used normally to solve equa-
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tions which involve a time delay, it must be slightly modified. The 
treatment of this problem and other aspects of the numerical solution 
of the equations is presented in Appendix C. 
In order to start the numerical integration initial conditions 
must be specified, thus the values of the mode-amplitude functions 
and their time derivatives at the time t = 0 must be assumed. Because 
of the presence of first derivative terms involving the time delay the 
derivatives of the mode-amplitudes must be specified as functions of 
time in the interval -f < t <> 0. The simplest possibility is that these 
derivatives are zero for -T ̂  t <. 0 and jump suddenly to finite values 
at t = 0; this corresponds to the sudden introduction of a disturbance 
or pulse into a quiescent medium. An alternative is that these deriv-
atives are sinusoidal functions of time prior to t = 0; that is, a 
neutrally stable acoustic oscillation is initially present and at t = 0 
the effects of the combustion process, mean flow, and nonlinear coupling 
between modes is suddenly turned on. The exact functional form of these 
"pre-initial conditions" is of little consequence, however, as the final 
solution is expected to be independent of the initial conditions if a 
true limit cycle exists. 
Standing Wave Solution. The differential equation which controls 
the behavior of the velocity potential cannot predict whether the final 
solution will be a standing or a spinning wave. A mechanism that 
selects, for example, a spinning wave in preference to a standing wave 
can be obtained by assuming that the combustion process is sensitive to 
transverse velocity components and displacements. Such a model is 
postulated by Reardon who introduces the velocity indices tT and l in 
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addition to the pressure interaction index n. In this analysis, however, 
it has been assumed that the combustion process is sensitive only to 
properties which can be directly correlated to the pressure, therefore 
the type of wave predicted (i.e. standing or spinning) is expected to 
depend upon the initial conditions. 
In order to study the nonlinear behavior of standing waves the 
initial disturbance is assumed to be a standing wave. To describe an 
oscillation of the standing form both A (t) and B (t) must be periodic 
functions which oscillate in phase, therefore the "pre-initial condi-
tions" can be expressed as follows: 
dA 
A (t) = AcosS t ; — ^ =-  - S AsinS t (2^1) 
mn mn dt mn mn 
d£ 
B (t) = BcosS t ; — ^ =-  - S BsinS t 
mn mn dt mn mn 
for -f <. t <. 0. The orientation of the standing wave pattern is deter-
mined by the relative values of the amplitudes A and B. If A / 0 and 
B = 0 the pressure nodes occur at angles 9 which are even multiples of 
n/2m, while if B / 0 and A = 0 the nodes occur at odd multiples of 
n/2m. For other values of A and B the pressure nodes occur at inter-
mediate angles. Since the equation governing the behavior of the 
velocity potential does not indicate any preferred orientation, the 
orientation of the wave pattern corresponding to a stable limit cycle 
will depend upon the orientation of the initial disturbance. For 
simplicity in the study of standing waves, therefore, it will be 
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assumed that the initial disturbance has a pressure node at 9 = 0 which 
corresponds to B = 0 in Eqs . (2̂ .1) . 
If it is assumed that the initial disturbance has the form of a 
radial mode, the pressure does not depend on angular position and the 
initial condition is given by: 
63 
B (t) = BcosS t 
on on 
on .,, = - S BsinS t 
dt on on 
(2te) 
Initial conditions of the form given by Eq. (2^2) will be used in the 
study of radial mode instability with the aid of the one-mode series 
and Eq. (2^0). 
Spinning Wave Solution. In the investigation of the nonlinear 
aspects of spinning tangential instability the initial disturbance will 
be assumed to be a single spinning acoustic mode. The velocity potential 
describing a wave travelling in the direction of increasing 9 is given 
by: 
;(m9 - Smlt) = Acos e  ,  J S nr 
ml / m\ ml 
(2U3a) 
which can be written in the equivalent form: 
AcosS „t cosmO + (AsinS ..tjsinmG 
mi / \ ml 
_t nmelj (s ,r ) (2^3b) 
/ J m\ ml / 
Comparing the coefficients of sinmG and cosm.0 in Eq. (243b) with those 
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occurring in the assumed series expansion for $ yields 
dA 1 
A ,(t) = AsinS nt ; —£- = S nAcosS nt (2¥+) 
ml ml dt ml ml 
dB 1 
B ,(t) = AcosS nt ; — £ - = - S nAsinS nt ml ml dt ml ml 
for -T <, t ^ 0. Thus it is seen that the spinning initial disturbance 
is obtained when A ,(t) and B ,(t) have equal amplitudes and are in 
quadrature. 
Results and Discussion 
In order to investigate all aspects of the nonlinear stability-
problem a considerable amount of numerical calculations were performed. 
Only the most important conclusions and some typical results will be 
reported in the remainder of this chapter. These results are presented 
with the following objectives in mind: 
(a) The prediction of stable limit cycles and triggering limits 
for transverse mode instability. 
(b) The determination of the waveform and frequency of the 
nonlinear solutions. 
(c) The determination of the dependence of the amplitudes of 
the stable and unstable limit cycles upon the combustion parameters 
n and f, the steady state velocity, and the length to diameter ratio. 
(d) The investigation of the convergence of the assumed expansion 
for the velocity potential; that is, how many modes are needed to obtain 
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an accurate approximation. 
Numerical calculations were obtained using the following series 
expansions: (.1) the three-mode series (IT, 2T, and 1R) , (2) a one-
mode series involving only the 1R mode, and (3) expansions containing 
higher tangential modes and combined tangential-radial modes. From 
the results of these calculations the effect of various modes upon the 
nonlinear stability characteristics of the rocket engine can be 
evaluated. 
Three-Mode Series Expansion 
Nonlinear solutions were obtained using the three-mode expansion 
for $ (i.e. Eq. (236)) by integrating Eqs. (237) numerically on a 
Univac 1.108 computer. As expected stable limit cycles were found if 
the engine's combustion parameters (i.e. n and f) were such that the 
IT mode was linearly unstable and the 2T and 1R modes were linearly 
stable. These stable limit cycles were computed by specifying an 
initial disturbance of the form of a IT standing or spinning wave and 
continuing the step-by-step integration until a periodic solution was 
obtained; that is, the amplitude of the mode-amplitude functions 
remained essentially constant. That the limit cycles were indeed 
stable was easily verified by observing the time history of initial 
disturbances with amplitudes slightly smaller and slightly larger than 
the limit cycle. In both cases the amplitude of the oscillations 
approached the limit cycle, thus the stability of the limit cycle was 
demonstrated. To obtain the amplitude of the limit cycle to a sufficient 
degree of accuracy required an integration over a time interval of about 
one hundred cycles of the IT mode, which corresponds to about 30 seconds 
of actual computation time. The accuracy of numerical calculations 
over such a large number of integration steps is discussed in Appendix 
C. 
These numerical calculations also predicted the possibility of 
triggering combustion oscillations by the introduction of very large 
disturbances in linearly stable engines. Since the second order theory 
upon which these results are based is limited to considerations of 
moderate amplitude oscillations, the accuracy of the predicted trigger-
ing limits is open to question. It appeaxs that a third order theory 
is needed to predict such limits accurately. Such a theory has been 
developed and is presented in Chapter VII. 
Initial Conditions and Transient Solutions. Many preliminary 
calculations were made to investigate the behavior of the limit cycles 
in the region of the (n, f) plajie where the first tangential mode is 
unstable. The major objective of this preliminary study was to deter-
mine to what extent the final solutions are dependent upon the initial 
conditions. Various combinations of the three modes included In the 
series expansion for $ were assumed to be initially present in the 
combustor. The subsequent time evolution of these modes is shown on 
an amplitude-time plot. On these plots the ordinate is the maximum 
value of the mode-amplitude function or the pressure perturbation 
(which occurs once per cycle) and the time scale is expressed in terms 
of cycles of the IT mode. Such amplitude plots are presented in Figs. 
(11) through (15) which were computed for the point n = 0.60167? 
T = I.70629 (where the IT mode is unstable and. the 1R and 2T modes are 
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stable) and show that in each case the final amplitude of each of the 
modes is independent of the initial conditions. 
The simplest case is shown in Figs, (ll) and (12) where the 
initial disturbance was of the form of the IT mode while the other 
modes were absent. In Fig. (ll) the initial amplitude of A-,-,(t) (the 
IT mode) is smaller than its final value. It is seen that immediately 
following the disturbance the 2T and. 1R modes are excited and the 
amplitudes of all modes approach their limiting values asymptotically. 
For initial amplitudes of the IT mode considerably larger than the 
value at the limit cycle (see Fig. 12) it is seen that the amplitudes 
of the 2T and IE. modes overshoot their final values and approach the 
limit cycle from above. In both cases the final amplitude was the 
same, but the large disturbance approached the limit cycle faster. 
During the first 15 cycles considerable modulation of the amplitudes 
occurs, particularly for the 2T mode. It is during this transient 
period that; the waveform and frequency of the oscillations must adjust 
from their initial to final values. As shown in Figs. (13) and (Ik) 
similar results are obtained when two or more modes are initially 
present as long as one of these is the IT mode. In all cases the 
solutions were close to the limit cycle after about 50 cycles. 
The initial disturbances considered in Figs. (.11) through (lk) 
contained a large IT component, therefore it is not surprising that a 
IT oscillation developed. However Fig. (15) shows that a IT oscilla-
tion can arise from an. initial disturbance dominated by the 2T mode. 
In this case the initial, amplitude of the 2T mode is large and that of 
the IT mode is very small. Initially the 2T mode decays rapidly because 
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it is linearly stable in this region of the (n, f) plane, and the IT 
mode crows slowly in an exponential fashion in accord with linear 
theory. During the first 50 cycles of the IT mode the coupling between 
modes is weak and the behavior is very close to that predicted by 
linear theory. As the amplitude of the IT mode increases the nonlinear 
coupling with the 2T mode becomes sufficiently strong that the 2T mode 
also begins to grow. Growth of all modes does not continue indefinitely 
but levels off to a stable limit cycle. 
In all of the cases considered above the initial waveform con-
tained a IT component. If the IT mode is not initially present the 
numerical calculations using the three-mode series predict entirely 
different behavior from that described above. An initial 1R or 2T 
disturbance does not excite the IT mode, consequently if the 1R and 2T 
modes are stable the oscillations will decay. If one of these modes 
Is unstable, however, a limit cycle is obtained which differs from that 
found when the IT mode is excited. Neither of these cases have been 
investigated in detail with the aid of the three-mode series because 
if an arbitrary initial pressure waveform is expanded in terms of the 
acoustic elgenfunctions it is most likely that a IT component will be 
present. Therefore in the study of the nonlinear aspects of IT mode 
instability it will be assumed that the initial disturbances consists 
only of the IT acoustic mode. 
General Characteristics of the Nonlinear Solutions. The general 
characteristics of the stable limit cycles will now be described. In 
the region of the (n, f) plane for which the IT mode is the only 
linearly unstable mode two points are selected along the line f = I.70629 
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(e.g. see points A and B of Fig. 16) . Pressure waveforms and the mode-
amplitude functions were calculated at these points and the results are 
presented in Figs. (17) through (25) • In gill cases the numerical 
calculations were started by specifying the initial conditions in the 
form: 
^11 
(Standing form) AL1(t) = AcosS -^ ; — — = -S^AsinS^t (2^8a) 
dA 
(Spinning form) A-^t) = AsinS t ; -TT- = A s 1 1
c o s S
1 1
t (-T̂ t̂ O) 
dB 
B l l ^ = A c o s S n t ' ~^T" = " A Sll s i n Sn t (2^8b) 
that is, it is assumed that only IT mode oscillations are initially 
present. Since the final solution (limit cycle) has been shown to be 
independent of the initial conditions, specifying the initial conditions 
in the above manner is simply a matter of convenience. In the case of 
standing waves only the functions A-, -, (t) , B , (t) , and B ., (t) appear in 
the calculations for when the initial disturbance is described by Eq. 
(2^8a) the functions B11(t) and A , (t) always remain zero. This 
implies that the orientation of the standing wave pattern does not 
change as the wave develops. 
As shown in Fig. (.17) the mode-amplitude functions characteristic 
of the stable limit cycle strongly resemble sine waves from which the 
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that the frequency of the IT mode (i.e. A_,(t)) differed only by a few-
percent from the frequency predicted by linear theory, and it was 
found to decrease slightly with increasing amplitude of the IT mode. 
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This result is in agreement with the predictions of Sirignano 3 Zinn } 
o 
and Maslen and Moore as well as available experimental data. The 
first radial and second tangential modes (i.e. IL-, (t) and Bp-,(t)) were 
found to oscillate at twice the frequency of the first tangential mode. 
This nonlinear result is in strong contrast to the results of acoustic 
theory since the natural frequencies of the various transverse modes 
are not integral multiples of the frequency of the fundamental (i.e. 
IT) mode. Such a result is hardly surprising since in this case the 
behavior of the 1R and 2T modes is controlled primarily by the non-
linear coupling with the IT mode. 
An examination of the differential equations which govern the 
1R and 2T modes reveals why these modes are driven at double the 
fundamental frequency. Both Eqs. (237a) and (237e) contain nonlinear 
terms of the form A-n ', • Due to the similarity of the mode-
11 dt 
amplitudes to sinusoids it may be assumed that the IT mode is described 
by: 
6A1± 
A - , ( t ) = Acosuut ; — — == - tuAsinuut 
• i i d t 
and the appropriate nonlinear term becomes: 
n = 0.8U.167 










A,, -—F = - cuA sintutcoscut = - ̂ - sin2wt (2̂ 9) 
.1.1 at 2 
If these terms are transferred to the right hand sides of Eqs . (237a) 
and (237e) it is seen that the 1R and 2T modes are controlled by 
inhomogeneous equations which are analogous to those describing forced 
oscillations of a mass-spring-dashpot system. The frequency of the 
functions B m (t) and B -, (t) will be equal to the frequency of the 
driving force which is twice the frequency of A-, -, (t) . 
The pressure perturbation is a function of both space and time 
and is readily computed with the aid of Eq. (23I) once the mode-
amplitude functions are known. From the form of this expression and 
the calculated behavior of the mode-amplitudes it is anticipated that 
the pressure waveforms will exhibit a strong second harmonic distortion. 
This distortion arises from two sources: (l) the contribution of the 
double frequency functions B , (t) and B -, (t) to the velocity potential 
and (2) the effect of the quadratically nonlinear terms in Eq. (231) 
upon A11(t) which introduces an additional double frequency component. 
These effects have been verified by numerical calculation. 
Calculated pressure waveforms are presented in Figs. (.18) through 
(25) for points A and B of Fig. (16) . Figures (.18) and (19) show the 
time dependence of the pressure perturbation corresponding to standing 
mode oscillations for the following stations on the wall of the com-
bustor: (l) a pressure anti-node (G = TT/2) , (2) the pressure node of 
the acoustic mode (9 = 0), and (3) a point .midway between the node and 
antinode (0 = TT/^)• The angular dependence of the wall pressure wave-
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forms for various instants during a cycle of oscillation are presented 
in Figs. (20) and (2.1) . These wall pressure waveforms are of particular 
interest since pressure measurements are most easily made at this 
boundary. For completeness, the radial dependence is given in Figs. 
(22) and (23)• In all cases the axial station is arbitrary because 
the assumed form of the approximate solutions does not depend upon the 
axial coordinate. The corresponding waveforms for spinning waves are 
shown in Figs. (2̂ -) and (25) . 
As see]i from Figs. (.18) through (21) the nonlinear distortion 
of the pressure waveforms increases dramatically with increasing 
amplitude. For point A which lies relatively close to the neutral 
stability limit the limiting pressure amplitude is moderate and the 
waveforms depart only slightly from sinusoids (see Figs. 18 and 20) . 
For the large amplitude oscillations corresponding to point B the 
nonlinear distortion of the waveforms is very pronounced (see Figs. 
(.19) and (21)); in many cases these curves arc characterized by sharp 
peaks and shallow minima. In this particular case the peak height at 
an anti-node is about twice the depth of the corresponding minimum. 
Although the maximum pressure perturbation may exceed unity, it appears 
that the minimum value will not drop below -1, thus the absolute pres-
sure (i.e. 1 +p ) will always be positive. 
Another nonlinear effect predicted by the second order theory 
is the presence of pressure oscillations at the positions (nodes) where 
acoustic theory predicts that the oscillations vanish. As seen in Figs. 
(.18) and (.19) for G = 0 the pressure perturbation is not zero, instead 
a small amplitude oscillation of twice the fundamental frequency appears. 
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This waveform is very nearly sinusoidal, and for point B has an 
amplitude about half of that at the anti-node. In regard to the 0-
dependence of the waveforms an effect similar to that noted above is 
observed. In Figs. (20) and (21) it is seen that at no time does the 
pressure perturbation become zero throughout the chamber as predicted 
by acoustic theory. At the times when the pressure is small two peaks 
occur between 0 = 0 and 0 = 2TT as a result of the presence of the 2T 
mode. The 0-waveforms are also seen to be symmetric about the anti-
nodes (0 = TT/2 and 3TT/2) . 
In Fig. (22) the radial dependence of the pressure perturbation 
at the anti-node is given for different instants of time as calculated 
for point A. These curves are complicated combinations of the Bessel 
functions J ( S ^ r ) , J (S-.-.r ) and J (Sp-.r ). It is seen that the pressure 
does not vanish at the axis of the chamber (r = 0) due to the presence 
of the 1R mode, and the greatest pressure fluctuation (i.e. |p |) does 
not always occur at the wall. Figure (23) shows the radial dependence 
at the time of maximum amplitude (i.e. t = t, ) for the same angular 
stations given in Figs. (1.3) and (19) . At the anti-node (0 = TT/2) and 
0 = TT/U these curves resemble the function J (S-.-.r) while at the node 
the radial mode predominates and the curve resembles J,.(s n̂r J. It 
0 \ 0.1 / 
should be rioted that at r = 0 the pressure is the same for all angles, 
which must be true if the pressure is to be single-valued. 
Beginning with an initial spinning disturbance of the form given 
by Eq. (2̂ -8b) spinning waveforms were calculated for a point close to 
the neutral stability limit. The time dependence of the wall pressure 
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given in Fig. (25) . These waveforms appear similar to those at 9 = rr/2 
for standing waves, exhibiting sharp peaks and flat minima. Inspection 
of these curves shows that the wave is travelling in the direction of 
increasing 9 while maintaining the same shape. A wave travelling in 
the opposite direction can be obtained by choosing an initial disturb-
ance of this form. 
Nonlinear Behavior as a Function of Combustion Parameters. The 
determination of the nonlinear behavior of unstable engines in various 
regions of the (n, f) plane is one of the major objectives of this 
investigation. In order to define the regions of interest it is neces-
sary to obtain the linear stability limits of the engine under consider-
ation with respect to each of the modes present in the series expansion. 
These linear stability limits were calculated with the aid of the 
Galerkin method in Chapter V and the results are shown in Fig. (16). 
According to the linear stability characteristics of the modes con-
sidered in the three-mode series the (n, f) plane can be divided into 
several subdomains. In Region I the IT mode is linearly unstable while 
the remaining modes (i.e. 1R and 2T) are linearly stable. In this 
region the existence of stable limit cycles of the IT mode has already 
been discussed. If triggering limits exist they should be found in 
Region II where all modes present in the series expansion for $ are 
linearly stable. Other regions of interest are: Region III where the 
1R mode is unstable, the IT mode is either stable or unstable, and the 
2T mode is stable and Region IV where the 2T mode is unstable, the IT 
mode is either stable or unstable, and the 1R mode is stable. Other 
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not be considered in this study. 
Nonlinear Behavior in Region I: Stable Limit Cycles. Most of 
the results presented in this chapter are for engines whose operating 
parameters n and f fall within Region I of Fig. (16) for which stable 
limit cycles exist. For a number of points in this region an initial 
standing or spinning IT disturbance was assumed and the computations 
were continued until a stable limit cycle was obtained. In contrast to 
11 7 
the work of Mitchell and Zinn , who considered points along a line 
normal to the neutral stability limit, these points were taken along 
lines of constant time-lag f. The location of a point along such a 
line is specified by the vertical distance 6 = n - n (f) from the 
neutral stability limit for the IT mode. From this definition it is 
seen that positive values of 6 indicate displacements into the linearly 
unstable region, for the IT mode. 
For each of the points considered in this study several quantities 
of interest were calculated that characterize the limiting solution: 
(l) the amplitudes of all of the mode-amplitude functions, (2) the 
maximum and minimum pressure perturbation occurring in the chamber, and 
(3) the frequency of the pressure oscillation. Knowledge of the rela-
tive amplitudes of A -, (t) , B m (t) , and Bp1 (t) is useful in determining 
the importance of the various modes included in the series expansion. 
The maximum and minimum pressure perturbation occurring during a cycle 
are found at the chamber's outer wall (r = 1) and occur at a pressure 
anti-node for standing waves and at any angular position for spinning 
waves. The peak pressure perturbation provides a convenient measure of 
the amplitude of the final pressure oscillation. The frequency of the 
200 
pressure oscillation is equal to that of the fundamental mode (i.e. 
A n(t)) and is easily determined from the numerical solution. 
The dependence of the limit cycle pressure amplitude upon the 
combustion parameters n and f for standing wave oscillations is pre-
sented in Fig. (26) in the form of curves of peak pressure plotted 
against vertical displacement 6 along lines of constant f. For each 
of the values of T shown the limit cycle amplitude is zero at the 
neutral stability limit (i.e. 6 = 0) and increases as the operating 
point moves away from the neutral stability curve. In the range of 
f considered here larger amplitudes occurred (for equal displacement 6) 
for the larger values of f. 
The curves shown in Fig. (26) may be interpreted as neutral 
stability limits in an amplitude-displacement plane; one such plane 
exists for each value of T. These curves separate initial disturbances 
which decay from those which grow, while along the curves the solutions 
are periodic (neutrally stable). All initial disturbances corresponding 
to points lying below and to the right of the curve are found to grow 
while in the region above and to the left of the curve all disturbances 
decay. The final amplitude attained by the disturbance is the value 
indicated by the curve for 6 > 0. If 6 <, Q the disturbances decay to 
zero amplitude. These results show therefore that it is impossible to 
trigger the IT mode (at least according to results obtained by using the 
three mode expansion) in the range of f shown. 
Alternate methods of presenting the results shown in Fig. (26) 
are given in Figs.. (27) and (28) . Figure (27) shows the dependence of 
the limit cycle peak pressure on T for points which lie along lines of 
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constant displacement 6 from the neutral stability limit. These curves 
show clearly that the peak pressure increases with increasing T and 6. 
Curves of constant pressure amplitude are shown in Fig. (28) plotted 
on an (n, f) coordinate system. The curve corresponding to zero 
amplitude is identical to the neutral stability curve calculated by 
linear theory. According to nonlinear theory the points of neutral 
stability (stable limit cycles) form a surface in a space formed by 
considering pressure amplitude as a third coordinate normal to the 
(n, f) plane. The curves corresponding to finite values of the 
pressure amplitude are simply the level curves of this surface; they 
resemble the neutral stability curve and are shifted upward and to the 
right. It is easily seen from these curves that the limit cycle 
amplitude increases faster with increasing 8 for large values of f than 
for small. 
Curves similar to those of Fig. (26) can also be plotted for IT 
spinning instability. These are shown in Figs. (29) and (30) where the 
limit cycle amplitude corresponding to standing and spinning type 
instabilities are compared. These curves reveal the interesting fact 
that in nearly all cases the spinning wave had the larger amplitude. 
This observation is in agreement with the well known result that 
spinning transverse modes are the most detrimental. It is interesting 
to note that for changes in the operating parameters along a curve of 
constant 6 the amplitude of the spinning IT mode decreases with in-
creasing f; exactly the opposite trend is observed for standing modes. 
For this reason the amplitudes of the standing and spinning forms 
differ less for the larger values of T. 
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Curves similar to those of Fig. (26) can be plotted for each of 
rw 
the mode amplitude functions occurring in the series expansion of $. 
These are presented in Fig. (31) and reveal that, although the amplitude 
of the IT standing mode varies with 6 in the same parabolic manner as 
the peak pressure, the amplitudes of the IE and 2T modes vary nearly 
linearly with 6. It is also observed that for moderate amplitudes of 
the IT mode the amplitudes of the corresponding 1R and 2T modes are an 
order of magnitude smaller than that of the IT mode. This indicates 
that in Region I of the (n, f) plane the IT mode dominates the behavior 
of the solution while the higher frequency modes limit the final 
amplitude attained and provide corrections to the shape of the pressure 
waveform. Also shown (see Fig. (32) are cross-plots of the amplitude 
of the higher frequency modes as a function of the amplitude of the 
fundamental mode. From these plots it is observed that the amplitudes 
of the 1R and 2T modes increase roughly as the square of the amplitude 
of the IT mode, a behavior which is expected from the quadratic form of 
the nonlinear coupling terms in the governing differential equations. 
Similar curves are obtained for oscillations of the spinning form, 
however, in this case the 1R mode is not excited (values of EL-, (t) were 
-6 less than 10 ) . It thus appears that a spinning mode cannot couple 
effectively with a mode which does not exhibit the spinning form (i.e. 
radial modes). This fact may provide a clue to the reason the 
spinning modes attain a higher amplitude, for if the radial mode does 
not appear one of the energy sinks for the IT mode is missing. 
The frequency of the pressure oscillation is found to be not 
only a function of n and f but also of the amplitude of the oscillation. 
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This dependence of the frequency upon the .amplitude is characteristic 
of many nonlinear systems; one of the most familiar being the simple 
pendulum. In the fields of nonlinear acoustics and combustion insta-
O -| -1 
bility such effects are predicted by Maslen and Moore , Mitchell ' , 
Zinn 9 and others. In Figs. (33) and (3̂ ) the dependence of the 
frequency upon the amplitude is shown for both standing and spinning 
instability along lines of constant f. The displacement 6, of course, 
is not constant for one of these curves, because it increases as the 
amplitude increases. It is therefore meaningless to speak of the 
amplitude dependence of the frequency for fixed values of n and f since 
only one amplitude corresponds to a given point. These curves show 
that the frequency decreases with increasing amplitude for standing 
waves while the opposite behavior is observed for spinning instability. 
In both cases the limiting value of the calculated frequency as the 
amplitude approaches zero (6 -* 0) is in agreement with that computed 
by linear theory. The largest observed departure of the frequency 
from the acoustic value S-, -, = 1.8^118 amounted to only about six percent 
2 
of S^ in agreement with experimental observation . 
Effects of Length and Mach Number. In the studies which have 
just been discussed the effect of the combustion parameters n and T 
has been explored by computing the nonlinear solutions for various 
points in the (n, T) plane while holding the other parameters fixed. 
It is now desired to evaluate the effect of the steady state velocity 
u (at the nozzle entrance) and the length to diameter ratio z upon 
the nonlinear stability characteristics of the combustor. For a few 
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computed for various values of u and z . These parameters appear in 
the governing differential equations as the ratio u /z which is an 
average steady state velocity gradient. Considerable computation time 
was saved by varying only this ratio, for once curves of pressure 
amplitude as a function of u /z are obtained the individual effects 
e' e 
of changes in length or Mach number are easily determined. 
The effect of the parameter u /z upon the final amplitude of 
standing IT oscillations is presented in Fig. (35) where the displace-
ment 6 from the neutral stability limit is held constant. The value 
of n therefore varies along each of these curves as n is a function 
o 
of u /z . It is seen from these curves that for most values of the 
e' e 
time-lag f an increase in the ratio u /z resulted in an increase in to e' e 
the final magnitude of the pressure amplitude. An exception to this 
trend occurs for the smaller values of f (see curve for T = 1-5) where 
for low values of u /z the pressure amplitude decreased slightly with 
increasing values of this ratio and after reaching a minimum value it 
increased thereafter. The effect of varying the Mach number with the 
length held constant is described by curves very similar to those of 
Fig. (35) • On the other hand the effect of changes in length for fixed 
exit Mach number are given by curves which are the inverse of those 
given in Fig. (35) • Thus the limiting pressure amplitude decreases 
with increasing length as shown in Fig. (36). These results show that 
in most cases the nonlinear stability characteristics of the engine 
with respect to the IT mode can be improved by decreasing the Mach 
number at the nozzle entrance or by increasing the length to diameter 
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that short chambers are more prone to transverse mode instability. 
An interesting special case occurs in the limit of zero Mach 
number. As can be seen from the differential equations and deduced 
from physical considerations the effects of the combustion process, 
mean flow> and the nozzle disappear when the steady state velocity 
vanishes. The differential equations then reduce to those governing 
finite amplitude transverse waves in a circular cylinder without flow, 
Q 
which is the case treated by Maslen and Moore . Since there is no 
driving or damping mechanism the limit cycle behavior is lost; the 
amplitude and waveform of the solution depends upon the initial con-
ditions . This behavior is verified by the numerical solutions for 
u = 0, howeverj the solutions are not strictly periodic even though 
they are neutrally stable. The amplitudes of the various modes 
included in the assumed series expansion are found to vary slowly in 
amplitude due to nonlinear coupling between these neutrally stable 
modes. This amplitude modulation is negligible however for small 
amplitude oscillations. 
Behavior in Region II. In Region II of the (n, T) plane all of 
the modes included in the approximate solution are linearly stable. For 
a number of points in this region initial disturbances of various 
amplitudes were assumed and the subsequent behavior of the various 
modes was computed. In all cases initial IT disturbances of moderate 
amplitude were found to decay; however, if the initial amplitude was 
very large the waves would grow rapidly and apparently without limit. 
While it is believed that the behavior predicted for moderate amplitude 
oscillations is correct there exist valid reasons that cast doubts about 
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the applicability of this "triggering limit". For instance the ampli-
tude for triggering is so large that the moderate amplitude assumption 
of the second order theory is violated; the third order terms that were 
omitted from this analysis are no longer negligible. It is hardly 
surprising that these "triggering limits" exhibit characteristics that 
are contrary to those expected from physical intuition. For example 
this triggering behavior was observed for the special cases of n = 0 
and u = 0; in both cases the unsteady combustion mass sources vanish 
e J 
and no amplification of the pressure oscillations should occur. These 
"triggering limits" also occur for points in Region I at an amplitude 
much greater than that of the stable limit cycle. Such behavior has 
not been observed experimentally. It appears, therefore, that these 
"triggering limits" are either a characteristic of the approximate 
differential equations or they are a result of numerical Instability 
and should be disregarded. 
Regions III and IV. In the next phase of the Investigation the 
same three-mode expansion was used to Investigate the behavior of the 
engine for ranges of n and f where either the 1R or 2T modes were 
linearly unstable but the IT mode could be either stable, neutral, or 
unstable. The results of this study can be best described by consider-
ing points C, Df and E in Region III of Fig.. (.16) . Calculations for 
point C, where the 1R mode is linearly unstable and the IT and 2T modes 
are stable, showed that an initial IT disturbance develops into a 
pressure wave that has a modulated amplitude and oscillates with a 
frequency close to that of the 1R mode (see Fig. (37a)). As one moves 
to points D and E the waveform and the frequency of the resulting 
2.18 
oscillation change as shown in Figs. (3Tb) and (37c). At point D the 
IT mode is neutrally stable; its interaction with the 1R mode produces 
a highly modulated waveform which has some of the characteristics of 
both modes. In contrast to points C and D the oscillation corresponding 
to point E where both 1R and IT modes are unstable is very regular with 
a frequency close to that of the IT mode, and the waveforms are similar 
to those computed in Region I. Pressure amplitudes in these regions 
are generally larger than those in regions where only the IT mode is 
unstable. 
The importance of nonlinear coupling becomes increasingly 
evident when the unstable behavior at point C is analyzed. At this 
point the IT mode is linearly stable; nevertheless the introduction of 
an initial IT disturbance resulted in a finite amplitude jnotability. 
The reasons for this behavior become clear as one carefully observes 
the development with time of the unknown amplitudes. The calculations 
show that initially the IT mode starts decaying and at the same time, 
through nonlinear coupling, it transfers energy to the other modes 
present in the series solution. This energy transfer initiates 
oscillations and growth of the 1R mode which is linearly unstable for 
the given values of n and f. Once the 1R mode attains a sufficient 
amount of energy it starts transferring energy back to the IT and 2T 
modes. This "back-and-forth" mode-energy transfer results in growth 
of the amplitude of the IT mode and it also explains the observed 
modulation of the wave amplitude. This behavior also emphasizes the 
need to use nonlinear theories in engine design. 
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with the triggering phenomenon. Triggering occurs only if the amplitude 
of the initial disturbance is greater than a certain threshold amplitude, 
otherwise all disturbances decay. At point C, however, instability 
develops no matter how small the initial amplitude of the IT mode, 
because the unstable 1R mode is excited. Even if the amplitude of the 
IT mode is so small that coupling with the unstable mode is too weak to 
drive the IT mode, a stable limit cycle of the 1R mode will eventually 
result. These results seem to indicate tha,t a true triggering behavior 
does not occur in a region of the (n, f) plane where one or more of the 
modes present in the assumed series expansion are linearly unstable. 
The dependence of the final amplitudes of the pressure and mode-
amplitudes upon the displacement from the IT neutral stability limit 
along a line of constant T in Region III is shown in Figs. (38) and 
(39)• Since the pressure peaks vary greatly in height, a measure of 
the pressure amplitude is taken to be the arithmetic average of a large 
number of pressure peaks. Similar averages are used to describe the 
amplitudes of A-,-, (t) , Bn1 (t) , and Bp1 (t) . Also shown is the maximum 
pressure peak of the modulation pattern which recurs at intervals of 
several cycles. When the pressure peaks are of constant height as at 
point E, the average and maximum pressures agree. 
When the point under consideration is just above the 1R neutral 
stability limit (indicated in Figs. (38) and (39) by the vertical 
dashed line) the amplitude of B m (t) is an order of magnitude greater 
than that of the other modes and the pressure oscillations resemble the 
1R mode. As the displacement into the region of 1R instability in-
creases the 1R and IT modes become of equal importance and the pressure 
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peaks exceed unity. Further increases in pressure amplitude -with 
increasing 5 are slight until the IT mode becomes unstable (6 > 0) . 
For 6 > 0.06 the pressure waveforms are very regular but the amplitude 
is more than twice the steady state chamber pressure. For such large 
amplitudes the moderate amplitude assumption inherent in the second 
order theory is violated, therefore the accuracy of these solutions 
is open to question. 
Results similar to those predicted for Region III were obtained 
for Region IV where the 2T mode is linearly unstable, the IT mode is 
either stable or unstable, and the 1R mode is stable. Stable limit 
cycles of modulated waveform were also calculated in this region, but 
their amplitude was generally larger than that observed in Region III. 
One-Mode Series Expansion (Radial Mode) 
The results obtained with the aid of the three mode series 
expansion indicate that the second order theory cannot predict trigger-
ing of the IT mode, at least for amplitudes within the realm of 
applicability of the theory. Based on available numerical data and 
10 7 
from the works of Sirignano and Zinn , it may be concluded that this 
limitation of the second order theory is due to the lack of self-
coupling terms involving the IT mode in the approximate differential 
equations which govern the behavior of the amplitudes of the modes. It 
appears that the controlling second order nonlinear mechanism is the 
transfer of energy between modes which can limit the amplitude of IT 
oscillations in the linearly unstable region of the (n, f) plane but 
cannot cause triggering in the linearly stable region. A self-coupling 
term does appear in the equation governing the 1R mode, but when the IT 
22i+ 
mode is present the effect of this term is overpowered by coupling with 
the IT mode. 
To isolate the effects of self-coupling from those of coupling 
with other modes an expansion consisting only of the 1R mode was 
considered. This expansion and the resulting differential equation 
are given by Eqs. (239) and. (2^0) respectively. As seen from Eq. (2^0) 
only a single nonlinear term of the self-coupling form is present. To 
determine if self-coupling can play a role in the development of 
triggered instability numerical calculations were made for values of 
n and f in the neighborhood of the 1R mode neutral stability limit (see 
Fig. (^0)). The results of this investigation were encouraging, for 
indeed triggering limits were obtained for the 1R mode. 
Characteristics of the Stable and Unstable Limit Cycles. The 
nonlinear behavior of the 1R mode is best illustrated by considering 
the growth or decay of initial 1R disturbances of various sizes for a 
fixed point in the (n, f) plane. In each case the form of the initial 
disturbance is given by Eqs. (2̂ -2) . The results of this study are 
shown in Fig. (kl) for point A of Fig. (kO) which is in the linearly 
stable region. The time evolution of the 1R mode is presented on an 
amplitude-time plot in which the ordinate B -, is the amplitude of B m (t) 
and the time is measured in units of the oscillation period. In this 
case an unstable limit cycle or triggering limit was found with an 
amplitude B ^ = 0.55 a s shown by the broken horizontal line. An initial 
disturbance of slightly smaller amplitude (B ., = 0.53) was found to 
decay as shown by the lower curve of Fig. (kl) . An initial disturbance 
of amplitude slightly larger than the critical value (B01 = 0.57) will 
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grow and eventually attain a stable limit cycle of very large amplitude. 
If the initial wave shape, frequency, and amplitude are exactly those 
corresponding to the unstable limit cycle the oscillation should remain 
neutral, however the slightest error in specifying the initial condi-
tions will result in oscillations which either decay or grow. The 
triggering amplitude is calculated numerically by an iterative process 
in which the initial amplitude is varied until a solution is obtained 
which does not grow or decay during an initial time interval (of about 
100 cycles) . 
Wall pressure waveforms and the time dependence of the mode-
amplitude function Bm(t) are shown for both stable and unstable limit 
cycles in Figs. (1+2) and (1+3) • Only within very narrow regions in the 
(n, T) plane were the calculated amplitudes within the limits imposed 
by the second order theory, therefore the waveforms for an unstable 
limit cycle are shown in Fig. (1+2) for a point between point A of Fig. 
(1+0) and the neutral stability limit. The waveforms for the stable 
limit cycle are given for point B in the linearly unstable region. In 
both cases the mode-amplitude function is nearly sinusoidal and the 
pressure perturbation exhibits peaked waveforms similar to those 
obtained for the IT mode. It should be noted that for radial modes 
the pressure is independent of angular position and the maximum pressure 
occurs at the axis of the chamber rather than at the wall. For both 
stable and unstable limit cycles the frequency of the oscillation was 
found to be somewhat smaller than that of the acoustic 1R mode and 
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Dependence Upon Combustion Parameters. In order to determine the 
influence of the engine parameters n and f upon the nonlinear behavior 
of the 1R mode, numerical calculations were performed for selected 
points lying along lines of constant f. The results of this study are 
presented in Figs, (kk) through (MS) as curves on an amplitude-
displacement plane. For a given value of f each point in this plane 
represents an oscillation of given amplitude (measured by B~-,) occurring 
at a given displacement 6 from the neutral stability limit. The curves 
divide the amplitude-displacement plane into two regions. A H points 
to the right of the curve represent disturbances which grow, while 
points to the left represent oscillations which decay. Along the 
curves the oscillations are neutral, but these solutions may be either 
stable or unstable with respect to small changes in amplitude. In 
these figures stable limit cycles are represented by solid curves and 
the unstable limit cycles are depicted as dashed curves. 
In Fig. (̂i+) is shown the behavior along the line T = T., (see 
Fig. (to)) for which no triggering is observed. In this case finite 
amplitude periodic oscillations were observed only in the linearly 
stable region. The limiting amplitude is seen to vary with increasing 
6 in a manner very similar to that obtained for the IT mode. For larger 
values of f (i.e. T = 7 and T = T ) the shape of the curves is quite 
different as shown in Fig. (h-5) ; here finite amplitude periodic 
oscillations are obtained in the linearly stable region. These curves 
exhibit vertical tangents at the neutral stability limit 6 = 0 and at 
a point in the linearly stable region 6 = 6 , . For 6^6, there are no 
periodic solutions, all oscillations decay, and the engine is said to 
= 1.0 T1 =0.5^ 
0.05 0.10 
Vertical Displacement, 6 
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be unconditionally stable. In the region 6 < 6 < 0 there are two 
periodic solutions: the lower one is unstable while the upper one is 
stable. Triggering of combustion instability by the introduction of 
sufficiently large disturbances occurs in this region. The critical 
amplitude for triggering is seen to decrease to zero at the neutral 
stability limit and attain its maximum value at the "nonlinear stability 
limit" 5 = 6 , . For 6 > 0 only one periodic solution is predicted 
corresponding to the case of spontaneously generated combustion 
instability. Figure (kG) shows the nonlinear behavior along the line 
f = T, . In this case only the unstable periodic solution is obtained, 
oscillations of sufficiently large amplitude continue to grow 
indefinitely. Since this is not physically possible it must be 
Inferred that the amplitudes in this case are too large to be described 
by the second order theory. 
Comparison of the results shown in Figs. (^5) and (k6) reveal 
that as f increases the range of n for nonlinear instability increases 
and for a fixed displacement 6 the critical amplitude for triggering 
decreases. Thus it is seen that increasing f may result in a more 
un s t a,b 1 e e ng i ne . 
In Fig. (hT) the various stability regions are shown on an (n, f) 
coordinate system. Above the uppermost solid curve (the neutral 
stability limit) the engine is linearly unstable and stable limit cycles 
were found. The lower solid curve is the nonlinear stability limit; 
below this curve a,ll disturbances decayed. Between these curves is 
the region of nonlinear instability where small amplitude disturbances 
decay and large ones grow. In this nonlinearly unstable region curves 
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Figure 1+5. Stable Limit Cycles and Triggering Limits for 1R Mode 
Oscillations. 
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Figure U6. Unstable Limit Cycles for 1R Mode Oscillations at a Large Value 
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Figure 1+7- Linear and Nonlinear Stability Limits for 1R Mode Instability. 
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of constant triggering amplitude as measured by B_, are shown. Only in 
the extremely narrow region between the curve B -, =0.5 and the neutral 
stability limit is the triggering amplitude sufficiently small that the 
second order theory is valid. 
Effect of ue and z . For a few selected points in the linearly 
stable region the influence of the length to diameter ratio and the 
Mach number at the nozzle entrance upon the nonlinear stability 
characteristics of the engine was calculated. These results are shown 
in Fig. {hQ) where it is seen that the triggering amplitude is nearly 
independent of u /z until a very small value (about 0.005) is reached. 
e e 
The triggering amplitude increases rapidly with further decreases in 
u/z . In this case the pressure amplitude is much greater than unity, 
thus this result is open to question. Nevertheless, this result is 
consistent with the fact that as the strength of the unsteady combustion 
mass source (proportional to u /z ) diminishes it should become 
e e 
increasingly more difficult to trigger instability. In the limiting 
case of u = 0 the triggering behavior vanishes and the numerical 
calculations predict neutrally stable oscillations whose amplitude 
depends only upon the initial conditions. 
Convergence Study 
The number of terms that should be included in the approximate 
series solution is one of the important questions that faces those 
who attempt to solve nonlinear problems by using the method of weighted 
lh 
residuals . Although convergence theorems exist for rather specialized 
types of linear equations (see Ref. 30) 5 there are no general mathemati-
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obtain answers to the above question. As a result intuition and 
numerical experimentation must be used to obtain a satisfactory answer. 
Observed qualitative agreement between the results presented in this 
chapter with available experimental data and the theoretical results 
O ry "IO 
of Maslen and Moore , Zinn , and Burstein' suggests that the assumed 
series solution was properly constructed. To further investigate this 
point solutions were obtained by adding or deleting terms from the 
assumed series expansion for §. 
In these studies the effect of tangential modes was determined 
with the aid of the following series expansion: 
3r.,(t) J (s^r) + S |"A -(t)sinme +B 1 (t) cosmelj (s n r J (250) 01 0\ 01 / m _ ] _ L ml ml J m\ ml / 
where the 1R mode may be omitted. The simplest possible expansion 
which can be used to investigate the nonlinear behavior of the IT mode 
consists of only two modes. The most logical choice appears to be the 
two lowest frequency modes; that is, the IT and 2T modes. Numerical 
calculations obtained with this two-mode series were compared with 
those obtained when the 1R mode was included as well as additional 
higher order tangential modes. In each case stable limit cycles for 
standing oscillations were computed in the region of the (n, f) plane 
where the IT mode was linearly unstable, the 1R and 2T modes were 
stable, but other higher order modes were possibly unstable. 
Effect of the 1R Mode. In order to evaluate the importance of 
the 1R mode in determining the final amplitude of the pressure oscilla-
239 
tion, results obtained with the aid of the two-mode (IT, 2T) expansion 
described above were compared with similar results obtained by adding 
the 1R mode (IT, 2T, 1R). The results of this study are shown in Fig. 
(i+9) as plots of peak pressure and amplitude of the IT mode as a 
function of 6 for a constant value of f. It is seen that for a given 
value of n and f the final pressure amplitude is considerably smaller 
for a series containing the 1R mode than for one without it. Comparison 
of wall pressure waveforms (see Fig. (50)) for solutions of comparable 
amplitude (but not for the same value of 6) show that the 1R mode has 
a marked influence upon the wave shape. For oscillations of smaller 
amplitude, however, the wave shapes computed with the two expansions 
are more alike. The dependence of the frequency upon amplitude is 
influenced strongly by the presence of the 1R mode as seen from Fig. 
(5-1) • With the two-mode series the frequency is observed to increase 
with increasing .amplitude, while the opposite behavior is obtained if 
the 1R mode is included. Due to this strong influence of the 1R mode 
it was therefore decided to retain it in the series expansion. The 
remainder of this convergence study then will aim to determine whether 
the addition of higher frequency modes to the three mode series will 
significantly alter the predicted results. 
Effect of Higher Tangential Modes. Four and five mode series 
expansions were constructed by adding the third (3T) and fourth (hi) 
tangential modes to the basic three-mode series. Numerical solutions 
were obtained for a broad range of f in order to include regions where 
one or more of the higher order modes were linearly unstable. For 
example if 6 = 0.06 the 3T mode is unstable for T > 2.1 and the hi mode 
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is "unstable? in a narrow range centered on f = 1.8. Results of this 
study are summarized in the following table in which pressure ampli-
tudes computed with the three, four, and five mode expansions are 
compared. The asterisk indicates that one of the higher modes was 
unstable. 
Table 1. Effect of Higher Tangential Modes 
~f n(6 = 0.06) Peak Pressure 
3 Modes '4 Modes 5 Modes 
1.1]- O.6393I 0.187 O..I87 0.187 
1.5 0.618.17 0.216 0.2.16 0.2.17 
1.6 0.6059)4 0.263 0.265 0.266 
1.706 0.60167 0.322 0.326 0 .335* 
1.8 O.60U9.1 0.38.1 0.386 0 .398* 
1.9 O.6155U 0.1+51 0.1459 0.U60* 
2.0 0.63382 O.538 0.5^6 0 .551 
2.1 0.66037 0.666 0.717* 0.671* 
From this data it is seen that the influence of the higher tangential 
modes upon the calculated amplitude was very slight; in most cases the 
values differ only in the third decimal place. Pressure waveforms 
computed with the three and four mode expansions are shown in Fig. (52) . 
For the upper curves (f = 2.1) the 3T mode was unstable, while this 
mode was stable for f = 1.9- Inspection of the pressure waveforms and 
the data presented in the table reveal that the effect of adding a 
higher order mode is appreciably greater if that mode is linearly 
0.8,-
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Figure 52. Effect of Higher Tangent ia l Modes upon the Wall P ressure Waveforms ro -r=-
-£-
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unstable. These results indicate that in the region of the (n3 f) 
plane considered the assumed series expansion is rapidly convergent 
with respect to tangential modes. 
A further manifestation of the convergence properties of the 
series expansion is observed in the amplitudes of the various modes. 
For a five-mode series for which only the IT mode is unstable the 
modes can be arranged in a sequence of decreasing amplitude as follows: 
ITj IRj 2Tj 3Tj k-T. Each mode in the sequence was found to be 
approximately one order of magnitude smaller than its predecessor. Thus 
the contribution of the 3T and kT modes to the sum of the series (which 
determines the pressure) is negligible compared to that of the first 
three modes. 
Effect of Higher Radial and Combined Radial-Tangential Modes. In 
the previous studies only modes with n = 1 were included in the assumed 
series expansion as shown in Eq. (250). It is now desired to determine 
the importance of terms with n > 1 which are the higher radial and 
combined radial-tangential modes. Such modes have occasionally "been 
observed experimentally and may have an effect upon the numerical 
solutions. This study has been limited to the consideration of a six-
mode series formed by adding to the three mode series (m = 0, 1, 2; 
n = 1) the corresponding modes for n = 2. These are the 2R (m = 0, 
n = 2) , the 1T-1R (m = 1, n = 2) , and the 2T-1R (m = 2, n = 2) modes. 
The results computed with the three and six mode expansions are shown 
in Figs. (53) and (5k) . For f = I.70629 the pressure amplitude 
computed with the six mode series was about 50 Per cent larger than 
that obtained with the three mode series for small 6; the discrepancy 
2U6 
"became larger as 6 increased. In this case the 1T-1R mode was linearly-
unstable and its effect is easily seen as the double peak in the 
pressure waveform (see Fig. (5^))• For other values of f pressure 
waveforms were observed which were very similar to those computed with 
the three-mode series. These calculations indicate that the series 
expansion for $ converges much more slowly as terms of higher radial 
mode number n are added than was observed when additional tangential-
modes (m increasing) were included. It would be desirable to add three 
more modes (corresponding to n = 3) "to the six mode series to determine 
if the solution is converging, however the required computer time was 
found to be excessive. 
In conclusion it should be remembered that in the second order 
analysis the dissipative effects of viscosity, heat conductivity, and 
droplet drag were neglected. For chambers which are not too large, it 
is expected that due to the large gradients and velocities involved 
the damping of the higher order modes due to these processes should be 
greater than that of the lowest frequency modes. Such behavior was 
o 
predicted by Maslen and Moore . Thus the omission of modes with n > 2 
from the expansion of $ could be justified if these modes are too 
heavily damped to have a significant influence upon the stability of 
the combustor. 
Concluding Remarks 
It should be emphasized that the nonlinear solutions presented 
in this chapter were calculated subject to several assumptions and 
restrictions. In this case a rather specialized combustor configuration 
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and the nozzle behaves in a quasi-steady manner. Also a specific 
combustion model (n-f model) was assumed. These restrictions were 
made in order to simplify the analysis but are by no means necessary. 
It is believed that the second order theory and the Galerkin method 
can be used to analyze combustors for which the injection distribution, 
combustion process, and nozzle admittance functions are specified in 
a more general form. 
In addition to the above remarks the results presented in this 
chapter are of limited applicability due to the assumptions of moderate 
amplitude and small steady state Mach number. These assumptions have 
been shown to result in a linear combustion and nozzle response. The 
only nonlinear!ties present are those related to the gasdynamics of 
the unsteady flow in the combustor; these have been shown to result 
in energy transfer between modes. Thus only one of several possible 
nonlinear mechanisms has been considered in this chapter. In order 
to relax some of the restrictions inherent in the second order theory 
and obtain a nonlinear combustion driving mechanism a third order 
analysis will be performed in the next chapter. 
250 
CHAPTER VII 
THIRD ORDER NONLINEAR .ANALYSIS 
In the development of the second order theory several restric-
tions were imposed upon the flow in the rocket's combustor. The most 
important of these were the assumptions of small steady state Mach 
number and the presence of waves whose amplitudes are not too large. 
It has been shown in Chapter III that to second order these conditions 
imply that the wave motion is irrotational and the effect of variations 
in steady state thermodynamic properties with axial position can be 
neglected. As a result the conservation equations could be reduced 
to a single partial differential equation governing the behavior of 
the velocity potential. 
A more accurate theory to describe the unsteady flow in the 
combustor is highly desirable. For instance the trend in modern rocket 
design has been the development of engines of small contraction ratio 
which implies that the mean flow Mach number is large and variations in 
steady state properties can no longer be safely neglected. Also the 
results of Chapter VI as well as experimental data indicate that the 
final pressure amplitude in an unstable rocket engine often becomes so 
large that products of three perturbation quantities which occur in 
the conservation equations are no longer negligible. It is believed 
that the omission of such third order terms is at least partly 
responsible for the failure of the second order theory to predict 
251 
triggering of the first tangential mode. Application of the Galerkin 
method to the second order equations resulted in equations which lacked 
self-coupling terms involving the IT mode, while similar studies for 
radial modes demonstrated the importance of such self-coupling terms 
in the prediction of triggering limits. Examination of terms omitted 
in the second order analysis indicate that self-coupling terms involving 
the IT mode will be obtained in equations correct to third order. Thus 
a third order analysis is expected to yield triggering limits for the 
7 
IT mode. This result is in agreement with Zinn who showed that a 
third order approximation was necessary to predict triggering. 
The analysis to follow represents an attempt to relax some of 
the restrictions imposed on the second order theory. In this analysis 
no terms will be neglected in the conservation equations; the only 
approximations used are those related to the absence of droplet drag 
and the constancy of droplet temperature. Both of the latter assump-
tions were used in the second order theory. Thus the following terms 
which were previously neglected will now be retained: (.1) products of 
three perturbation quantities, and (2) products of two perturbation 
quantities and the steady state velocity (or its gradient). As a result 
the unsteady flow can no longer be assumed to be irrotational (see 
Chapter III) and the conservation equations cannot be combined to 
obtain a single governing equation. Instead a system of partial 
differential equations must be solved. This system has already been 
derived in Chapter III and is given by Eqs. (̂-6) through (k&) and Eq. 
(3^) • 
To complete the third order theory it was necessary to derive 
252 
higher order expressions for the burning rate and the nozzle admittance 
relation. Unlike the equations describing the gas dynamics of the 
problem these expressions contained terms of all orders and had to be 
truncated to include terms up to third order only. As in the second 
order analysis it was assumed that the burning rate was described by 
Crocco's time-lag hypothesis and the nozzle was quasi-steady (multi-
orifice nozzle). The appropriate higher order expressions have been 
derived in Chapter IV where it was necessary to assume that the corn-
bus tor's mean flow Mach number was small. 
Analysis 
Galerkin Orthogonality Conditions 
In Chapter II the classical Galerkin method was modified to 
accommodate the complicated boundary conditions which are so often 
encountered in the solution of combustion instability problems. At 
that time the proper Galerkin orthogonality conditions were derived 
for the "natural" form of the conservation equations; that is, the 
form which results directly from the application of conservation of 
mass, momentum, and energy. The simplified wave equations of Chapter 
III, which form the basis for the third order theory, are of a somewhat 
different form. For example the continuity and momentum equations 
have been combined to obtain the Euler equation which expresses Newton's 
law of motion for a fluid particle. The boundary residuals appropriate 
to the Euler equation will therefore differ from those corresponding 
to the momentum equation. The appropriate Galerkin orthogonality 
conditions for the momentum and energy equations in the form given in 
253 
Chapter III will now be derived. 
Momentum Equation. The dimensionless momentum equation which 
describes the flow of the burned gases in the presence of liquid 
droplets is given by (see Eq. (26) of Chapter III) : 
E2(p, V, p) = ^ ( p # +V-(pW) +-vp (251) 
+ {^(PI^L)+V-(PL^L)} = ° 
In Eq. (251) the expression involving the liquid quantities corresponds 
to -F in Eq. (8) of Chapter II. The boundary conditions imposed 
upon Eq. (251) are easily obtained from Eq. (6b) of Chapter II. If 
Eq. (6b) represents a concentrated combustion zone at the injector, 
A(1 = 0 because there is no gas flow into the zone. The same result 
holds in the nozzle formulation because the boundary zone "swallows" 
the entire mass flow entering the nozzle, hence there is no flow out of 
the zone. In both cases the pressure will be allowed to change across 
the boundary zone, thus p„ ^ P-, . Introducing these results into Eq. 
(6b) yields the following expression: 
V P > l> P) = %om
 + [V(pV-n)] + (p-Px)n = 0 (252) 
where p. is the pressure on the "outside" side of the boundary zone. 
By using the vector identity V-(aAA) = aA*VA + AV-aA and adding 
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 + Plft/^L 
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r ^Pr / 
.BT + V WL VT + W V = 0 •L rrr* 
From t h e c o n t i n u i t y e q u a t i o n ( i . e . Eq. (25)) i t i s s e e n t h a t 
d p T / 3 t + V- lp -Vl ) = - W ; s u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s r e s u l t i n t o t h e above r L/ V L->L/ m 
e q u a t i o n y i e l d s : 
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+ V-(pV) - W 
mj 
V = 0 
Equation (253) consists of two parts: the terms in brackets represent 
the Euler equation (see Eq. (28)) while the remaining terms are the 
continuity equation multiplied by V. For solutions satisfying the 
continuity equation the latter terms vanish, however in this analysis 
only approximate solutions will be considered. 
The boundary momentum source 0 which appears in Eq. (252) can 
be expressed as 
% 
= VQ + M :Tiom -> inass -> (25^) 
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where VQ is the momentum associated with the gases generated within 
-* inas s 
the boundary zone and M represents a momentum source resulting from 
interactions between the liquid droplets and the gas in the boundary 
zone. The boundary condition can now be written as: 
B (p, V, p) = VQ + M + [V(pV-n)] + (p-pjn = 0 
mass 
(255) 
Residuals are formed from Eqs. (253) and (255) hy introducing 
the approximate solutions p, V, and p. The corresponding Galerkin 
orthogonality condition is obtained directly from Eq. (2^) of Chapter 
II and is given by 
dV 1 , N dVT 
o v 




(p-Pl)n}pn ds d t 
+ r
t - f . r r ^ + v.(p^ 
o v 
L d t 
~lvcp 
i_J->Tr 
W V  dv -
n !-»Tn L Trias s 
+ p V - n 1 Vcp ds [dt = 0 
The last pair of integrals are seen to be the residuals of the 
roi 
continuity equation and its boundary condition weighted with Vcp 
rather than :p . It will now be shown that if the expansions of the 
dependent variables are properly constructed these terms will vanish. 
Using the expansions presented in Eq. (10) with N = °° the 
256 
product cp V can be written in the following form: 
/ ^ V 
V = 'n v
E AA ( s> *>% (257) 
k==0 i 
= e . S A cp ( x , t)cp ( x , t ) i = 1 , 2 , 3 
k=0 i 
where e. is a unit vector in the ith direction. It is now required 
that the functions cp (x, t) form a complete set, but it is not 
necessary that they be mutually orthogonal. Under these conditions 
the product cp cp can be expanded in terms of the functions cp. as 
follows: 
00 nk 
cp cp. = S a cp.(x, t) (258) 
HrTk j ̂ -,> 
which is substituted into Eq. (257) to obtain: 
-̂  m °° nk" 
cpnV = e S \ 2 a cp (x, t) (259) 
n x k=0 1 j=0 J J 
0 3 0 0 nk 
= e . E £ A. a cp . (x , t ) 
—>l k -1 r - 1 —*7 ' 
k=0 j=0 i J J 
Thus cp̂ V has been expanded in terms of the complete set of functions 
257 
cp . Substituting Eq. (259) into the last volume integral and the last 
surface integral of Eq. (256) yields: 
/ 
o v 
^f + V-(pV) - W .ot vr-^ mj s v v - J LVss + ps-aja^18/" (26°) 
CO OO 
e. £ E A, a'. 
nk CN^ **W 
&=£> j=o i ° o v 
rs^ rs^ 
E1(p, V)cp.dv - J B1(p, V, p)cp dsj-dt 
where it has been assumed that the series can be integrated term by 
term. Each of the terms in the series expansion of Eq. (260) vanishes 
according to the orthogonality conditions imposed on the continuity 
equation residual and its boundary residual (i.e. Eq. (2̂ ) with i = l) . 
Introducing this result into Eq. (256) yields the following expression: 
7 ^r + 'pV-VV + - Vp" + W (V-VT ) + "pT ^J- + fTTVT -VVT cp dv (261) _ dt -* -* v m\-* -*-L/ L St L-*L -»LJTn o v T 
r LM + (̂p-p J n ^ d s ) dt = 0 
which is the Galerkin orthogonality condition applicable to the Euler 
equation for two phase flow. 
Energy Equation. A similar analysis will now be applied to the 
energy equation. The natural form of the energy equation for the combus-
tor flow as given by Eq. (27) can be expressed in terms of the stagnation 
258 
enthalpies as follows 
ph - * l i 
3 dt Lr s Y 
+ V-( pVh (262) 
+ fe (>LO + KPI2LO) = ° 
The corresponding boundary residual i s obtained from Eq. (6c) of 
Chapter I I as: 
3 = T + < [e + (Y"1} P ] + ^ p v 2H = (263) 
where again V-, ==0. In deriving Eq. (262 ) the original energy equa-
tion was divided by y, thus the same operation has been performed on 
the boundary conditions as shown by Eq. (263)• The expression in 
brackets in Eq. (263) is seen to be the dimensionless stagnation 
enthalpy5 thus Eq. (263) can be written in the more convenient form: 
0 
L = — + pVh -n = 0 
3 Y -* s -> 
(26k) 
The boundary energy source CL, will be expressed in a form analogous 
to Eq. (23k) , that is: 
% = ̂ H + V ass_ + (Y_D E + xh^L v
2; (265) 
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where yH is an energy source (or sink) not associated with the genera-
tion of mass in the "boundary zone. For example yH may represent the 
effects of droplet heating. Introducing Eq. (265) into Eq. (26U) yields 
the desired form of the "boundary condition: 
B 3 = H + 
iass 
+ pV-n h = 0 
s 
(266) 
The Galerkin orthogonality conditions appropriate to the form of 
the energy equation given by Eq. (33) of Chapter III can now "be derived, 
Adding and subtracting the term W h and expanding and rearranging 
ill o 
t e r m s , Eq. (262) becomes : 
.dh 
T T + V'Vh _dt -* s. 
H i P̂ + P 
Y at P L 
dh 
r~ i-i 
3 - ^ - + V - V h T dt -*L L 
+ W h 
m s 
+ h, r?r + v-^Lji + . d t + V (pv) - w 1 
-* mj 
b s = E 3 
I n t r o d u c i n g t h e c o n t i n u i t y e q u a t i o n d p T / d t + v ( p T V T J = - W and t h e 
a p p r o x i m a t e s o l u t i o n s p , p , V, h t h e above e q u a t i o n s i m p l i f i e s t o : 
S 
P ^ 7 ^ + V'Vh rLot -* s. 
^ - 1 9p ~ 
y d t PL 
dU 
]+ \(v\) ^ ^ + VT -VhT + W ( h -h_ o t -*L L J m\ s L 
s s 
?t + V-(pV) - W h = E0 A+ v r -v mj s 3 .dt 
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Equation (267) consists of two parts: the residual of Eq. (33) &nd the 
rw 
residual of the continuity equation multiplied by h . The appropriate 
orthogonality condition which must be satisfied by E and B is obtained 
directly from Eq. (2k) with i = 3, thus: 
r>t r- /Sh 
{J ft O V ,St + V-Vh 
dhL 
_ ̂ -1 Sp + pJ-^L + v.-Vh, 
s/ y St KL\ St L L 
) (268) 




M + v ( ^ - W mj h cp dv -sTn mas s + pV-n h cp ds wt = 0 sTn ' 
This result is very similar to Eq. (256) which was derived from the 
momentum equation; in this case the last volume and surface integrals 
represent the continuity equation and its boundary condition weighted 
by h cp . The product h t<P can also be expanded in terms of the complete 
set of functions tp . . Introducing this expansion into Eq. (268) and 
J 
imposing the orthogonality conditions which must be satisfied by the 
continuity equation and its boundary residual the last integrals in 
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Sh 
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y St PL\ St 
r 
" + V V hL (269) 
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+ W (h -hT m\ s L )Xdv " .' 
s s 
Sp ds (-dt = 0 
Application to the Simplified Wave Equations. The Galerkin 
orthogonality conditions given by Eqs. (26l) and (269) are applicable 
to more general problems than will be treated in this chapter. Since 
the third order analysis will be restricted to combustors with a 
distributed combustion process it is only necessary to consider boundary 
residuals at the nozzle entrance. In this case the pressure does not 
change across the boundary zone, thus p = p, in Eq. (26l). Further-
more it is assumed that the combustion is complete before the nozzle 
is reached, therefore the boundary momentum and energy sources M and H 
vanish. Under these assumptions the Galerkin orthogonality conditions 
are particularly simple because the boundary residuals disappear. In 
deriving the simplified wave equations (i.e. Eqs. (k6) through (hQ)) 
the momentum source due to the liquid phase was neglected, thus Eq. (26l) 
becomes 
J U L? at + p ^ + Y ̂ W = ° (270) 
O V 
by using p = p , M = 0, and dropping the liquid terms. It was also 
assumed (see Chapter III) that the stagnation enthalpy of the liquid is 
constant, which applied to the approximate liquid quantities gives: 
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3hL 
s + V-VhT = 0 (271) dt -̂ L L s 
Introducing Eq. (271) into Eq. (269) with H = 0 gives the following 
expression: 
"' (I [ ^ + l*s) - *± I • U\-\ )>n*>* = ° <**> 
O V 
Equations (270) and (272) can also be applied to the perturbed equations 
and will be used to obtain approximate solutions of the wave equations 
given by Eqs. (U6) through (U8) in Chapter III. 
Equations Governing the Perturbations 
The unsteady flow in the combustor is described by a system of 
five nonlinear partial differential equations and the equation of state. 
These are as follows: (l) the continuity equation (Eq. h6) , (2), (3)5 
(k) the three components of the Euler equation (Eq. k'j) , (5) the energy 
equation (Eq. k&) , and (6) the equation of state (Eq. 3^b). These 
equations must be solved for the six unknowns: p', the three velocity 
components, p , and h . These equations were derived in vector form in 
Chapter III and must now be written in terms of a cylindrical coordinate 
system. This is easily accomplished for the continuity, energy, and 
state equations, but for the Euler equation it simplifies the algebra 
if one separates the unperturbed vector equation into its three scalar 
components before introducing perturbations. The resulting equations 
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are shown below: 
Cont inu i ty : 
I f + (pr(z) + P ' ) ' / 1 / 1 / v + — v + — w ^ + u L r r r o i] (273) 
/ / , 1 / / , / / , / clu _. / / dp TT/ n 
+ v p + — " w n ^ + u p + p -T— + up + u - ^ - - W = 0 r r dz *z 
Radia l momentum: 
(p+p') \ + (pV) v ' v ' + — "w'v, r r t ~ ("O + (u+u'W' r z - p ' (27^) Y r 
Tangent ia l momentum: 
(PV)[W; 
/ / / 
+ V W + — VJ\ + + (U+U JW 
r r 9 r z. " £ *e
 (275) 
Axial momentum: 
(P+P ') U, + V U + — W U-
_ t r r 8 
/ / , / du , _ /I , /_ du 
+ u u + u — + uu + p u — 
•7 f\T7 Z J V fa 
dz - ^ z
 ( 2 7 6 ) 
Energy: 
(P+P 0 
r B h ' Bh' .. Bh' Bh' Bh' 
S / S , 1 / S , / S _ S 
T-T— + V ^ + - W T^T— + U + U 
LBt Br r B9 Bz Bz 
] (277) 
26h 
v-1 dp , d / N, / , TT/, / 
- -1— -r̂  + — (pu)h + W h = 
Y dt dz VH ' s m s 
State 
/-l 
P' = p\' + p \ +pV (278) 
(p+p 0 (v7 + w7 + u7 j + 2(p+p 7)uu7 + p 7u 
In the above equations the steady state density is a function of the 
distance from the injector; the reference quantities used in the non-
dimensionalization of these equations correspond to stagnation condi-
tions at the injector end of the chamber. The quantities v , w , and 
u7 respectively represent the radial, tangential, and axial components 
of the velocity perturbation. 
The solutions to Eqs. (273) through (278) must satisfy rigid 
wall boundary conditions at the injector face and the outer wall, while 
the nozzle admittance condition must be satisfied at the nozzle entrance 
These boundary conditions are expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 
follows: 
v7 = 0 at r = 1 (279) 
u7 = 0 at z = 0 
= Q7 + pu7 + p 7u + p7u7 = 0 at z = z 
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Introduction of Quasi-Potentials 
In order to obtain an approximate solution using the Galerkin 
method the six dependent variables must be expanded in terms of a 
complete set of functions cp . In the second order analysis the cp were 
chosen to be the acoustic eigenfunctions, and the single dependent 
variable $ was expanded in terms of these functions. Since the form 
of combustion instability often resembles the natural acoustic modes it 
is also desirable in the third order theory to expand the dependent 
variables in terms of the acoustic eigenfunctions. The variables p , 
p', and h' can be adequately represented in this manner because the 
space dependence of these thermodynamic properties is similar to that 
of the velocity potential 5. On the other hand the components of the 
velocity perturbation resemble those obtained from potential flow; that 
is v'~ § j ¥ ~ - § , u ^ $ . In order to obtain a good approximation, 
r r B z 
therefore, the velocity components must be expanded in terms of the 
appropriate derivatives of cp . Thus it appears that an adequate solution 
cannot be obtained by expanding the velocity components and the thermo-
dynamic properties in terms of the same set of eigenfunctions cp . It Is 
possible to introduce additional sets of functions, but this procedure 
greatly complicates the analysis and the boundary conditions at the 
wall can no longer be easily satisfied. 
The above mentioned difficulties can be circumvented by 
expressing the velocity components in terms of "quasi-potentials". 
7 
These functions were used by Zinn and are defined by: 
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,r 
T\ = v'dr + g(65 z, t) (280) 
o 
£ = rw'dG + h(r, z, t) 
V 
O 
u'dz + f(r, 6. t) 
o 
where g, h, and f axe arbitrary functions of their arguments. 
Differentiating these expressions with respect to the variable of 
integration yields particularly simple relations for the velocity 
components: 
v' = y r , 6, z, t) (281) 
w' = i Ge(r, 9, z, t) 
u' = $z(r, 6, z, t) 
The use of the quasi-potentials has the same advantages as the velocity 
potential without restricting the flow to be irrotational. Irrota-
tionality only occurs when T|5 £, and $ differ only as a result of the 
functions g, h, and f, in which case Eqs. (281) reduce to V7 = V$. 
The functions Tj, Q, and $ can be expanded in terms of the acoustic 
eigenfunctions cp with the result that the velocity perturbations will 
be expressed in terms of the derivatives of cp as desired. 
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The governing differential equations (i.e. Eqs. (273) through 
(278)) are easily written in terms of the quasi-potentials as follows 
Continuity: 
at p(z) + 0 'IpTl + - Tl + 4 T C™ + $ H l ; H JL r r r r 2 b 00 zz_ 
r 
(282) 
/ . 1 / du dr + 71 p ' + 4 CfiP ' + $ p ' + P ' f * + up ' + $ ^ - W' = 0 r r 2 9^9 z K z r dz K z z dz m 
r 
Radial momentum: 
(P+P') \ t + \ \ r + -5 ceiv( " 3 ce + K)V 
r 
+ 1 p ; =• 0 (283) 
T a n g e n t i a l momentum: 
( P V ) .^et + \^re + 2 ^e^( 
r 




( p V ) | * z t + V r z
 + - W e z + 
r 
Hz) + du" zz z dz. (285) 
, /_ du 1 , 
+ p u - r - + - p = 0 
^ dz y z 
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Energy: 
(P-̂ P ') 
-dh' dh ' , dh ' , N dh ' . 
S ^ i ^ 4 c , ^ ^ u + ^
 S 
.r i t T dr 
r 
2 Ĝ 56 (* + 0 z / dz (286) 
_ r ^ | E ' + A (pn)h' + w v =o 
Y dt dz s m s 
Equation of S t a t e : 
p ' = nil' + p 'h + n ' h ' 
•̂  K s ^ s H s (287) 
[ ( p V ) ( \ 2 + \ CQ + $*) + 2(p-fp')u$z + p ' u
2 ' 
The corresponding boundary condi t ions ( i . e . Eq. (279)) become 
\ 
~ 0 a t r = 1 (288) 
= 0 a t z = 0 
*! = Q̂  + P \ + P 'E + P \ = ° a t z = z e 
To complete the mathematical description of the problem the mass 
sources W' and Q/ must be expressed as functions of the dependent 
variables. Such expressions correct to third order were derived in 
Chapter IV for a combustion process described by Crocco's time lag model 
and a quasi-steady nozzle. Equation (.109) -for w' will be repeated here 
for convenience: 
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w,; = n I {(*'-*;)+¥<p'>2-**'*; {m 
,1 / \ 2 ^ P ' fit -s 
+ f(<) - F I / ^ ' ' * ' } t - f 
where p' = p'(r, 9, z, t-f) . The expression for 0/ (i.e. Eq. (119)) 
involves the velocity components and will be expressed in terms of the 
quasi-potentials as follows: 
<C = " f V ' - 5 (v-D (Y+D / (P')
2 - ^ 5 [3nf $z + 3 V z (29o) 
e c 
e 
+ *At+ •% d) ^K H c! + *2 eV 'r 2 fee7 ' z V ' t 2 ^ T \ 
In order to obtain solutions of Eqs. (282) through (287) the 
steady state velocity u(z) and density p"(z) must be known. By using 
31 
a specific combustion model, as in the analysis of Priem and Heidmann . 
u(z) and p"(z) could be determined by numerically solving the steady 
state conservation equations where the droplet-gas interaction has been 
taken into account. To avoid the necessity of making such lengthy 
calculations the velocity distribution u(z) will be assumed and p"(z) 
computed so as to satisfy continuity requirements. 
Expansion of the Dependent Variables 
As discussed previously each of the dependent variables can be 
expanded in a series of acoustic eigenfunctions with time dependent 
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rw 
coefficients similar to those used in the expansion for $ (see Eq_. (215) 
Chapter VT). However the number of terms arising from the products of 
three perturbations (cubic nonlinearities) is very large even for series 
expansions of only a few terms. It was therefore decided to limit the 
discussion in this chapter to an expansion consisting of a single 
standing transverse mode whose spatial dependence is given by: 
Y (r, 6) = cosmBJ (s r) (291) 
mnv ' ' m\ mn / ' 
Thus each of the dependent variables is expressed as the product of 
Y and an unknown function of time to be determined by the Galerkin mn d 
method. Since the assumed spatial dependence Y is not a function of 
mn 
z, the axial quasi-potential $ can be assumed to be zero. The dependent 
variables can then be expressed in the following form: 
~' = Ap(
t)Yrnn(r> 9) (292) 
71 = V t ) y m n ( r > 0) 
£ = Ar(t)y (r, 6) 
* C mnv ' ' 
p' = A (t)Y (r, 9) 
* V mnx ' ' 
% = V^mn^ ^ 
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Formation of the Residuals 
The assumed solutions given by Eq. (292) are now substituted 






* + p(z) 
r-, 2 
m .2 V m 
v 0 - S )ATl - ~ Ar _\ 2 mn/ T̂  2 r. 
r r ^ 
^ A )cosm0J fs r) (293) 
dz nj m\ mn / 
H l \ - S2 V A „ - ^ r A Ar}cos
2meJ2fs r 
2 ma/ p 7| 2 p Q m\ mn 
2 2 
+ S A Anos mfi 
mn p T̂  
j' S r 
m\ mn /_ 
-.2 2 ^ 
+ ̂ r A A^sin2m0J2fs r J - w' 
2 p C m\ mn / m r r ta 
Radial Momentum: 
^ 1 p (z ) ^ r 1 1 + - A .H ' d t y p j 
S c o s m e j ' f s r 
mn m\ mn (29U) 
dA„ 
+ A — 3 S cos2mOJ J ' + p ( z ) A 2 S 3 cos m G J ' j 0 d t mn m m r / T | m n ™ ' 
' J " 
m m 
2 2 
+ p (z ) ^ - A A S s i n 2 m 0 J j ' - p (z ) ^ - A 2 s i n 2 m 0 J 2 K 2 Tj ^ mn m m v 3 C m 
+ A A 2 S 3 cos 3 m0J j ' j " + ^ A A^A„S s i n 2 m e c o s m 0 J 2 j ' 
p T] mn m m m 2 p Tf £ mn m m 
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m 2 2 '-\( 
- A A sin mGcosmGJ (S r 
3 p £ m\ mn 
Tangential Momentum: 
^ r 1 1 ( 
p(z ) —-^- + — A msinmGJ IS r 
. d t y P-J — m\ mn 
(295) 
dA< 2 2 / A 
+ A —-*• msinmGcosmGJ +o(z)A_A^mS sinmGcosmGl J"' 
n d t m H ' IH r mn \ m/ 
1 2 S 2 
—-pr n(z)A^m sinmGcosmGJ 
2 H v J C m. 
r te 
z 
2 2 / \ 1 2 "3 2 "3 
+ A A,J\ mS sinmGcos mGJ ( j ' ) F: A Aj r r s inmGcos mG^r 
o ^ G mn m\ m/ ^ P C ni 
p C 
E n e r g y : 
\ = 
dA, -, dA , 
p(z) Z i i _ *= i -J> . + A (pii)A 
.H v J d t y d t dz VH y n_ 
cosmGJ I S r m\ mn (296) 
+ A 
^ 2 ? 
p d t 
2 2 2 2 / \ 
cos mGJ + n(z)AT.A,S COS mG J ' m p w 11 n mn \ m/ 
+ p (z ) ~ A A s i n mGJ2 + w'A^cosmGJ ( s r 
K 2 f l i m m n m\ mn 
r 
2 2 
+ A A J ^ S l . c o s - ' m e J ( J ' J + ^ p A A A CosmGsin
2mGJ3 
r 
vjL S 2 cos^ G  j O O A C 
p Tf n mn m\ m/ 2 p [li 
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- pCz)^ - h A + ^ - u A 
pJ 
cosmBJ r (s r) 
m\ mn / 
(297) 
r 
A A, cos2m9J2 + ̂  p(z)A?S2 cos2me(j') 
n n m 2 K W T̂  mn \ m/ 
2 
^ p(z) 5L A
2sin2m0J2 + ̂  A A2S2 cos3m0J (V) 
2 M 2 C m 2 D H mn m\ m/ 
v-1 m . .2 ^ . 2 ._3 
+ - ^ o A A cosmGsiri mBJ 
2 r2 p C m 
where the residual of the axial momentum equation has been omitted in 
order to be consistent with the assumption of a two-dimensional solution, 
In the above expressions the function J (S r ) has been expressed as J 
^ m\ mn / m 
and the primes indicate differentiation of the Bessel function with 
respect to its argument. These residuals are valid for both radial 
(m = 0) and tangential (m = 1, 2, ...) modes. In the case of radial 
modes, however, the tangential velocity component is zero, consequently 
the residual E r vanishes and the tangential quasi-potential A^ is not 
needed. It is seen that all of the terms involving A< disappear when 
m = 0. 
The nozzle boundary residual is obtained by substituting the 
assumed solutions into Eq. (228), which yields the following result: 
] = Q' + u A cosm9J IS r 
p e p m\ mn (298) 
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Differential Equations Governing the Unknown Amplitudes 
The unknown functions A (t) , A (t) , A-(t) , A (t) , and A, (t) are 
determined by requiring the residuals to satisfy the Galerkin orthogo-
nality conditions. The conditions applied to the continuity equation 
residual E and its boundary residual B are the same as given in 
P P 
Chapter II except that the time integration is omitted, thus: 
,z J2TT J-
e 
o o o 
E f ( r , 0)rdrd9dz p mn J 
p2TT nJ-
o o 
BY ( r , 6 ) rdrde = 0 (299) 
p mn 
From Eqs. (270) and (272) i t i s seen t h a t no boundary r e s i d u a l s a re 
needed for the Euler and energy equat ions thus the app ropr i a t e o r thogo-
n a l i t y cond i t ions are s imply: 
•ft 
o o o 
E_Y ( r , 6)rdrd9dz = 0 
T| mn 
(300) 
,Z ^ T T r v l 
e 
o o o 
E„Y (r, 0)rdrd9dz = 0 
Q mn (301) 
^rr .1 
o o o 
E-uY ( r ; 0)rdrd9dz = 0 h mn (302) 
In the t rea tment of the equat ion of s t a t e i t i s p o s s i b l e to solve Eq. 
(287) for h ' and s u b s t i t u t e the r e s u l t i n t o the energy equat ion to 
o 
eliminate h'. This procedure not only results in cumbersome equations 
o 
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but also introduces higher order non-linearities and is therefore 
undesirable. Instead the Galerkin method will also be applied to the 
residual of the equation of state as follows: 
.z 
Gl ' V m n ( r > 0 ) r d r d e d z = 0 (303) 
O " O " O 
In each of the above expressions the weighting function is T (r, 0) = 
mn 
cosm9J I S r m\ mn 
In performing the integrations indicated in Eqs. (299) through 
(3O3) several definite integrals involving products of trigonometric 
or Bessel functions arise. Those involving trigonometric functions 
are given below: 
r»2rr p 
cos m9d6 = 2rr f o r (m = 0) (30Ua) 
rr (m / 0) 
r^TT 
sinm0cosmede = 0 (30!+b) 
o 
,2rr 
J cos3m0d0 = 2rr (m = 0) (30Uc) 
o 
0 (m ^ 0) 
p2TT 2 
s i n mGcosmede = 0 (30Ud) 
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r^TT 2 
sinmBcos m0d6 = 0 (30^+e) 
o 
r2-n . 
cos m9d0 = 2TT (m = 0) (30ht) 
3-n/h {m ^ 0) 
p2TT 2 p 
sin mGcos m0d0 = 0 (m = 0) (30^g) 
o 
•n/h (m ^ 0) 
,2n 
[ sinm9cos3m0de = 0 (30^h) 
while those involving Bessel functions are defined in Appendix B. These 
latter integrals must "be evaluated numerically. In the developments to 
follow these integrals will "be designated "by the symbol J. where the 
superscript refers to the number of Bessel functions in the integrand. 
Introducing the residuals as given "by Eqs. (293) through (297) 
into Eqs. (299) through (303) a n^ performing the integrations is 
expected to yield a system of four ordinary differential equations and 
one algebraic equation to be solved for the five unknown A's. However 
a difficulty arises in regard to the tangential momentum equation. In 
this case each term in the volume integral of Eq. (301) contains as a 
multiplying factor an integral over 6 which vanishes (see Eqs. 30h) . 
Thus the orthogonality condition imposed upon the residual of the 
tangential momentum equation is satisfied for all values of the unknown 
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A's and no information is obtained from this equation. This result is 
a direct consequence of the fact that each term in the tangential 
momentum equation contains a factor that is differentiated only once 
with respect to 0. 
The above mentioned difficulty poses no problem in the case of 
radial modes (m == 0) since the function Af is not needed. For m > 0, 
however, there will be fewer equations than unknowns, and unless another 
equation can be found no solution can be obtained. The necessary equa-
tion can be extracted from the tangential momentum equation by weighting 
its residual with the function $ (r, 0) = sinm0J (S r . This pro-
mn ' m\ mn / 
cedure will be justified rigorously after the differential equations 
governing the behavior of the A's are derived. 
Applying the Galerkin method in the manner described above yields 
the desired differential equations. Since the integrals given by Eqs. 
(30U) for m = 0 differ from those for m ^ 0. the cases of radial and 
tangential modes will be treated separately. 
Equations Governing Tangential Modes. The equations which 
describe the behavior of the unknown A's for m / 0 can be written in 
the following form: 
Continuity: 
£ = _ X*k _e A + I /g2 _ m 2 K V + m2 ( ^ 
2 z n o\ mn 1/ 71 n i t ' 
nu ,_ 
+ — £ 
z 
e 
A (t) - A (t-f) p pv ' 
Radia l Momentum: 
dA 
dt 
H _ •1 
Y I p p 
A - 3 J £ K A A 2 „ j ! L K A A A h I 2 p Tl ¥ I K3 p Tft 
(306) 
, 1 m 1 ^ . , 2 
+ T « — -̂ — K, A A„ 
4 S I 4p ( 
mn p K b 
Tangential Momentum: 
dAr 
d t " v l P Y P 
A -
S 2 




d ^ dA 
_ Xzi _ £ = _ 




 +£ r 2 VPVH +1 r VpW (308) 
e P P p 
rP u i 
r e e 1 
I z I 
Equation of S t a t e 
\ - H A -P 
1 - ^ I " 2 u. A + 3 ( Y - 1 I S 2 2 
p o mn 5 p T] (309) 
+ ^ m2K.A A^ 
° 6 P C 
The constants K. which appear in the above equations are defined in 
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terms of the integrals of the Bessel functions as follows 
J_ ( 2 )(m,n) J 0
W ( m , n ) 
Ki=7WTT ; K^=7W~T (310) 
j y ' (m,n) J2
V (m,n) 
J5
( l°(m,n) J u
( l f ) (m,^ 
^ " j ^ (m,n) ' 5 ~ J x
l 2 ) (m,n) 
J3
( U )(m,n) J;L
(1+) (m,n) 
3 " J 2
( 2 ) (m,n) ' 6 ~ J ; L
( 2 ) (ra,n) 
These constants are evaluated in Appendix B. As a result of the 
integration over the length of the combustor the average quantities 




ep(z)dz Iu == -£- \
 eil2dz (311) 
p z -
K e o e o 
From Eqs. (305) through (309) a number of interesting observa-
tions can be made. The 0-integrals associated with the quadratically 
nonlinear terms (see Eqs. 30^c, d, and e) all vanish for m / 0, thus 
all of the nonlinear terms appearing in these equations consists of 
products of three dependent variables; that is, they are cubically 
nonlinear. This result is in harmony with the results of Chapter VI; 
that is, to second order no nonlinearities sire obtained with a series 
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consisting of a single tangential mode. Under the assumption of small 
mean flow Mach number, cubic nonlinearities were neglected in the 
expressions for w' and Q/. As a result the response of the combustion 
process and the nozzle to pressure oscillations is linear in this case. 
The nonlinear terms on the right hand side of Eq. (306) are 
seen to differ from those in Eq. (307). Consequently it is expected 
that the quasi-potential functions A and A^ will not be equals which 
implies that the unsteady flow will be rotational. This is strictly a 
nonlinear effect because the linearized versions of Eqs. (306) and (307) 
indicate that A and A.. can differ at most only by a constant, which is 
equivalent to potential flow. This result is consistent with the 
analysis of Chapter III where it was shown that for low Mach number 
flows the generation of vorticity is a third, order effect. 
Equations Governing Radial Modes. The governing differential 
equations for radial modes (m = 0) are given below: 
Continuity: 
if = S0nVSl " S0n(K2 " Ki)ApA^ (312> 
n u rr -1 r i o 
+ — - { A (t) - A (t-f) + K' ^=± A^(t) - nA (t)A (t-f) 
z IL p p J 1L 2 p p p 





d ^ _ 
dt 
K' 
- L A + S^ IV + f-̂ -V ' 









1 +' r>P 
P 
i -1 <3A p u -, 0 
- ^ - -* - - — f \ - fey* oa*) dt Y I dt 
P e p 
p K£ n u ^ r 
- S^ ^ A A A, ^ A (t) - A (t-T) 
On I p T\h z I L p w p 1 
P e P 
\ 
Equation of S ta t e 
\-[^m 
K,. _ - l JK 
1 + I^IA 
I p 7 p J 
Li I \ 2 u/ p 
P p K 
(315) 
+ ^ S^ K 'J? + ^ S^ ^ A A 
2 On 2 "n 2 On I n 
P M 
The cons tan t s K.' d i f f e r from those corresponding to t a n g e n t i a l modes; 




Ki = - T P I ; Kh = "iT2l (3l6) 
1 J^W) K J2
(2)(0?n) 
Jp
(3)(0?n) J . ^ ^ n ) 
2 ^h^ ' 5 t^~; 
K3 = J2
(2)(0,n) ; ^ = J (2,(0,n) 
The case of radial mode instability is interesting because the 
governing differential equations contain both quadratic and cubic 
nonlinearities as well as a nonlinear combustion mass source. The 
nonlinear driving terms appear in the continuity equation (Eq. 312) 
and are of quadratic form. Additional quadratically nonlinear terms 
arise from the quasi-steady nozzle boundary condition; one of these 
terms accounts for the effect of transverse velocity components on the 
27 
unsteady flow through the nozzle . The remaining nonlinear terms arise 
from the chamber gasdynamics. The radial mode case therefore provides 
an opportunity to study the relative importance of nonlinearities 
associated with the various physical phenomena of combustion instability. 
Numerical Solution and Initial Conditions 
The differential equations which describe the unknown amplitudes 
can be solved numerically by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method as 
described in Appendix C. In order to start the integration of these 
equations the values of A , Aw, A„, and A must be specified at the 
P T C P 
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initial time t = 0 (A. is eliminated from the equations with the aid 
of the equation of state) . Furthermore A (t) must be given as a 
function of time for -f ̂  t <. 0. Rather than consider an arbitrary-
choice of the initial conditions, it will be assumed that an acoustic 
oscillation is initially present in the conibustor. Under these cir-
cumstances the initial values of A . A„. and Ar can all be related to 
p T] t, 
the pressure A from the acoustic solutions. 
P 
The acoustic solutions in terms of the quasi-potentials are 
easily obtained by solving the linearized equations for the case of no 
mean flow. These equations are obtained from Eqs. (305) through (309) 
by introducing u s = 0 and dropping all nonlinear terms and are shown 
b elow: 
dA 
at* = (C - A X + mVc (317) 
dA , 
—U = - i A (318) 
dt y p ' 
^C l 
dT = - H (319) 
dA dA 
R = Y T T * (320) 
dt  dt 
The last of these was obtained by combining the energy equation and the 
equation of state to eliminate A^. Differentiating Eq. (317) and. intro-
28U 
ducing Eqs. (318) and (319) y i e l d s 
d2A 
B. _ Q2 
Y o = - o 
Y ,. 2 ran p 
= - S l A (321) 
d t ' 
while differentiating Eq. (320) and substituting the result into Eq. 
(321) produces a second order differential equation describing A (t): 
2 
d A 
—?£- + S 2 A = 0 (322) 
dt2 ^ P 
Equation (322) describes a simple harmonic oscillator of natural 
frequency S as expected. Assuming that the pressure A attains its 
^ J mn p 
maximum value at t = 0: that is, A (0) = P..., A'(0) = 0 the solution to 
' p ' M' p ' 
Eq. (322) becomes: 
A (t) = PA/rcosS t (323) 
pv ; M mn v^ -" 
The quantities A 5 A . and A,. are related to A (t) by introducing 
Eq. (323) into Eqs. (318) through (320) and performing the integrations. 
Since the acoustic quantities oscillate about the undisturbed condition 
all arbitrary constants that arise will be taken to be zero. Thus the 
following relations are obtained: 
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p 
A (t) = — cosS t (321+) 
\™ = A C ( t ) " ^ - ^ i r n i * (325) 
1 b T mn 
The initial conditions will therefore be expressed in the following form: 
Ap(0) = PM (326) 
A(0) = 1 / Y P M 
A^O) = A^(0) = 0 
Although Eqs. (326) were derived for tangential modes, repeating the 
analysis with m == 0 yields the same results., except that A^(0) does not 
appear. 
Justification of the Treatment of the Tangential Momentum Equation 
In deriving Eqs. (307) it was necessary to depart from the 
conventional Galerkin procedure and weight the residual of the tangential 
momentum equation with $ (r, 9) = sinmOJ IS rJ which was not included 
mn y m\ mn / 
in the assumed expansion of the dependent variables. This procedure 
can now be justified by expanding the dependent variables in terms of 
the two sets of functions: 
Y (r, 8) = cosmGJ (s r) (327) 
mnv ' ' m\ mn / 
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s (r, 0) = sinmGJ (s r) (328) 
mn m\ mn / 
This expansion is similar to that employed in the solution of the second 
order equation in order to account for the possibility of spinning 
waves. Retaining only one mode in the series the dependent variables are 
expressed in the following form: 
£' = A (t)Y J r , 0) + B (t)$ (r, 0) (329) 
K p ' mn J p J mn 
71 = A^(t)Y (r, 0) +B,n(t)$ (r, 0) 
1 T] mnv ' ' T\ mn v ' ' 
C =Ar(t)Y (r, 9) +Br(t)$ (r, 0) 
t ' mn t mn 
p' = A (t)Y (r, 9) + B (t)$ (r, 0) 
* P nin ' P mn ' 
h' = A, (t)Y (r, 0) + B,(t)§ (r,8) 
s h mn J h ' mn 
Applying the Galerkin orthogonality conditions to the residual 
of the tangential momentum equation (formed by introducing Eqs. (329) 
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P 
(331) 
1 S ' 
4 1 5 
p L p 7K 
J B B + A A B - 3A A B 1 
P Tl C P C T| p 71 U 
+ irrK6 ] B
2 - B A2 - A A B + 3A A B 
P C P C P G £ P C C-
Equation (330) , which describes the behavior of A (t) , was obtained by 
weighting the residual of the tangential momentum equation with 
sinmGJ (s rJ. This equation differs from its counterpart, Eq. (307) > 
by the presence of nonlinear coupling terms between the B's and the A's. 
Similarly Eq. (331) was obtained by weighting the residual of the 
tangential momentum equation with cosmGJ (S r). 
m\ mn / 
Assume that A (t) , A (t) , A (t) , and A (t) are unspecified 
functions of time and the B's are the zero functions, that is 
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B (t) = B„(t) = B (t) = B (t) = 0 (332) 
p T] C P 
dB dB 
In addition to Eq. (331) expressions for the derivatives -rrj TJ-'J and 
dB 
*2- are obtained by weighting the appropriate residuals with 
dt 
sinmGJ (S r ) . In each of these expressions terms which involve only 
m\ ran / 
the A's are lacking, as the 6-integrals corresponding to these terms 
are found to vanish. Therefore, introducing Eq. (332) into these 
equations yields the result: 
dB dB^ dBr dB 
_e. = _J=__i = _£ = 0 (333) 
dt dt dt dt KJDDJ 
which is independent of the values of the A's. It Is thus seen that a 
solution involving only A's satisfies the more general differential 
equations obtained when the dependent variables are expanded In terms of 
both $ and Y . In other words, if only the A's are initially present mn ran 7 ° ° ^ 
the B's will not be excited. Introducing Eq. (332) into Eq. (330) 
yields: 
dA . S 2 2 
T T - = - -T- A - r - ^ KrA AJU + T^T- K.A kr 
dt Y 1 P ^ -1 5 p ^ C 41 6 p C 
P P P 
which is identical to Eq. (307). Thus it is seen that when the 
dependent variables are expanded only in terms of Y (r, 8), weighting 
the residual Er with $ = sinm9Jm(s r ) yields correct results. Q mn m\ mn J ° 
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Numerical Results and Discussion 
Using the third order theory numerical solutions were obtained 
for the fo.llo-wi.ng two cases: (l) the approximate solutions consisted 
of the first tangential (IT) mode only, and (2) the approximate solu-
tions consisted of the first radial mode (lR) only. The systems of 
differential equations governing these two cases differed in several 
respects. The equations controlling the "behavior of the 1R mode con-
tained both quadratic and cubic nonlineariti.es while the corresponding 
equations for the IT mode involved only cubically nonlinear terms. The 
radial mode equations contained nonlineariti.es in the combustion mass 
source term whereas a nonlinear driving term was missing in the equa-
tions for the IT mode. Although stable limit cycles and triggering 
limits were obtained in both cases, the numerical results show that the 
above-mentioned differences are important. The important characteristics 
of these solutions will now be summarized. 
In order to obtain specific numerical, solutions, the steady 
state velocity u(z) and density pf(z) must be known. By using a specific 
31 -combustion model, such as Priem's vaporization rate model , u(z) and 
p*(z) could be determined by numerically integrating the steady state 
conservation equations where the droplet-gas interaction has been taken 
into account. To avoid the necessity of making such lengthy calculations 
the velocity distribution il(z) will be assumed to be linear. It can be 
5 
shown that under low Mach number conditions the linear velocity distri-
bution corresponds to a uniformly distributed combustion process. Also 
It ha,s been shown in Chapter V that the effect of a nonuniform steady 
state density is negligible for small Mach number mean flows, therefore 
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it will be assumed that p(z) = 1 for these calculations. Under the 
above assumptions the appropriate integrals are given by: 
I = 1/3 u2 ; 1 = 1 
u /J e ' p 
First Tangential Mode 
Numerical solutions of Eqs . (305) through (309) (for m = 1) were 
obtained fcr values of n and f in the immediate vicinity of the IT mode 
neutral stability limit (the linear stability limits were obtained by 
applying the Galerkin method to the system of linearized perturbation 
equations as given in Chapter V). Stable limit cycles were found in 
the region above the neutral stability limit for T < 2.1, while for 
larger values of f the possibility of triggering combustion oscillations 
exists in the region below the neutral stability curve. This latter 
result is in contrast to the predictions of the second order theory for 
which no triggering of the IT mode was obtained. 
Characteristics of the Solutions. Pressure and velocity wave-
forms at the outer wall (r = 1) are shown for both stable and unstable 
limit cycles in Figs. (55) a-nd (56) . These curves were computed from 
the values of A (t) and A (t) by using Eq. (292) , thus at the pressure 
anti-node 9 = 0 the wall pressure is given by: 
p'(l, 0, t) = J-.CS-.-.UCt) =0.58.187 Aft) (33^) 
At the wall only the tangential velocity component is present; its value 
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is given by w' = - Q = - sin0Jn (S-.-,r) Af(t) which at the velocity anti-
node 9 = TT/2 becomes : 
w '(1, TT/2, t) = - O.58.I87 Ac(t) (335) 
As seen from Figs. (55) and (56) the pressure and velocity 
waveforms are nearly sinusoidal in shape, thus they are nearly symmetric 
about the time axis. This result does not agree with the results of 
the second order theory, where pressure waveforms characterized by 
sharp peaks and shallow troughs were obtained. The inability of the 
third order theory to predict nonlinear waveforms can be traced to 
differences in the manner in which the approximate solutions were con-
structed. In the second order analysis only the velocity potential $ 
was expanded in terms of the acoustic eigenfunctions, and the pressure 
was computed from the momentum equation, an expression containing 
quadratic nonlinearities. Furthermore higher frequency modes were 
retained in the series. Both of these effects introduce a strong 
second harmonic distortion to the pressure waveform. In the present 
case, however, the pressure perturbation itself was expanded in terms 
of the acoustic eigenfunctions and only one term was retained. As a 
result the sources of second harmonic distortion are lost. A small 
third harmonic component of the pressure waveform is expected to arise 
from the cubic nonlinearities in the governing differential equations, 
but this effect does not result in a peaked waveform. 
Another effect of retaining only one mode in the series expansion 
0.6 
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Wall Pressure Perturbation, p (1, 0, t) 
Wall Velocity Perturbation, w'(l, rr/2j t) 
Figure 56. Third. Order Wall Pressure and Velocity Waveforms for the IT Mode at an 
Unstable Limit Cycle. 
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for p' is the lack of higher harmonics in the angular dependence of the 
pressure waveforms; that is, at any instant p' ~ cos0. Suppose that at 
time t = tn and at 0 = 0 the pressure attains a maximum value at the -wall 
which exceeds unity, say p' > 1. According to the assumed spatial 
' max 
variation of p', the pressure perturbation at that instant on the 
opposite side of the chamber (e = TT) will be p' = -p' < -1. This 
max 
corresponds to a negative pressure (l + p') which is physically impos-
sible. Thus it is seen that a region of negative pressure is predicted 
if the pressure amplitude exceeds unity at the wall. Negative pressures 
will also occur as a result of the symmetry of the pressure-time wave-
form, thus if p' > 1 at a certain instant, one-half period later 
p' < -1. It follows from the above discussion that the applicability 
of the third order theory using a one-mode series must be restricted to 
regions of the (n, f) plane for which the computed pressure amplitude 
does not exceed unity. It is expected that this limitation can be 
removed by adding more modes to the series expansion at the cost of 
increased computation time. 
Examination of the computed values of A (t) and A-(t) reveal 
that these functions are nearly equal.; the agreement was found to three 
significant digits. Thus the numerical calculations confirm the results 
of Chapter III that the vorticity of the unsteady flow is small. 
Dependence of Solutions Upon Combustion Parameters. A survey of 
For the numerical solutions presented in this chapter it was 
assumed that the variation of steady state properties was 
negligible; that is, p(z) = 1. Otherwise the proper criterion 
for physically meaningful solutions is p' > -p(z). 
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the (n, f) plane "was conducted by computing the limiting periodic 
solutions for various values of n along lines of constant f. The 
results of this study are presented in Figs. (57) and (58) as plots 
of pressure amplitude as a function of the vertical distance 6 from 
the neutral stability limit. These curves exhibit the familiar 
parabolic shape "which was obtained "with the second order theory. 
Figure (5?) shows the behavior at smaller values of f (T < 2.1) . 
In this case stable limit cycles are obtained in the linearly unstable 
region; the pressure amplitude is zero at the neutral stability limit 
and increases as 6 increases. Thus it is impossible to trigger the IT 
mode (in the linearly stable region) for these values of f. It can also 
be seen from these figures that for a given value of 6 the pressure 
amplitude increases as f increases. 
The above results are in qualitative agreement "with those 
obtained from the second order theory, however, for a given value of 
6 the third order analysis predicts a much larger amplitude. This 
difference in the magnitude of the final amplitude predicted by the two 
theories can be attributed to differences in the nonlinear mechanisms 
which limit the amplitude. In the second order analysis the only non-
linear mechanism obtained was the coupling between modes in which energy 
is transferred tc the stable modes. These cross-coupling terms are not 
obtained in the present analysis because only one mode is included in 
the series expansion. In this case the amplitude is limited by the 
cubically nonlinear self-coupling terms, an effect which was neglected 
in the second order theory. 
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figure 57• Third Order Stable Limit Cycles for the 
First Tangential Mode. 
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possible to trigger combustion oscillations, a result not obtained 
with the second order theory (for the IT mode) . For given values of 
6 and T the point on the corresponding curve is a measure of the size 
of the initial disturbance necessary to trigger combustion instability. 
A disturbance slightly larger than this threshold value was found to 
grow without limit, thus no stable limit cycles were found in this 
region. As the curves indicate, the triggering amplitude increases 
as one moves away from the neutral stability limit (decreasing n) until 
the pressure at the wall becomes negative. Thus this analysis was 
unable to predict the minimum value of n below which it is impossible 
to trigger the IT mode. It is also observed from Fig. (58) that for 
a constant displacement 6 a smaller disturbance is required to trigger 
instability as f increases. 
For both stable and unstable limit cycles the frequency of 
oscillation was found to be close to that of the acoustic IT mode and 
was found to decrease slightly with increasing amplitude. This behavior 
is in qualitative agreement with the results obtained with the second 
order theory when the 1R mode was included in the expansion of $. 
First Radial Mode 
The nonlinear behavior of the 1R mode was investigated by solving 
Eqs. (312) through (315) numerically for different values of n and f. 
Unlike the IT mode, stable limit cycles for 1R mode instability were 
found in the vicinity of the neutral stability limit for both linearly 
stable and unstable values of n and T. For values of n and f in the 
linearly stable region an unstable limit cycle (i.e. a triggering limit) 
was found with an amplitude below that of the stable limit cycle. These 
_ 1 O 
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solutions are qualitatively similar to those obtained for the 1R mode 
with the aid of the second order theory and a one-mode expansion (see 
Chapter VT). 
Characteristics of the Solutions. Typical pressure and velocity 
•waveforms are shown in Fig. (59) for an unstable limit cycle and in 
Fig. (60) for a stable limit cycle. The pressure was calculated from 
the value of A (t) according to Eq. (292) as follows: 
p'(r, 9, t)= A (t)J0(sQ1r) (336) 
which shows that the pressure perturbation is independent of 9. Since 
the Bessel function Jn has its maximum value when the argument is zero 
(i.e. J„(0) = l) the amplitude of the pressure oscillation is greatest 
at the chamber axis (r = 0). There is a pressure node at an intermedi-
ate radial position and at the wall the pressure is 180° out of phase 
with respect to the pressure at the axis. The pressure waveforms at 
the axis (r = 0) and the wall (r = l) are presented in Figs. (59) and-
(60) and are given by: 
P'(O, e, t) = Ap(t) (337) 
p'(l, G, t) = - 0.140276 A (t) 
For radial modes, only the radial component of the velocity perturbation 
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Figure 59- Third Order Pressure and Velocity Waveforms for the 1R 
Mode at an Unstable Limit Cycle. 
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Figure 60. Third Order Pressure and Velocity Waveforms for the 
XR Mode at a Stable Limit Cycle. 
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v' = \ = - S01Jl(S01rX(t) (338) 
From Eq. (338) it is seen that the velocity vanishes at both the axis 
and the wall, consequently the velocity waveforms are computed at the 
velocity anti-node (r = O.U805.I) . At this position J^S^r) = O.58187 
and Eq. (338) becomes 
v'(rm, 9, t) = - 2.2296 A^t) (339) 
In contrast to the case of the IT mode, the function A (t) for 
' p 
the 1R mode was not symmetric with respect to the time axis. Instead 
a plot of A (t) resembles a sine wave that has been shifted upwards, 
and it does not appear that A (t) will fall below -1 even for very 
large peak values. According to Eqs. (337) therefore the pressure 
waveforms at stations between the center of the chamber and the pressure 
node will have high peaks and shallow troughs similar to those obtained 
with the second order theory. On the other hand similar waveforms at 
stations between the node and the wall are seen to exhibit the opposite 
behavior; that is, the peaks are suppressed and the minima are 
exaggerated. For sufficiently large peak values of A (t) (approximately 
2.̂ +8) the solution will predict a negative pressure at the wall. As in 
the case of the single IT mode expansion the applicability of the 
theory is restricted, by the occurrence of a negative pressure at some 
point in the chamber. In the case of the 1R mode, however, the 
restriction on the pressure amplitude is seen to be less severe. It is 
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believed that the addition of higher radial modes to the series expan-
sion will remedy this situation. 
Effect of Combustion Parameters. An investigation of the 
behavior of triggered first radial mode instability was made for 
operating conditions in the vicinity of the neutral stability limit. 
The results of this study are shown in Fig. (6l) as plots of limiting 
pressure amplitude as a function of n for constant values of f. For 
values of n in the linearly stable region (§ < 0) each of these curves 
has two branches, the upper branch corresponds to stable limit cycles 
while the lower branch corresponds to unstable limit cycles or trigger-
ing limits. These curves show that as f is increased the combustion 
oscillations are more easily triggered and the amplitude of the result-
ing oscillations is higher. It is also observed that there is a 
minimum value of n (or §) below which it is impossible to trigger 
combustion instability. This value of 6, referred to as 6,, is seen 
to decrease (i.e. become more negative) with increasing f which 
indicates that the nonlinearly unstable range in n, for which triggered 
instability is possible, becomes larger with increasing time-lag. These 
results are in good qualitative agreement with those obtained for the 
XR mode with the second order equations (see also Figs. (U5) and (U6)). 
Effect of Various Types of Nonlinearities. The third order 
analysis of 1R mode instability is the only case considered in this 
investigation for which nonlinearities arising from all three major 
sources are included; that is, the gasdynamics of the combustor, the 
combustion process, and the nozzle. Furthermore it is the only case 
considered for which both quadratically and cubically nonlinear terms 
(p ' ) T 2 . U 
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are obtained. The relative importance of these various terms was 
determined by considering the following three cases: (l) all terms 
were retained, (2) all cubically nonlinear terms were removed (the 
nonlinear combustion effect was quadratic and was therefore retained) , 
and (3) the nonlinear combustion terms were dropped but all others 
were retained. For a point in the linearly stable region (f = 0.8l989j 
n = 0.532̂ -1) with all terms retained (Case l) a triggering limit was 
found with a peak chamber pressure of 0.220. An initial disturbance 
with a slightly larger amplitude was found to reach a stable limiting 
amplitude of 2.I3. Dropping the cubic terms (Case 2) changed the 
amplitudes of both stable and unstable limit cycles by only a few 
percent (amplitudes of 2.0U and 0.215 respectively) . However if the 
nonlinear driving terms are neglected (Case III) the amplitude of the 
triggering limit is reduced to 0.155 and. the upper stable limit cycle 
was not obtained, that is, the solutions continued to grow indefinitely. 
This latter result is consistent with the third order solutions for 
the IT mode, for which no nonlinear combustion terms appeared in the 
governing differential equations. 
From the above results it can be concluded that the nonlinear 
combustion source is very important in determining the nonlinear 
stability characteristics of the first radial mode for this system, 
especially for determining the limiting amplitude of triggered insta-
bility. On the ether hand the cubically nonlinear terms arising from 




The primary objective of the present investigation was the 
development of a new analytical technique to be used in the solution 
of nonlinear combustion instability problems. Such a method should be 
relatively easy to apply and should require relatively little computa-
tion time. These requirements were found to be satisfied by the 
Galerkin method, which was modified to accommodate the complicated 
boundary conditions associated with combustion instability problems. 
The Galerkin method was used to obtain approximate solutions for 
both linear and nonlinear combustion instability problems, with emphasis 
on the more interesting case of nonlinear transverse instability. The 
applicability of the modified Galerkin method to the solution of linear 
problems was demonstrated by showing that the approximate solutions 
were in excellent agreement with those obtained by more exact mathemati-
cal techniques. 
In the nonlinear studies both second order and third order 
theories were developed. In the second order analysis it was assumed 
that the amplitude of the pressure oscillations was moderate and the 
Mach number of the steady state flow was small. It was shown that under 
these conditions the unsteady flow was irrotational and it could be 
described with the aid of a velocity potential. The resulting second 
order wave equations were combined to obtain a single governing partial 
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differential equation which was solved with the aid of the Galerkin 
method. In the third order theory the amplitude restriction was 
relaxed, and to obtain the appropriate solutions it was necessary to 
solve a system of differential equations. In order to evaluate the 
two theories numerical solutions were obtained for the unsteady flow 
for a particular combustor configuration. It was assumed that the 
nozzle response was quasi-steady and that the combustion mass source 
was described by Crocco's time-lag hypothesis. In these studies 
particular emphasis was placed on the nonlinear behavior of the first 
tangential and first radial modes. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of the numerical results presented in this thesis 
the following conclusions were drawn: 
(1) With a judicious choice of the assumed series expansion, 
the modified Galerkin method can be successfully applied in the solution 
of nonlinear combustion instability problems. The numerical solution 
of the resulting ordinary differential equations will, in most cases, 
require much less computer time than a finite difference solution of 
the original partial differential equations. 
(2) The Galerkin method can predict the following experimentally 
observed nonlinear phenomena: (a) the final, amplitude attained in an 
unstable engine, (b) "triggering" of instability by finite amplitude 
disturbances in a linearly stable engine, (c) nonlinear pressure wave-
forms, and (d) the dependence of the frequency on amplitude. 
(3) The following nonlinear mechanisms were found to be 
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important in determining the nonlinear stability characteristics of 
the system: (a) the transfer of energy between modes, (b) the self-
coupling of a mode with itself, and (c) a nonlinear combustion mass 
source. 
(h) The self-coupling mechanism was found to be very important 
in the initiation of triggered instability, while the nonlinear driving 
mechanism was important in the determination of the final amplitude 
of triggered instability. 
(5) With a reasonable expenditure of computer time it is 
possible to use the Galerkin method in the determination of the non-
linear behavior of an engine as a function of the pertinent system 
parameters. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Additional insight into the various nonlinear aspects of combus-
tion instability should be obtained by applying the modified Galerkin 
method to more general problems than those considered in this thesis. 
A few of these possibilities will now be briefly mentioned. 
According to Crocco's time-lag model, which was used exclusively 
in this investigation, the burning rate was influenced only by the 
pressure or by properties that could be directly correlated to the 
pressure. Since it is known that transverse velocity effects can also 
be important, it is highly desirable to account for these effects by 
the use of more realistic combustion models. One such possibility is 
the use of Priem's vaporization rate model . 
Additional problems whose solutions should be attempted with 
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the aid of the modified Galerkin method are as follows: 
(.1) The development of a third order theory in which the 
solutions for the dependent variables are described by multi-mode 
series expansions. 
(2) Modification of the assumed series expansions to include 
the possibility of three-dimensional oscillations. 
(3) Replace the quasi-steady nozzle boundary condition with a 
more general nonlinear nozzle admittance relation. 
(k) Include the effects of the liquid droplets upon the wave 
motion. 
It is hoped that the results presented in this thesis along with 
the solutions of the suggested problems will lead to a better under-
standing of the nonlinear aspects of combustion instability and that 




EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS WHICH APPEAR IN THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
THAT DESCRIBE THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MODE-AMPLITUDES 
Expressions for the coefficients occurring in Eqs. (220) and (221) 
of Chapter VI will now be derived. The acoustic, damping, and nonlinear 
terms will be treated separately, and the values of all coefficients will 
be normalized so that the coefficient of the highest order derivative is 
unity. 
Acoustic Terms 
The terms of Eqs. (220) and (221) which arise from the acoustic 
wave operator are obtained by evaluating the volume integrals of the 
residual R (i.e. Eq. (217a)) using the weighting functions Y and 
ac \jk 
y . W e i g h t i n g w i t h v . t h e a c o u s t i c p a r t of Eq. (220) becomes 
h j k \ j k 
ac 
E S S 
I, m n 
.a2A 
d t 
^ + fs2 + ^ \ 
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The i n t e g r a l s occur r ing in the acous t i c t e rns are found i n any s tandard 
t a b l e of i n t e g r a l s and are given by: 
/EJTZ hrrz , _. 
cos cos dz = 0 
z z 
o e e 
U t h) (A2) 
= z e /2 U = h / 0 ) 
= z (I = h = 0) 
e 
,2TT 
s inm0 s i n j B d0 = 0 (m -f j ) o r (in = 0 o r j = 0) 
= TT (m = j / 0) 
,2rr 
cosm.9 c o s j 0 d6 = 0 (m ^ j ) 
= TT (m = :i ^ o) 
= 2rr (m = J = 0) 
,2n 
cosm0 s i n j 0 d8 = 0 
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J.IS . r J. S ., r )rdr = 0 
0\ jn / j \ jk 
(n / k) 
2 2 q _ n 
dh: 
2S 
J iW: J \ j 
Jk 
(n = k) 
which express the orthogonality properties of the acoustic eigenfunc-
tions. When these expressions are introduced into Eqs. (Al) it is seen 
that all of the terms in the series vanish except for the term corres-
ponding to I = h , m = j , and n = k, which yields: 
ac 
. r.d V 
dt 
2 2 
2 + lSjk + ^T >* •' ' X -XJ (A3) 
Z 
r> e 2hrrz -, cos —— dz 
.2TT 2 ,J. 
sin jQ dG JT( S ., r )rdr 
Jo jV J k 
A similar expression results when the weighting functions Y are used. 
% k 
Equations(220) were obtained by dividing the equations resulting 
directly from the Galerkin method by the coefficient of the highest 
2 2 
order derivative (i.e. d Â  ,, /dt ) so that the coefficient of this term 












sin j6 dO 
,1 2(s A 
.A .ikV 
J .1 fc> ., r jrdr 




c o s 2 — dz J cos2je d6 J J2(s.kr)rdr 
which correspond to weighting the residuals with YA and YR res-
li J k hjk 
pectively. The resulting expressions for the acoustic parts appear in 
Eqs. (220) and (221). 
Terms Involving the First Derivative 
The terms involving the first derivative which appear in Eqs. 
(220) and (.221) arise from the influence of the steady state flow, the 
nozzle, and the combustion process. From Eq. (210) it is seen that 




-R - E. |Y rdrdGdz | -R - R Y : 
J L u cj n 
r2TT „.l 
o o 
] Y (r,9,z ,t)rdrd9 (A5) 
e n e 
where R , R , and B are given by Eqs. (217) and (218). Using the 
weighting function Y. and the orthogonality properties given by Eqs 
hjk 
(A2) the terms appearing in Eq. (A5) become: 
I = T. u 
z 
n e _ 
j' du In: 
Y — cos — 
. J dz z 
hnz 
cos dz - 2— 
z z 
<m r _ . i-nz hTTZ 
e o 
u sin cos dz x 
z z J 
31^ 
dA „2n ? 




J " S . , r r d r 
J \ Jk 
I = c yn 
v r ^ k ^ k 
r L dt dt 
( t - ? ) 
du -fnz hnz _ 
-— cos cos dz x 
dz z z 




!je de J ^(^V1 
h = *r % f- v l+h d \ j k dt 
^2n r1 .2 
: in jG d9 J J - I S r I rdr 
•where I . = - ( I + 1 + O . Combining E q s . (A6) y i e l d s t h e f o l l o w i n g 
d u c B 
e x p r e s s i o n f o r t h e f i r s t d e r i v a t i v e t e rms a p p e a r i n g i n E q s . ( 2 2 0 ) : 
<1A, ., r-
^ = - | l - c ^ 




_ / N . £TTZ hnz n 1 
u(z ) s m cos dz 
z z J 
dA„ ... 
+ - i ^ ( t - f ) a t yn 
du £nz hnz _, 
-— cos cos dz 
dz z z 
o e e 
2TT p r*l 
s i n jG dG •^(v ,rdr 
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The integrals involving the steady state velocity which appear in Eq. 
(A7) are evaluated in Appendix B. The corresponding terms in Eqs. (221) 
which are obtained by weighting with Y , are found from Eqs. (A7) by 
%-k 
replacing A, ., and siniG with Bn .. and cosiQ. The coefficients K(£, h) 
hjk ° hjk 
and K (£, h) are obtained by normalizing Eqs. (A7) by the appropriate 
T 
factor from Eqs. (AU) which yields Eqs. (222) of Chapter VI. 
Nonlinear Coupling Terms 
The coefficients of the nonlinear coupling terms which appear in 
Eqs. (220) and (221) will now be derived by evaluating the weighted 
integrals of the appropriate nonlinear residuals in Eq. (210). These 
terms are given by: 
, e -2TT 
\ = ~ 
o o o 




where R and R are defined by Eqs. (217b) and (217c). These nonli-
1 2 
near coefficients involve definite integrals of products of three tri-
gonometric or Bessel functions as shown below: 
Zi (l9X9h) 
£TTZ XTTZ hnz 
cos-— cos cos dz 
z z z 
e e e 
(A9) 
Zis(^,X,h) = 
^ e . £TTZ . XTTZ hrrz _, 
s m s m cos dz 
z z z 
o e e e 
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r2n 
I (m?Moj) = sinm6 sinjj.0 sinjG 




I (m?LL,.;i) = cosmG sinu.0 sinjG 
r2rr 
I (m,(j,,j) = cosm6 COSIJLG sinjQ dG 
CCS J 
o 
I c c c(m^j) = 
2n 
cosmQ cos|i6 cosjQ 
J i n ( m 5 n ; u 5 v ; j 5 k ) = \ J ( s r \ j ( s r \ j . ( s . , r \ r d r 
Jl2(m,n;il,v;d )̂ =J J ^ K i V h l V I ^ 
/_ M 
Ji0(m,n;u,v;j,k) = P j'fs r\j'(S rjJ .(s .,r jrdr 3V ' 5M° Jd y J m\ mn / u\ LLV / J\ jk / 
Although analytical expressions for the trigonometric integrals are 
readily obtained;, one must resort to numerical analysis to evaluate the 
integrals of the Bessel functions. These integrals are treated in Appen-
dix B where analytical expressions and numerical values are presented. 
There it is shown that the azimuthal integrals I (m,^,j) and I^^o(m,^?j) 
CCS 
vanish for all integral values of m,p,, and 
Expressions for the coefficients C-, and Cp of Eqs. (220) are 
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obtained by using the weighting function Y. in Eq. (A8) . The terms 
\ j k 
appearing in Eq. (A8) "become: 
* \ 
-R 
Z , Z {Aton-^C s m nV
Z io (*'X 'h ) l 8 BB
( m '> i '^J 13 ( , , 1 'n 5 , i 'V 5 ; , 'k ) + 1 £,m,n A. ,|j,,v 
(AlOa) 
+ mp-Zi (<t,\,h)l (m?Moj)ji (m,n;p, ,v; j ,k) + 
d. 
+ lX\z~) z i s ( ^ ^ '
n ) I s s s ^
m ^ ? j ) J i ^ m j n ^ v j j j k ) ] + 
dB 
+ B 
^ L V 
-tmn dt 
S S Zi ( ^ L h ) l (m,LL ,-j) Ji„ (m,n;LL ,v: j ,k) + L mn \±v c ' ' ' ccs ^ ? u / 3^ > ' ^ ? t J ? ' 
+ npZi ( ^ ? ^ ? h ) l (m?M , ,j) J i (m,n ;M, ? v; j ? k) + 
L- 0 0 0 C-
+ lXi~-J Zi s(-t^,h)lc c g(m? M j ? j) J^Cmjn^.v^^k) 
dB 
+ A h£± s ^ s , ,N 1 z i ^^^ ' h ) I ^oo^ 5 m ? a)J ' i 0 (m ? n; ) i ? v; j ? k) -'turn (it L mn |j,v c v ?" ?"' ~ c s s xr~ >"~>a/ " 3 
- my,Zi U,X,h)l (m?M,,j)ji (m,n;p, ,v; j ,k) + 
CSS 





£mn d t 
S S Zi ( £ , \ , h ) l (m ? j , ? j ) J i ( m , n ; | i 5 v ; j 5 k ) . run LLv c Coo 2> 
- miaZi ( ^ , \ , h ) l ( | i , m , j ) j i ( m , n ; | i , v ; j , k ) + 
C C S o £_ 
z 
^ ( f - ) Z i s ( ^ A ? h ) l c s s ( m , M i ? j ) j i i ( m , n ; M , ? v ; j , k ) ] | 
"N. 
- E E 
2 £ ,m,n X ,|i ,v 
dA dB. 
A _ M i i (m ? M o j ) + B„ — ^ 1 (m ? M o j ) + (AlOb) . Imn d t s s s v >^'<" ^mn a t C c s
v >^>oy 
dB, dA 
+ A, — ^ I ( n , m , j ) + B. - - ^ I (m ? M o j ) £mn d t e s s r ' J o y -urin d t e s s ^70/ 
where I = -
P P 
x LSmn + -^-|zic(^A?h) J^Cmjn^jVjjjk)! 
e 
21 + (Y-1)I.T • Combining Eqs. (AlO) and introducing 
the result that Iooc, = I000 = 0, it is seen that the coefficients of 
<^\ v dB^ 
^mn—dt* £mc^ B-Lmn—Th ^'^ v a ni s n- The remaining coefficients are 
normalized by N to obtain the following expressions: 
% k 
C^l^^iX^tVihtjtk) = |2 Smn Suv Icss^ ? m ?^ J±n(m>n>H >V'>J >k) ~ (A11) 
- infjLlcss(m,M(5j)ji2(m5n;|i5v;j5k) Z±c(l,\,h) + 
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"2tt(^-) ziB(*A,h) - ( Y - D ( S ^ +^-)z±c(l,l,h)[ 
X I o s s (n ,m , j ) J i - ^ m , ! ! ^ , v ; j > k ) | [ J 
e 2 W z , *" 
cos dz 
z 
o e o 
s i n 2 j e d e ^ J j ( S j k r ) r d r ] 
C 2 ( - t , m , n ; \ 5 M ) , v ; h 5 a , k ) = ^ [ s ^ S v I c g s (m?M,, j ) J i ( m , ^ , v ; j ,k) -
(A12) 
- m^I ( ^ , m , j ) j l 0 (m,n ;p , , v ; j ,k) Zi (l,\,h) + 
C o o £_ _J C 
2 2, 
2 t t ( ^ ) z i s ( i , ^ t i ) - ( Y - i ) ( s ^ + ^ ) z i c ( * A , h ) " 
X I (m^, j ) J i 7 (m,n;^,v;j,k) [ 




o e o 
,2rr 
2 
s i n j 0 d 0 
rvl - 1 
J . ( S ., r ) r d r 
3 j k 
S i m i l a r l y t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s C and C. of E q s . (221) a r e d e r i v e d 
by w e i g h t i n g t h e r e s i d u a l s w i t h Y , and t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g e x p r e s s i o n s 
h j k 
f o r I__ and I,T a r e g i v e n b y : 
dA, ,_ 
1 = 2 E ^A — ^ „ M _ 
Nn o „ ._, . I •tran d t _ mn n v c 
1 £,111,11 X >Mov ^ 
L 8 , , 2 1 , ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 1 1 ^ J i ( n ^ n ^ v ^ k ) + 
(Al3a) 
+ miiZi {l,^,h)l cc(m^,j)Ji2(m,n;\±,v;j,k) + 




SmnSM-v Z i c (
/ E ' ^ ' h ) I c c c (
m ' l J " j ) J i 3 ( m ' n 5 l J " v 5 J ' k ) + 
+ n^Zi U,k,h)l (j,ra?M.) J i ^ / m j n ^ j v ^ ' j k ) + 
O L o u £. 
+ -LX f—-) Zi (l,\,h)l (m,|jL,a) J"i ( n ^ n ^ v ; j ,k) 





S ^ S v Z i c ( - M ,h) I c c s (J ^ ,m) Ji (m,n;^ ,v ; j ,k) 
- qj )Zi c( 'L,A.,h)l c c g(j ,m,| j )) J i ? ( m , n ; | j ) , v ; j , k ) + 
+ U.[^-J Zl (I ,\ ,h)l (j ,\± ,m) J± (m^jiajv; j , k ) 









v ; J 3k) 
^ J - |JjV (- CCb _5 
rr^Zi (l,X ,h) I (j ^ ,m) Ji0(m?n;M , , v ; j ,k) + 
32.1 
2 
+ U ( — ) Zi ( £ , \ , h ) l ( j ,m ? M ;) j i (m.5n;pJ?v;j5k) } 
\ Z / S CCS ^ 1 JJ 
"N, 
- S S 
2 £,m5n X,p,5v 
{ 
dA. dB. 
L ^ - ^ C S S ' J ' ^ + W^W"^ ^ 
dB dA 
+ A, — g ^ I ( j , n , m ) + B , — ^ 1 ( j , m ^ ) X Imn dt ccs ^ y £mn dt ccs r / J 
2 2^ 
8mn + — 2 - J z i c ( ^ A 5 h ) J i ^ n ^ n ; ^ ; j , k ) J 
In this case the coefficients of A 
dB dA 
„ — T ^ — and B. —r^— disappear and 
£mn dt Imn dt ^ 
the remaining terms are normalized "by N to y i e l d the fol lowing ex-
Bhjk 
p r e s s i o n s : 
C . (£ ,m,n ; \ 3 M . , v ;h , j , k ) = ^ [ s S I ( j ,m5 M , ) j i ( i r ^ n ^ v ; j ,k) + (A1*0 3 L L mn ^v ess 3 
+ n^I ( m ^ j ) Ji2(m Jn;p J , v ; j , k ) Zi ( £ , \ , h ) + 
~2l\(-f) Z±a(l,\,h) - (Y-l)(s^ + ^ - ) z i c ( ^ ^ , h ) ] x 
I c s s ( j J m j M . ) ^ ( m j n ^ j v ; , ] ^ ) j [ | C o s
2 - ^ d z j cos^edGj J 2 (S r) r d r l 
e o 
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(^(^m^n^^^h^k) = j 2 ^ ^ v
I
ccc^
m^ '^ Jio( m > n '>V 'v'0 >k) + (̂ 5) 
+ rr̂ I (j,m?ljO JiQ(m?n;[j,,v;j,k) Zl (I,\ ,h) + 
COO £_ „J O 
> ( r ) Zig(iA,h) - ( y - ! ) ^ +i£-)zic«.,X,h) 
X I (m^jj) Ji (m,n;|j,,v;j,k) I 
CCC J- J 
z 
r e 2 h n z , 
r2TT 2 
cos dz cos jeae c 
0 e 0 
-1 
" 2 1 
J.(S ., r)rdr 
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APPENDIX B 
EVALUATION OF DEFINITE INTEGRALS INVOLVING PRODUCTS OF TRIGONOMETRIC AND 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
When the Galerkin method is used to obtain solutions to nonlinear 
problems various definite integrals arise whose integrands are products 
of three or more of the approximating functions used to expand the 
dependent variables. For a series expansion based upon the acoustic 
eigenfunctions for a circular cylinder integrals of products of trigono-
metric and Bessel functions must be evaluated. Integrals of this type 
appear in both the second order analysis of" Chapter VI and the third 
order theory of Chapter VII and will be treated in this appendix. 
Integrals Arising from the Second Order Theory 
The integrals appearing in the coefficients of Eqs. (220) and 
(221) are of two types: (l) those involving products of the steady 
state velocity or its derivative and two trigonometric functions, and 
(2) those involving products of three trigonometric or Bessel functions 
with different arguments. Integrals of the first type appear in the 
coefficients K(£, h) and K (I, h) as shown in Eqs. (222) of Chapter VI, 
while integrals of the second type are defined by Eqs. (A9) of Appendix 
A. 
Integrals Involving the Steady State Velocity 
The integrals appearing in the coefficients K and K are given by 




r> e du LTTZ hirz LIU 1/11 Z. I1M Zi , / ^ ^ 
— cos cos dz (Bl) 
dz z z 
o e e 
z 
e /» , \ r _ / N . £TTZ hnz . Ui (£,h) = I u(z)s in cos dz 
sc Jo ze Ze 
where £ and h are non-negative integers. For arbitrary distributions 
of steady state velocity these integrals must be evaluated numerically. 
To avoid having to compute these integrals anew each time a change is 
made in the parameters u and z , Eqs. (Bl) will be written in a more 
convenient form by making a change of variable. Introducing the new 
variable Q = z/z the steady state velocity can be expressed in terms 
of the distribution function f(£) = u(z)/u . This function varies be-
tween zero at the injector and unity at the nozzle so that the mean flow 
velocity and its derivative are given by: 
u(z) = u f(z/z ) ; ;r = — §• (B2) 
e ' e dz z d£ 
Substituting Eqs. (B2) into Eqs. (Bl) and making the change of variable 
yields the desired expressions: 
Ui (l,h) = u 
cc e 
-1 df 
^ coslTTQcoshrrQ dQ (B3) 
o ^ 
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Ui (l,h) = u z I f (0 sin't-rrC coshnC d£ 
sc e e J 
o 
in which the integrands and the limits of integration are independent 
of the parameters u and z . 
^ e e 
Under certain conditions analytical expressions for Eqs. (B3) can 
be obtained. The simplest case occurs when the velocity potential is 
expanded in terms of transverse modes; that is, l = h = 0 . The integral 
Ui then vanishes and Ui is given by 
sc cc 
Uicc - \ t f d£= V ^ "f(0)] 
In view of the boundary conditions satisfied by the distribution func-
tion f(£) j this integral reduces simply to 
Ui (0,0) = u (BU) 
cc ' e 
Since the influence of the steady state velocity distribution upon the 
solutions of Eqs. (220) and (221) appears only in the integrals given 
by Eqs. (B3), it is seen that the behavior of second order solutions 
involving only transverse modes does not depend on the distribution of 
the steady state velocity, but only on its value at the nozzle entrance. 
The integrals Ui and Ui can also be evaluated analytically to cc sc o J 
when the distribution function f(£) is a polynomial in Q. Only the 
simplest case f(£) = Q will be considered here. This corresponds to a 
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combustor with uniformly distributed combustion for which the mean flow 
velocity u(z) increases linearly from zero at the injector end to its 
maximum value u at the nozzle entrance. Introducing f(£) = C, and df/d£ 
= 1 into Eqs. (E3) yields the following expressions: 
r1 
Ui (l,h) = u J costnC coshnC d£ (B5) 
*" o 
pi 
Ui (£,h) = u z I Q sinlnC, coshrr£ d£ 
S C G G tJ 
o 
The first of Eqs. (B5) is easily evaluated with the aid of standard 
integral tables to obtain: 
uicc(o,o) = ue (B6) 
Uicc(-t,h) = ue/2 I = h 
= 0 I £ h 
The in tegra l Ui can be evaluated by integrat ion by par ts to obtain 
the following expression: 
uz :, r 'cos(£-h)TT£ , cos(£+h)TT£ J. TT- ft -u\ e l - cuav^-a;TTL , cubyvm II^ / s 
ui s c(^,h) = - - ^ - | c —/, v,s
 k + — m ^ — W) (l-h) (Mh) _ o 
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f1 |-COS(£-1I)TTC cô (£+h)TT£-| "1 
J. I. (l-h) (l+h) J V 
where the second term vanishes (provided £ ^ h) to give 
u z 
e e l+h+1 
'scv ' y 2n 
1 1 
Ui (*,h) = - 4 ^ ( - l ) — " - A - + T±- (l^h) (B7) l-h l+h 
for uniformly distributed combustion. For the special case £ = h the 
denominator in the first term of the above equation vanishes and Eq. 
(B7) does not represent the integral Ui . Introducing l = h into Eq 
(B5) and again integrating by parts yields the desired result: 
Ui (h5h) = - l/hftn (h ̂  0) 
It is easily seen from the last of Eqs. (B5) that Ui (0,0) = 0. 
Integrals Appearing in the Coefficients of the Nonlinear Coupling Terms 
When the Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions 
for the velocity potential the quadratically nonlinear terms of Eq. (210) 
produce three types of definite integrals: (l) axial and (2) azimuthal 
integrals involving products of three sinusoidal functions with different 
arguments and (3) radial integrals of the product of a weighting func-
tion and three Bessel functions with different orders and arguments. 
The definitions of these integrals are given by Eqs. (A9) of Appendix A. 
These integrals will now be evaluated by analytical or numerical techni-
ques . 
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Axial Integrals. The integrals over the length of the combustor 
are written in a more convenient form by making the change of variable 
CD = TTZ/ z ; t h u s : 
e 




cosacp cosbcp cosccp dcp (B9) 
ze rn 
Zi (a ,b , , c ) = —- I sinacp siribcp cosccp dcp 
s rr J o 
where a, b, and c are non-negative integers. Analytical expressions for 
Zi and Zi are readily derived with the aid of the following trigono-
c s 
metric relations: 
cosA cosB = — cos(A-B) + cos(A+B) (BIO) 
;inA sinB - — cos(A-B) - cos(A+B) (Bll) 
Repeated use of Eqs. (BIO) and (Bll) yields the following expressions 
Z , - r .TT 
e Z i c ( a , b , c ) = ij^: | y cos[(a-b-e)cp]dcp + J c o s [ (a-b+c)cp]dcp (B12) 
JT 
JT 
c o s [ (a+b-c)cp]dcp + c o s [ (a+b+c)cp]dcp |-
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Z TT JT 
Zi (a,b,c) = r^ 1 cos[(a-b-c)o)]dcD + cos[ (a-b+c)cp]dcp (BI3) 
S 4-TT U J 
JT f 1 
cos[ (a+b-c)cp]dcp - cos[ (a+b+c)cp]dcp j-
Each of the integrals in Eqs. (B12) and (BI3) vanishes unless the argu-
ment of the cosine is zero, in which case its value is TT. For nonzero 
values of a, b, and c this situation occurs only when a = b + c, b = 
a + c, orc = a + b and even then only one of the four integrals will 
be nonzero. Thus the following results are obtained: 
Zi (a, b, a+b) = Zi (a, a+c, c) = Zi (b+c, b, c) = z /k (B1+) 
Zis(a, b, a+b) = - z eA 
Zi (a, a+c, c) = Zi (b+c, b, c) = z /h (a, b, c ^ 0) 
s o e 
If any one of the integers a, b, or c is zero these integrals are more 
easily evaluated by returning to the original expressions given by Eqs. 
(B9)• An inspection of the expressions for Zi and Zi reveals that 
c s 
Zi (0,0,0) = z 
c e (B15) 
Zi (0, a, a) = Zi. (a, 0, a) = Zi (a, a, 0) = Zi (a, a, 0) = z /2 
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where use has been made of the orthogonality properties of the sine and 
cosine functions. For all other values of the integers a, b, and c the 
integrals Zi and Zi vanish. 
c s 
Azi.muthal Integrals. The integrals over 0 given in Eqs. (A9) are 
similar to those treated above; however there are four types of the azi-
muthal integrals and the limits of integration are different. To evaluate 
these integrals the trigonometric identities given by Eqs. (BIO) and ( B H ) 
are needed as well as the additional relation: 
sinA cos B = ;in(A + B) + sin(A - B) (B16) 
With the help of the above trigonometric relations the azimuthal integrals 
are expressed as the sum of four simpler integrals as follows: 
2TT 
I ,.,(<*,3,Y) = T; ] sin[(cy-3+Y)e]de + s in [ (a+3-y) 6]d9 (B17) 
.2TT 
2TT 
s in[(o ' -3-Y)e]de 
r,2n 
s in[(«-^+Y)e]d9 
1 r r ^ p^ 1 7 
1
CCS
(^^^ = Tj: U s in[(a-P+Y)e]d0 + J sin.[ (cHfl+Y) 9]d9 (Bl8) 
,2TT 
sin[(cy-p-Y)e]d6 - J sin[(cH#-Y) 0]d0J 
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2rr „2TT 
I Aa,$,y) - r 1 c o s [ ( a - 3 - ^ ) e ] d 9 + I cos[(a+3-y) 6]d6 (B19) 
cs s M L«J . «J „ 
*2rT „2TT 
cos[ (a -3-Y)0]ae - cos[(cy+3^)6]def 
o o 
* C C C > '
P ' Y ) - -
r^IT ,2TT 
cos[(a-3+Y)e]d9 + J cos[(a+3-Y) 6]d9 (B20) 
o o 
f.2rr r,2rT 
2os[(a-p-Y)6]d9 + cos [ ( a -^4Y)9]de | 
whore it is observed thai, I and I involve only the integrals of 
sss ccs 
sines while the integrals I and I are composed only of integrals 
ess ccc 
of cosines. By inspection of Eqs. (B17) arid (Bl8) it is easily seen 
that 
Ior,c,(o',3,Y) = I (a,P,Y) = ° 
D O u CCS 
for a l l values of the i n t e g e r s a, [3, and Y- T n e remaining i n t e g r a l s are 
s i m i l a r to Eqs. (B12) and (B.I3) and are given by 
: c c c ( a , 3 , *+3) = Ic c c(of} a+Y, Y) = I c c c ( 3 - ^ ; 3 , Y) = TT/2 (B22) 
I ( a , 3 , a?+P) = I (of, a+Y, Y) = TT/2 
C-0 i> C O Q 
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I (3+Y, P, Y) = " TT/2 
CSS 
for a', 3, and y nonzero. If any one of the indices is zero (correspond-
ing to a radial mode) the following values are obtained: 
I (0, 0, 0) = 2n 
ccc (B23) 
I (or, a, 0) = I (of, 0, or) = I (0, a, a) = TT 
ccc ccc ccc 
I^oo (0 , a, a) = TT 




I (a, a, or) = 
ccc 
COS3CY9 d9 = 0 
Since so many of these integrals vanish the number of nonlinear coupling 
terms occurring in Eqs. (220) and (22.1) is greatly reduced. 
Rad1a.1 Integrals. The radial integrals are of three types as 
shown "below: 
Ji-, = l(ax)j (bx) J (cx)xdx 







J\(ax)j (bx) J" (ex)—dx 
Xs U v x 
o 
,1 
j/ (ax) J' (bx) J (ex) xdx 
A
 J
 LL v 
o 
where X, \i, and v are non-negative integers; a, b, and c are non-negative 
real numbers; and J, (ax) indicates the derivative with respect to the 
A. 
argument ax. In our case the numbers a, b, and c are restricted to the 
transverse mode frequencies as shown in Eqs. (A9) • It is observed that 
the integrals Jin and Ji0 differ only in the form of the weighting func-
tion, while the integral Ji involves the derivatives of the Bessel 
iunctions which are given by: 
j'(z) = - J .. (z) - J , (z) 111 = 1, 2, 3 
nV ' 2 L m-lv ' m+lv 'A ' J J 
J^(z) = - J±(z) 
as found in any reference on Bessel functions. 
A search of various tables of integrals and the literature on 
Bessel functions yielded no analytical formula for the evaluation of 
Eqs. (B2̂ +) . These integrals however were easily calculated numerically 
to a sufficient degree of accuracy by using Simpson's Rule with twenty 
subdivisions. To save computation time it was noted that these integrals 
needed to be computed only for values of the integers \, \i, and v for 
which the azimuthal integrals I (A. ,U ,V) and I (A.,U,V) are nonzero. 
ccc ess 
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The numerical evaluation of Ji and Jio is straightforward, but 
1 o 
the integrand of Ji is indeterminate at the lower limit of integration, 
If any one of the indices A, |_i. or v is nonzero the limit of the inte-
grand as the argument approaches zero is easily calculated with the aid 
o.' fj' Eo sp i t al' s Rule as foHows : 
J (ax) J (bx) J (ex) 
L(\,u.,v) = 11m -^ ± V 
x-O x 
L(A,(^,v) = aj'(ax)j (bx) J (ex) + bJ (ax) j'(bx) J (ex) (B25) 
+ cJ, (ax) J' (bx) J (ex) 
A. |i v ' x=0 
From inspection of Eq. (B25) and the known behavior of the Bessel func-
tions of various orders for zero arguments it is seen that the limit 
L(A. ,(j, ,v) vanishes with the following exceptions: 
L(l, 0, 0) = a/2 (B26) 
L(0, 1,0) = b/2 
L(0, 0, 1) ^ c/2 
For the special case X - \i = v - 0 the numerator of the integrand remains 
finite while the denominator vanishes and the limit L(0, 0, 0) does not 
33^ 
exist. Fortunately in the expressions for the coefficients of the non-
linear terras the integral Ji (m,n; ̂ ,v; j,k) is multiplied by my, and 
consequently this term vanishes if either m or ^ is zero. 
Numerical values of the integrals needed to compute the coeffi-
cients of the nonlinear terms when the expansion of the velocity potential 
consists of the first four tangential modes are presented in Table 2. In 
this case the integrals were computed from Eqs. (B2U) with a = S, -, , b = 
S , , and c = S -, . Inspection of the tabulated values reveals that as a 
M i l ' v.! 
rule these integrals are much smaller than unity with the integral Ji 
an order of magnitude smaller than Ji-, and Jip. The values of these 
integrals decrease as the order of the Bessel functions increases; how-
ever no conclusions regarding the dependence of the nonlinear coefficients 
on the order of the transverse modes can be inferred from this property 
of live integrals involving Bessel functions. The reason for this is the 
fact that in the expressions for the coefficients given by Eqs. (All) , 
(A12.) , (Al̂ l) and (A.15) the radial integrals are multiplied by products 
or squares of the transverse mode frequencies which tends to offset the 
decrease in the values of the integrals. In fact the coefficients are 
found to increase slowly with increasing transverse mode numbers. 
Integrals Arising from the Third Order Theory 
The following integrals involving Bessel functions arise when 
the Galorkin method is applied to the third order equations (i.e., Eqs. 
(293) through (297)): 
2. I n t e g r a l s of Besse l Functions 
1 O.OU7U3 O.O85.I5 0.00905 
1 O.O30UU O.OU835 O.OO538 
1 0.02216 0.03272 O.OO353 
2 0.0^7^3 0.08515 0.00729 
2 O.O30UU O.OU835 0.00^30 
2 0.02082 O.O3077 0.00297 
3 O.O30UU O.OU835 O.OO385 
3 0.02216 C.03272 0.00250 
k 0.02216 0.03272 0.00232 
k 0.02082 0.03077 0.002U6 
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Products of two Bessel functions 
•(2) _ r (s r^ 
m\ mn. / 
2 2 
_,2 S - m 






J IS rjj'fs r )rdr 
m\ mn / m\ mn 
•(2) 
,1 
I J S r 





(m £ 0) 
Products of three Bessel functions (m = 0 only) : 
(3) 
[Jo( a r on rdr (B28) 
J (3) J S r o\ on L o\ on1/J rdr 
-(3) _ r1 r J fs r̂ l j'fs rVdr 
_ o\ on /_ o\ on / 
•(3) 
'It " J J o 
o 
's r V ' f s r V ^ f s r V d r v, on / o\ on / o \ on / 
33B 
P r o d u c t s of four B e s s e l f u n c t i o n s : 
where 
4) 
J" S r 








•)] J S r - o dr . m\ mn J 2 
m to) 
J. M 
r1 r / \ - i 3 (s r )] j ' f s 
'ii\ mn / J m\ 
r ) — dr 
mn / r 
m *o) 
» 
2 . 2 
|~J f s r ^ l l~ j ' f s r ) " | rd:t 
L m\ mn / J L m\ mn ,/J 
1 2 
j ; ^ = [ [-J f s r Y l j ' f s r \ j " f s r V d r 
5 ,i ni\ mn / J m\ mn / m \ mn / 
J ;S r 
m\ rin 
- J IS r I - J b r 
S r m\ mn / m+1 \ mn 
mn 
j " l S r 
m \ mn 
i ^ - IIJ 6 m l £ ! l i l . ,i | j ( s r ) + i _ j 
.„2 2 | mV mn / S r m+1 
S r " mn 
( s r) 
\ mn / 
mn 
The i n t e g r a l s so i n d i c a t e d do n o t appea r i n t h e d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s 
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If m = 0, and their integrands become indeterminate at the lower limit 
of integration for m nonzero. In each case, however, application of 
L'Hospital' s Rule reveals that the limit is zero. 
The above integrals were evaluated numerically by the use of 
Simpson's Rule. Numerical values of these integrals and the associated 
constants K. and K.' (as defined by Eqs. (3-10) and (316)) are given below 
for the first tangential and the first radial modes: 
First tangential mode (m -- 1, n = l) 
J^(l,l) = O.llQS^? K2 = 2.352635 (B30) 
j^"y(l5l) = 0.0^576U K = -0.15^700 
J ^ ( l , l ) = 0.280779 YL = O.6I35O3 
J . p ' (1,1) =- 0.060035 Kr = 2.0135^0 
A^ (1,1) = 0.0921U8 Kr = 0 . 0 ^ 3 ^ 2 
(U) 
j ; ; (1,1) = 0.028077 
J, ^ (1,1) = O.OO5.I89 K,; = O.503O32 
J : ^ (1,1) = -o.oo' 
F i r s t r a d i a l mode (m = 0 , 11 = l ) 
j [ 2 ) ( 0 , l ) = 0.081108 (B 3 1 ) 
3^0 
.(2) 
T ( 3 ) 
.1 





0 , 1 
0 , 1 
0 , 1 
0 , 1 
0 , 1 
0 , 1 
0 , 1 
= -0.021739 K l = 0.352279 
= 0.028572 K2 = 0.176139 
= 0.01U286 K3 = 1.220311 
= -0.026529 K- -0.6.12129 
= 0.013307 ^ = -0.16U783 





NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In applying the Galerkin method, the original set of nonlinear 
partial differential equations was converted to a system of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations. These equations, which are given by 
Eqs. (223) and (22^) for the second order analysis and Eqs. (305) through 
(309) for the third order theory, are not amenable to analytical solution. 
Therefore these equations must be solved by the methods of numerical 
analysis. 
In the determination of the limiting periodic solutions of the 
above mentioned equations it is necessary to perform the numerical inte-
gration over a relatively large number of integration steps . It is 
therefore desired that the numerical method used has a small local dis-
cretization error and is not subject to numerical instability. These 
requirements are found to be met by the fourth order Runge-Kutta method, 
one of the most widely used numerical integration techniques. This 
method is discussed in any book on numerical analysis (e.g., see Conte^2), 
from which the following formulas are taken. For the system of two 
differentia,! equations given by: 
7^ = f(y,z,t) ? — - g(y,z,t) (CI) 
3^2 
the values at the next integration step are computed from the previous 
ones by: 
where 
yn + 1 = yn + 1 (\ - 2k2 + 2 k ; 3 + h) (c2) 
Z ^ = Z + Z f^ + 2ln + 2^o + £) 
n+1 n 6 \ 1 2 3 4 
k = hf(y , z 5 t J (C3) 
1 \ n n n/ ^ J/ 
^ = hg( y , z 5 t ) 
1 A n ' n5 n/ 
k0 = hf (y + k, /2, z + £., /2 , t + h/2) 
2 \ n 1 n .r n ' / 
2̂ = hg(yn + V 2 ' 2n + V 2 ' tn + h / 2 ) 
k 3 = h f ( y n + k 2 / 2 5 z n + y 2 . , t n + h / 2 ) 
S = hg(yn - k2/2? zn + y 2 , tn + h / 2 ) 





 + v t- + h n 
3J+3 
l> = hgfy + k . z + I , t + h) 
h T n 3 n 3 n / 
where h is the integration step-size. These equations can be readily 
extended to a larger system of equations. 
Treatment of the Tine Delay 
The equations which resulted from the application of the Galerkin 
method to our combustion instability problem differ in form from those 
given by Eqs. (Cl). To be more specific these equations contain terms 
involving a retarded variable; that is, a dependent variable which is 
evaluated at the earlier time t - T. Such terms arise because Crocco's 
time-lag model was used to describe the combustion process. Due to the 
presence of the retarded variables, the formulas (C3) used in the Runge-
Kutta method must be slightly modified. 
The appropriate formulas for applying the Runge-Kutta method to 
problems involving a time-delay are readily obtained by considering a 
single equation of the following form: 
|f - f(x,t) + g[x(t - f)] (Cl+) 
Noting that at any step of the integration the value of x(t - T) has al-
ready been determined from previous steps the function g can be considered 
to be a known function of time g(t) and can be combined with the time 
dependence of f.. It then follows from Eqs.. (C2) and (C3) that 
i(V + 2k + 2k + k, ) 
6\ 1 2 3 kJ 
3UU 
where k± = h|f(xn,tn) + g[x(tn - f) ]]• (C5) 
k2 = h{f(xn + k.^2, tn + h/2) + g[x(tn + h/2 - ?)]} 
k3 = h{f(xn + k2/2, tn + h/2) + g[x(tn + h/2 - f) ]} 
ku = h{f(xn + k t n + h) + g[x(tn + h - f)]} 
Since x(t) is computed only at discrete points x (t ) it is desired 
that the retarded variable x(t - T) will coincide with such previously 
n 
computed points. This can be accomplished by choosing the step-size h 
such that it divides the time-lag T into k equal increments. Thus T = 
kh and the retarded variables become 
x(t - T) = x(t - kh) = x . (C6) 
v n ' n ' n-k J 
x(t + h - f) = x[t - (k - l)h] = x . . 
n n n-k+1 
x(t + h/2 - f) = x[t - (k - 1/2)h] = x , i 
n ' n ' n-k+2 
where the value x k_j._ is computed by interpolation. The Runge-Kutta 
formulas which apply to Eq. (ck) can now be written as: 
x ,, = x + z(kn + 2k0 + 2k0 + k, n+1 n 6\ 1 2 3 h 
3̂ 5 
ki = h{f<VV + «<W} (C7) 
k2 = h{f(xn + V 2> *n
 + h/2) + g( xn-k4 }} 
k = h(f(x + k0/2, t + h/2) + g(x . j 3 I n 2' n ' n-k+2 
k, = h{f(x + k„,t + h) + g(x . _)} 
k I n 3 n n-k+1 J 
Equations (C7) are readily extended to a system of equations where the 
functions corresponding to g depend on both the dependent variables and 
the retarded variables. It is seen from Eqs. (C7) that k values of the 
dependent variables prior to the initial values are needed to start the 
integration. 
Special Considerations 
Second Order Equations 
If M terms are included in the expansion for the velocity poten-
tial Eqs. (223) and (22U) represent a system of M second order (in 
derivatives) differential equations. For application of the Runge-Kutta 
method these equations can be written as an equivalent system of 2M first 
order equations as follows: 
dA.. 




— ^ = - S2VA.V - KA' - K A ' ( t - f) (C8) 
dt jk jk jk T jk 
2 2 { c ^ n ^ J ^ A B | v + C 2 ( m , n ; ^ v ; j ,k) B ^ J 
m,n |JL ,v p ^ 
dB., 
- ^ = B ' n dt jk 
dB'.n 
f = - S , B , - KB' - K B ' ( t - f) (C9) 
dt jk jk jk T jk 
- S 2 j c (m } n; | i } v; j } k)A A' + Ck(ffl,n;(i,v;j}k)B B' } L -5 mn uv 4 mn nvj 
m,n p,,v p p 
where the dependent v a r i a b l e s are now A., , A., , B ... , and. B.n . 
jk5 jk? jk' jk 
Third Order Equations 
First consider the system of equations which govern the tangential 
modes as given by Eqs. (305) through (309)• The continuity and momentum 
equations are already in the proper form for application of the Runge-




= fp(VY V V AP
(t " T ) ) (cl0) 







A P ) 
where f , f , and f are the right hand sides of Eqs. (305) > (306) and 
(307) respectively. On the other hand the energy equation contains the 
dA dA n p two derivatives -TT- and —77- and the equation of state is an algebraic dt dt ^ to 
equation. These equations can be written in the required form by 
differentiating the equation of state and introducing the result into 
" h 
the energy equation to eliminate dt 
In addition other derivatives 
that appear are expressed in terms of Eq. (CIO), which yields the result 
dA 
— £ = f (A , A , ArJ A , A (t - f) ) 
dt pV p' T\' C P P - (en) 
where 
P 
= v{ l.Iil' 
2 u 
p- u 
f - -£-1 f 
p z h 
(C12) 
" S/SfY-Ds^^Y^ + ̂ p] - 3A S ^ Y J 
- l/8(Y-l)m2K6 2A Arf + A^f 
- P C C C P-
1/k m2K6ApAcf J 
and 
f. = -^{A -
h l i p 
P 











(t - f ) ) (ah) 
^ V V Y V 
dA . . 
T# = gP(V Y V
A
P
( t - ? ) ) 
where g and gL̂  are the right hand sides of Eqs. (312) and (3-13) res-
pectively and g is given by: 
h = YK1 - ¥ zu)gP "
 ( ^ 4 * ^ Vn (C15) 
- ¥ M^yi!+ <gP] -
r P „ u e e „ / 
KL s + 
z l & p 
e 
nu 
+ S2 K'l Â  + S2 K'A Â  + —- W A (t) - A (t - T)Yk } 
on 2 p I) on 6 p 1] z 1 \ p v ' p v /_! hj 
In Eq. (C.15) the function g is the right hand side of Eq. (315) • 
One of the nonlinear combustion terms appearing in the continuity 
3̂ 9 
equation (i.e., Eq. (312)) involves the integral 
t-f P 
A (t')dt'. This 
expression is treated by introducing the new dependent variable: 
A i = 
,t 
A (t')at' (ci6) 
, - P 
t-T * 
which can be differentiated to obtain: 
dA 
- ^ = Ap(t) - A (t - T) (C17) 
This last equation is solved numerically as part of the system of simul-
taneous differential equations. The initial value A (0) is found by 
integrating the initial values of A (t) over the interval - T ̂  t ̂  0. 
For initial conditions of the form A (t) = P̂ .cosS t one obtains: 
p M on 
A (0) = I*- Bin (ST) (C18) 
on 
Accuracy of the Numerical Calculations 
One of the least desirable features of the Runge-Kutta methods is 
that error estimates are very difficult to obtain analytically. In this 
case an indication of the accuracy of the computed solutions can be ob-
tained by comparing with exact solutions for special cases and by con-
sidering the effect of varying the step-size. In the latter case the 
accuracy should improve with decreasing step-size until a point is reached 
350 
where the accumulation of round-off error becomes important. 
For both the second order and third order equations the numerica] 
integration scheme was tested by considering two limiting cases: (l) 
the linearized equations with u = 0 which corresponds to a harmonic 
oscillation, and (2) the linearized equations for u > 0. In these tests 
a step-size of the order of 0.05 "was used. For the case u = 0 the cal-
culated solution agreed with the predicted sine curve to five significant 
digits for the first cycle. Over longer periods of time (hundreds of 
cycles) the calculated results showed a negligible decay in amplitude 
due to error accumulation. For u > 0 the numerical solutions exhibited 
e 
the expected behavior; i.e., (l) growth of amplitude in the linearly un-
stable region, (2) decay in the linearly stable region, and (3) neutral 
oscillations on the neutral stability curve. 
The accuracy of the nonlinear solutions was estimated by changing 
the step-size. In one particular case halving the step-size resulted in 
only a one percent increase in the computed limit cycle amplitude. In 
addition the computed amplitude remained essentially constant even when 
the computations were continued for several thousand cycles. In the case 
of unstable limit cycles (i.e., triggering limits) the solution is deter-
mined after only a few cycles of oscillation when the errors are expected 
to be small. On the basis of the above results it may be concluded that 
the errors associated with the numerical integration process are negli-
gible for the values of the step-size used. 
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